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ACCENTURE PAPER ON 8th MARCH, 2008 AT NEW DELHI
HI, Frnz. Accenture conducted a campus drive in our college i.s. Maharaja agrasen
Institute Of Technology on 8th March 2008(Exclusively for our college). Well 244
students sat for the examination process, it was one of the smoothest selection processes
conducted by Meritrac. It consisted of 4 rounds as discuss below.

WRITTEN EXAM
The test consisted of 55 ques to be done in 60 mins.
It had three sections i.e. Verbal ability, logical reasoning, and mathematical ability.
All the questions were very easy. U just need to have gud speed to clear the xm. There
was no –ve marking. So attempt all questions. The paper was very easy.
After 1 hour got completed, we were given a topic on which we had write an essay of
approx 100-150 words in !0 mins. The topic of essay was “IMPACT OF IT ON INDIA”.
Beware this essay may be evaluated in ur HR interview. Try to write it in good
handwriting.
After 1 hour or so result was announced. 122 students out of 244 got selected and
immediately after that we were divided in groups and sent for gd.

GROUP DISCUSSION
Well I must tell u tht I didn’t had I had a kind of extempore instead. All of us were given
a topic on which we had to speak for 1 min. Then after all hv completed speakin we were
told to contradict others or to give a conclusion. Our topic was “Impact of Cell phonesGood or Bad”
Other topics were “Microsoft taking over google” ; “Products ,Services and Outsourcing
companies”.
7 students out of 13 got selected in our group.
A total of 80 students out of 122 cleared the gd.
HR Cum TECH ROUND
After waiting for around 1.5 hours I got the chance to appear for interview. In this round I
was asked technical as well as hr . The person aws really a nice and cool dude . I was
asked to talk abt myself for a min. and after that he asked ques on my ans. Some very
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basic questions were asked regarding C++. They also asked about hw much I knew abt
the company etc.. They just checked our confidence level. Just after the interview I was
told that I got through with the tech round.
HR ROUND
This was the last round and I had to wait for around 4.5 hours to appesr in it. It was quite
easy as the interviewer was the same person who was there in our g.d. He aws very cool
and calm. As it was around 9.00 p.m. so he asked abt hw m I feeling. He askd hw wud I
inform my parents if I got selected….n why should the company hire me…abt my family
background…abt my relocation…abt signin the bond …then he askd if I had any
ques….then he told me a lot abt accenture’s work and its environment for abt 20 mins..
As I had my interview among the last interviews after 30 mins or so the results were
announced
And with the god’s grace I got selected among the 47 students that got selected from our
college.
Bye,
LOKESH
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 8th MARCH 2008
hello FRIENDS!! accenture is a global management company and enjoys a very good
profile and it is recognized worldwide.........as such if u get a chance to get intto this
company do put in your best .. it was an on campus recruitment process......... 244
students had appeared............ accenture has a very tough selection process of 4 stage and
it is very competitive..........the test was conducted by MERITRAC.............
APTITUDE TEST
the whole test is of 1 hr in total this is as usual the first round after the ppt......the aptitude
paper consists of three sections.....total 55 q
1>verbal ability:-in this there will be fill in the blanks with the correct words ,
synonyms,(articles and prepositions),,,,word meanings(very simple ones), and two
passages which will have 5 to 6 questions from it..............it is better that before reading
the passage you go through the questions as this will save time.
2>mathematical questions:-very easy only sums frm r s agarwal (quantatitive) come
3>logical reasoning:- do all syllogism,statement -inference ,logical connectives (these
were the changes from previous year papers)
AFTR THE 1 HR ARE OVER u will be given additional 10 minutes to write an essay on
any topic for atleast 100 words....... i was given IT IMPACT ON INDIA Around 122
people cleard the apti frm 244 odd ppl
GROUP DISCUSSION
this is also an imp elimination round.........in this i ll advice that you dnt get
tensed........watevr b the topic atleast say 2 to 3 points which make sense..n yes always
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listen to what others want to say also......most imp ......thru the entire gd never look at the
person who is conducting the gd...just look at the people who r in your group..... aftr the
gd around 70 ppl were left
HR ++ TECH
in this round you may be asked anything from technical or hr or maybe both..........dnt
worry they r very nice ppl and they ll make u feel comfortable....very basic questions
were asked regarding me,my hobbies and my future plans,my dream........
IF THEY DO NOT LIKE YOU IN THIS ROUND THEY WILL STRAIGHT AWAY
ASK YOU TO LEAVE............ SPOKEN ENGLISH IS OF GREAT IMPORTANCE IN
ACCENTURE............................SO TRY TO BE VERY CLEAR AND FLUENT........
HR++++TECH
this is the final round and this is also same as previous round............in this also tech may
be askd or hr or maybe both..............so they have a two stage process........i was askd bout
my favourite movie and y i likd it n y m i shifting frm my stream i.e electronics to IT
industry....just prepare good answers for these ques and i m sure u ll b thru............. after
this we waited for an hour nd thn our results were declared
47 PEOPLE MADE IT AND I WAS ONE OF THEM....................just be confident and
try to deliver your best.............for the aptitude the questions are very easy so every one
can do it..........the only thing is dat u have to be very fast....no -ve marking is there so
attempt all the questions.................
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 12th MARCH 2008
hi friends.....first of all a big thanks to freshers world bcoz of which i was aware of the
test paper pattern in advance.it really helped me a lot. first i would like to tell all droppers
that though most companies dont try to take droppers but if there is a genuine reason, ur
case can be considered equally. but u need to have a good cgpa at btech level and u
should be aware of whats happening in outside world. i am a dropper of more than 2
years and got selected.
Accenture visited our campus on 12th march. all students who were already placed were
also allowed to sit in accenture.so around 500 students participated in the process out of
them only 196 were able to clear the written. among these 196, about 110 got selected in
gd. she asked us to decide a topic on our own and we decided capital
punishment........justified or not... u can see the paper pattern (which is conducted by
meritrac) from some other contributers, i will tell u abt my interview.
first it was a HR round for me.since i was having many gaps....it was like..........
HR: good afternoon vipin.
ME: good afternoon mam.
HR: ok vipin tell me something abut you.
me-told
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HR: why r u having these many gaps?
me- answered by which she was impressed(they dont like persons who have the gap bcoj
they were preparing to get into iits).
HR: ok what do u know abt accenture?
me- mam i know many things abt accenture like who is the ceo, in how many countries
the company is located,how many clients th company has and all those statistics kind of
stuff.........always surf net to fin out new things........
HR: so whats new........all these thingswere told to u during presentation and each one
who is standing outside knows these things.
me- mam but during the initial phase of the presentation...when sir displayed all the
figures on the slide and he asked does anybody know what do these figures represents, i
gave 3 answers......(she was highly impressed)
HR: ok why as a mechanical engg. do u want to join accenture?
me- gave the answer with the eg of designing of lift.....each stream has its own part in the
succesful completion of a job and mech engg have good analytical power and they find
there place everywhere......(impressed and satisfied)
HR: ok. vipin dre u comfortable to relocate?
me- yes mam......since it is my hobby to travel and explore new places.......i have no
problem in relocation(by this one of the hobby which was mentioned in the cv was
substantiated)
HR: ok vipin........do u have any questions to ask........
me- mam since i know many things abt accenture, i will not ask u abt it........but please
tell me whether u liked any thing in my cv or in me which was not there in others......
HR: but i didn't told u till now whether u r selected or not..........(impressed with que)
me- than mam if i am selected what was my good point and if i am not ,where i was
lacking.......
HR: one thing i liked abt u is that u r not faking urself............u r present as u are in
real...........any more ques?
me- no mam.
HR: ok vipin it was nice meeting u.
me- thank u mam.........
and i was selected and in TI round i answered all the ques except one which was not in
our course and finally i got selected.........only 76 students were able to make through it
and i was the one.............a luck factor also played an imp role..........
thank you.............best of luck........will meet u at accenture...........
Test Paper :6
Paper Type
Test Date
Test Location
Posted By

: Whole Testpaper
: 23 February 2008
: TICT (Rajarhat) , Kolkata
: Misbahuddin Shamim
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ACCENTURE PAPER ON 23rd FEBRUARY AT KOLKATA
Hi friends......I am Misbahuddin Shamim,pursuing my B-tech from Techno India College
Of Technology....and my stream is Information Technology.....I was not having internet
connection at my home...then a friend of mine made me realised how important it is for
the campussing...u must be wondering why have i started with this??/ coz i know friends
that most of you are reading this paper froma cyber cafe...so my very 1st request to you
all is that if its possible for you to afford internet connection..then get it done as soon as
possible , as it really helped me a lot and it will help u too...it was only due to
freshersworld dat i was able to understand the pattern,the important chapters as well as
the questions which i have to attempt initially in the aptitude test...it is really
v.v.v.v.v.helpful....I m really very much thankful to FRESHERS WORLD..
Naw let me tell you important things to be prepared for accenture:
It has 4 rounds:
1) APTITUDE TEST ALONG WITH THAT ESSAY WRITING.
2) GROUP DISCUSSION.
3) TECHNICAL / HR INTERVIEW.
4) HR / TECHNICAL INTERVEW.
1)APTITUDE TEST:
Questions = 55 ; time limit = 60 minutes...along with that an essay to write in the same
sheet in another 10 minutes...
No sectional cut off , no negative marking..
questions were easy..all u need to do is planning which questions to attempt first and
which one to attempt at last...and yeah 1 more thing ..you have to be very fast and u can
achieve dat only through regular practice..all u have to do is to solve few chapters from
R.S.AGGARWAL ( verbal & Non-verbal as well as quantitaive)..i will suggest you some
chapters ...you jus do those chapters properly and it will be more than sufficient for you...
The Aptitude test paper is divided into 3 sections:
1st section :consist of 20 questions which is completely based on english...
Questions 1 - 10 : These are very easy..its completly based on prepositions and fill in the
blanks with correct articles...if u have a gud command in english then do it in the
begining else do it some time later on after solving some easier questions which will
mention later on...
Questions 11 - 20 :
questions 11 - 15 contains one comprehension followed by another comprehension from
ques 16 - 20... I will suggest you all to do the comprehensions at last.. and attempt the
first comprehension before than the second one...coz according to my experience first
comprehensions are always easier than the second one...
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TIPS : DO THE COMPREHENSIONS AT LAST AND ALWAYS READ THE
QUESTIONS FIRST AND THEN LOOK FOR THE ANSWERS IN THE
PASSAGE...NEVER WASTE YOUR TIME IN READING THE WHOLE PASSAGE..
2nd section : consists of 20 questions which is based on quantitative as well as verbal and
non-verbal...
It contains questions from data sufficiency,venn diagram,time and work,percentage,time
and distance,directions,blood relations,and the most important topic LOGIC (syllogism)
which is the first chapter of the second part of R.S.AGGARWAL (verbal & nonverbal)...prepare these chapters very nicely...
3rd section : consists of 15 questions which is v.v.v.easy, only a difficult portion can be
of puzzle types..
questions are like :
Q.41- Q.45 Mark the answers according to the following:
A- If all the three options match
B- If FIRST and SECOND options match
C- If FIRST and THIRD options match
D- If none of the three match
Example:
KKTUJNGDFTSR
Ans: C
Another example:
1896.5738491023
Ans: D

KKTUJHGDFTSR

1896.5783491023

KKTUJNGDFTSR

1896.5738461023

Q.46-Q.49 were based on the Puzzle-type question. It said:
Following was the criteria decided by the selection committee of Indian Cricket Board:
1) Player's age should be 18-28 years
2) He must be the captain of any cricket team for at least 2 years
3) He must be a Ranji Player for at least 2 years
4) He must have taken at least 20 wickets or made 1000 runs in a calendar year in Ranji
If 1st condition is not fulfilled .. referred to chairman
If 2nd condition is not fulfilled .. he must be an all rounder with at least 500 runs and 15
wickets
If 4th condition is not fulfilled .. referred to VP
Questions were like following example:
Rahul was born on Dec.10,1979 and is a captain of Ranji team since Feb 2005. He won
man of the tournament last year for taking 24 wickets last year. He is:
a) Selected
b) Rejected c) Referred to Chairman d)Data Insufficient
Ans: a
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(These questions are also easy if you draw a table with names of the aspirant in rows and
criteria in the columns, and then checking whether he/she fulfils it or not)
Q.50- Q.55 were also a bit easy and were of two types:
Example of type 1:
If * means +, + means -, - means / and / means *, then what is the value of8+4-9*7/12+3
Example of type 2:
If * means /, / means -, - means + and + means *, then which of the following is true:
a) 7+43*2/13-7+8 = 22.6
b) 4-9*7/4*2/3-7+2 = 25 .. ..
(The type 1 are easier and less time consuming and type 2 are more time consuming but
still can be solved. 3 of the questions were of type1 and other 3 of type two)..
NOTE: Friends i will suggest you all to start with this section...first do the question 41 45 and then do the questions from 50 - 52...and then do whatever u like....coz these
questions are v.v.v.v.easy..and so u will gain lots of confidence after solving these 8
questions..if u can then solve the ques 53 - 55 also else leave it for later on as it is very
much time consuming...
IMPORTANT CHAPTERS TO BE DONE FOR THE APTITUDE TEST:
FOR ACCENTURE EMPHASIZE MORE ON VERBAL & VON-VERBAL RATHER
THAN QUANTITAVE...
VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL :
1) LOGIC (syllogism).
2) DATA SUFFICIENCY.
3) LOGIACL VENN DIAGRAM.
4) DIRECTION SENSE TEST.
5) BLOOD RELATIONS.
6) PUZZLE TEST.
QUANTITATIVE :
1) TIME AND WORK.
2) TIME AND DISTANCE.
3) RATIO AND PROPORTION.
4) PERCENTAGE.
5) PROBLEMS ON TRAINS.
6) BOATS AND STREAMS.
7) PIPES AND CISTERNS.
8) PROFIT AND LOSS.
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Do only these chapters which i have mentioned ....its more than sufficient...and yaeh once
again emphasize more on verbal and non-verbal rather than quantitative...coz 70% are
from verb&non-verb and 30% are from quanti....in comparision to these two...
After the completion of 60 minutes we were asked to write an essay in 10 minutes time
and word limit was atleast 100 words and the topic was "US recession and its impact in
the IT industry"....dont bother about the essay much, just make it sure that u have to fill
that page with correct grammatical statements...it does not play an role in clearing ur
aptitude...it is checked by the HR usually during ur HR interview and it may happen that
no one bother to check it also...
2) GROUP DISCUSSION :
The topic which was given to us was "liberalisation"... time limit was 10 minutes...12
students were there in a group, a topic was thrown and you all have to share your views
regarding that given topic...they selected only 5 students from each group of 12...so you
can see that you have to give ur best effort and you wont get much chance to speak also
coz it so happens sometimes that they make the GD go by person to person clockwise..
TIPS : Initially they may ask you to introduce urself...and u have to hit in this very
moment only ..ur introduction shud be very strong...then u will 2 - 3 chances to speak on
the topic.....friends u have to be louder and clear during your GD...with full of passions...
3) HR INTERVIEW :
Questions were like: Tell me sumthing about yourself which is not there in the CV...then
what do u do in your leisure time...then how can you prove that you have managerial
skills...and then few questions were asked which was related to my answers...i m not
writng all those things coz answers vary from person to person...all i wanna say is dat u
need to be very much confident during your interview,there should be smile on your
face,eyes contact with the HR is a must...
4) TECHNICAL INTERVIEW :
First of all HR asked me to introduce myself...then he asked me what do u do in your
leisure time..then he asked me what are your favourite subjects...then he gave me a
program and asked me 2 answer hm whether this program will run or not...then he told
me dat i m giving u 16 seconds..u have to sell urself...then he gav me some situation
reaction test which i answered wonderfully...
In situation reaction test they just want to see how good you are as a leader as well as a
team member and how hard working , determined and confident you are...
FINALLY, I WANT TO TELL U THE STATISTICS....899 STUDENTS
APPEARED.....266 CLEARED THE APTITUDE...115 CLEARED THE GD....AND AT
LAST ONLY 41 WERE SHORTLISTED AFTER THE TECHNICAL AND HR
INTERVIEW....AND I M REALLY GLAD TO SAY THAT I AM AMONG ONE OF
THEM...................FRIENDS!!!! ONE THING I WOULD LIKE TO SAY REGARDING
THE PLACEMENT OF ACCENTURE....... THAT " YOU HAVE TO BE
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CONSISTENTLY CONSISTENT ".......WISH U AL DA VERY BEST AND HOPE TO
SEE YOU AT ACCENTURE...

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 24th FEBRUARY 2008
hello!! accenture as a company enjoys a very good profile and it is recognized
worldwide.........as such if u get a chance to get intto this company do put in your best...
our campusing for accenture took place at techno india college at rajarhat......... over 500
students had appeared............ accenture has a very tough selection process and it is very
competitive..........the test was conducted by MERITRACK.............
APTITUDE TEST
the aptitude test is of 1 hr 10 mins in total this is as usual the first round after the
ppt......the aptitude paper consists of three sections.....
1>verbal ability:-in this there will be fill in the blanks with the correct words,,,,,,word
meanings(very simple ones), and two passages which will have 5 to 6 questions from
it..............it is better that before reading the passage you go through the questions as this
will save time.
2>mathematical questions:-very easy only sums frm r s agarwal (quantatitive) come
3>data interpretation and logical reasoning
AFTR THE 1 HR 10 MINS ARE OVER u will be given additional 10 minutes to write
an essay on any topic for atleast 100 words....... i was given SHLD MOBILE PHONES
BE BANNED IN COLLEGE?
Around 50 people cleard the apti frm 500 odd ppl
GROUP DISCUSSION
this is also an imp elimination round.........in this i ll advice that you dnt get
tensed........watevr b the topic atleast say 2 to 3 points which make sense..n yes always
listen to what others want to say also......most imp ......thru the entire gd never look at the
person who is conducting the gd...just look at the people who r in your group.....
aftr the gd around 40 ppl were left
HR++TECH
in this round you may be asked anything from technical or hr or maybe both..........dnt
worry they r very nice ppl and they ll make u feel comfortable....very basic questions
were asked regarding me,my hobbies and my future plans........
IF THEY DO NOT LIKE YOU IN THIS ROUND THEY WILL STRAIGHT AWAY
ASK YOU TO LEAVE............ SPOKEN ENGLISH IS OF GREAT IMPORTANCE IN
ACCENTURE............................SO TRY TO BE VERY CLEAR AND FLUENT........
HR++++TECH
this is the final round and this is also same as previous round............in this also tech may
be askd or hr or maybe both..............so they have a two stage process........i was askd bout
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my favourite movie and y i likd it n y m i shifting frm my stream i.e electronics to IT
industry....just prepare good answers for these ques and i m sure u ll b thru.............
after this we waited for an hour nd thn our results were declared
ONLY 16 PEOPLE MADE IT AND I WAS ONE OF THEM....................just be
confident and try to deliver your best.............for the aptitude the questions are very easy
so every one can do it..........the only thing is dat u have to be very fast....no -ve marking
is there so attempt all the questions.................
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 26th FEBRUARY 2008
In our college accenture was the 4th company which came for the placements.
Total 1400 students appeared.Out of which
i) 425 were shortlisted after Apti
ii) 259 after the GD round
iii) total 114 were selected after Tech n HR inteviews.
First round was the Apti round. It was very easy, nd was conducted by people 4m MERIT
TRAC. Max Qns were of Profit n Loss. Some were of type if /stands for *, + stands for and so on.
English part was extremely easy.In all there were 55 Qns that were 2 b done in 60 min.
also there was an essay which has to be written in 10 min and the topic was given after
completion of the apti. My topic was "Education sysytem in India". Apti's result was out
on the same day n rest of the rounds took place on 5th .
On 5th first round was the GD round. Students were divided in the groups of 12 each. It
was a tough round. Topics were easy but the elimination was of about 40%. They were
mainly concerned about the communication skills. Some of the topics were Budget-2008,
should Cricket be made National Game of India, Red, Economy of India, Will India b
superpower by 2020,...
Results of GD round were out on d same day n then the Tech n HR interviews statred
simultaneously. On 5th these rounds were quite easy . My interviews took place around
11 in night. firstly I gone through the HR round. My HR was very gud. There were very
easy questions like ,Tell me about urself which is nt dere in CV, who is ur ideal n why?,
Which book u read resently n what did u learn, ny problem in relocation. thanfully I was
selected n then appeared 4 Tech. It was a bit tought round but was very easy in my case.
As that person was bit impressed vd my academics.He asked me 2-3 simple Questions of
sorting, Pointers, n rDBMS. Interviews continued on the 6th also.
Finally the results were out on 6th at 10 in the night. Luckily I was dere in the 114
selected students. Friends believe me its easy just be confident, n prepare well 4 the GD n
Tech rounds.
ALL D VERY BEST 2 u all.
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Bye,
Kritika Goyal

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 2nd JULY, 2007 AT MUMBAI
hey...got thru accenture today...so dowish to giv back a lot tht i gaind frm here...
PART 1-GNRL APTI-90MIN PART 2-Gd PART 3-TECH INTW PART 4 HR INTW
APTI: a test for about 90 minutes...concentrate on questions related to set theory...like 10
hav tea 20 coffee 65 students ..so qs based on tht...
*practice a lot of comprehensions ..the best thing to do wud be borrow some mba class ka
books...study their basic problem slving sections...logical reasoning and data sufficiency
sections well..
*the grammar stuff is pretty simple...fil in the apprp word form...or replace highlighted
sentence n stuff...read well..
*the data interpratation stuff too imp...lik mrk a if only opt 1 enuf...b if 2 opt enuf n o on...
if u preparin for cat thn u don need much effort..
practice general apti ques too frm this site lik 10pr day for 5 dyas..more thn enuff
*THERE IS NO -VE MARKIN SO CHOOSE ONE OPTION SAY 'C' AND MARK
ALL YOUR ANSWRS C...DON LEAVE ANY QUESTION UNANSWERED
FOR GD:15 ppl in a group around 15mins for the whole grp...so make sure u say atlst
two points gte urslf head..thts imp...start the gd if possible or conclude it.. >
For tech:know your projectsvery well thy grill you on tht,,,find which person is gng to
interview n ask the prev ppl wat they wer askd..they generally repeat the ques...
For Hr:be cheery lively highlit ur strenghts well..go thru the comp site be eager to get to
know thm ...
All the best!!!
Sona
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 2nd MAY 2007
Hi., Its great to tell you that i got seleced in my dream company ACCENTURE. That was
the first time i was facing an interview. With my experience the most important thing i
want to share with u people is to please get rid of TENSION first. There is nothing to get
tensed. If you perform well definitely u will get selected.
The interview pattern is as follows:
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1.WRITTEN TEST.
2.GROUP DISCUSSION.
3.TECHNICAL ROUND.
4.HR.
The written test is very easy to be get selected.It is of 3 sections and duration is 1hr.
1.VERBAL
2.APTITUDE
3.ANALYTICAL REASONING
VERBAL is of 20 questions. It is of meanings, articles, prepositions and 2 unseen
passages.Be carefull with those passages,they are easy but time killing. Confidetly
answer the verbal part.Its the scoring section.
APTITUDE is also of 20 quetions.
It is of venn diagrams,blood reletions,ages,permutations and combinations
The other questions were like if $ is 1 and * is 0 then which of the following represents
5012? (just convert 5012 into binary any replace 1 with $ and 0 with *)
this is very easy.Just practice for acquiring speed.
The next section is for testing your ANALYTICAL .
Given directions : A: all the three are alike
B: first and second are alike
C:first and third are alike
D All the three are different
question: 157.2344352345
question : aabbcddeff

157.2343245345
aabbcdefff

157.2344352345 answer : C
aabbcdddef answer: D

Then few conditions were given based on which we have to solve 5 problems.understand
the constraints properly.
And questions like if + stands for -,* stands for /, - stands for + ,/ stands for * then solve
5*6/5-20*20. Around 5 questions were given on this.Very easy but time taking.
2.GROUP DISCUSSION:
We had 15 as a batch and 4-6 got selected in each batch.He left the topic to us
itself.Topics are like "Democracy in India" and "Terrrorism in India". Its the main
elimination round.Be sure to,"xpress ur views but dont argue".
3.TECHNICAL
As i am from mechanical background he asked to relate MECHANICAL TO
SOFTWARE and compare Q.C.A TO SOFTWARE and some questions regarding my
subject.
Some regarding C language.He asked me tell about the ppt.Know much abt the company
it will help u a lot.
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4.HR
The questins are
Tell me about yourself.
why ACCENTURE?
Where are you from?
Where do u stay?
Why should i hire you?
How good are u in programming?
Who is your role model?
The strange which i had to face is ,"WHAT WILL U DO IF U ARE NOT SELECTED
FOR ACCENTURE NOW?" He will ask u to describe the situations where u acted as a
team leader.
Effective communication skills and your confidence levels wud fetch u more points..
Prepare well.Perform well.Hope to meet u there.
SO WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? PREPARE WELL. THE FUTURE IS IN
YOUR HANDS.
ALL THE VERY BEST!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 4th AUGUST , 2007
Hi pals, Accenture came to our campus on 4th Aug, 2007. (to N.I.T. Rourkela) . During
the PPT itself they made it quite clear that they were going to take a gud number of
students this time as well. PPT was quite good and also they conducted a small quiz
based on that PPT.
Then the written round... Questions were very simple. Merit Trac guys conducted it.
Soon after the written test, they asked us to stay back in the classes and wait for results.
Room by room they collected the papers and went for checking... Then after 10 min or
so..they came out with the results for the 1st room students... Thereafter they took us for
G.D.
About 16 students from my room were there for GD.they divided us into two and asked
us to suggest some topics. Then, they finally chose Global Terrorism. They gave
everybody some time to speak out their points.
It went for about 15 minutes... Side by side...results of other students were getting out and
were goin for GD. SInce ours was the 1st ones... we got our GD results within 5-10
minutes. They took about 8-9 of us from a total of 16.
Then they handed us a form of Accenture to fill up and asked us to come for interview
within half an hour.
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We came back all dressed up for the interview. Ours was firstly Technical Interview. He
asked me to justify my other technical skills. Then questions based on C/c++ , difference
between them, some syntaxes here and there. Then what is OOP.
Then after about 2 hours. i was send for my HR round interview.
The lady asked me usual questions like.. What do u know about Accenture, why
software... tell me something about urself..... n what initiatives u hv taken in last few
months.... then she asked me questions from a form like...wud u mind if we relocate u in
any city of india n so on...
Finally, the results were out by 8.00 p.m. A total of 96 students got placed...We were
handed over our offer letters and a T-Shirt.... This was all folks.....
All the best !!!
Devesh Srivastava
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 4th AUGUST 2007
hii guys
i gott placed in accenture which visited cec collge landran on 4th of august 2007....the
apptitude test was very easy as per the pattren given in other profiles on freshers
world.com under accenture papers....
vell i cleared the test with 38 marks out of 55 and i think the cut off was 35 or 30...825
people cleared the test out of 7000 from 73 colleges....
on 17th of aug v had our GD ...huuhh GD vass bitt difficult task...the panelist was verry
harsh and straight forward....first he divide our group of 12 people into two halfes i.e.6 6
denn he asked us to choose the topic vther sex education shudd b dere in schools in
collges or not...v all said datt bcozz v had allready decided ealier he rejected the topic
and vent for difficult one and siad us to GD on microprocessors...v said its difficult...denn
he asked us to GD on "modren farming techniques" i startedthe Gd and i think he noted
that and itt favoured me...i vass bitt high in pitch so datt others can b quit ...denn he
pointed us to argue each other and said othervise everyone vill b out....denn there vass a
fish market....first he said first 6 to speak against and other six to speak for teh topic and
he denn said to flip after some time ..my mind gott stuck....i vass not able to speak for a
vhile...denn i raised just one ponit and he said to end the GD and ventt out...hey gguys i
vass only one who cleared the GD in my group....
so next vass the interview day...on 18 th...we were said taht v had two rounds one
technical and one HR...butt as i got my turn verry late in the evening at 5 so slowly itt
gott to HR both just a formality....my both rounds vent verry gudd the only things deyy
vere lookin for confidence and gudd communication skills...deyy justt asked tell me
about urself??..y accenture??? n y shudd v hire u???? n all datt...vell i cleared both and
vass finally selected....
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just i voont to say is donnt loose hope itt vass my 15th company i vent for till now i vass
not able to clear even one test..butt finally i gott so donot loose hope and gett going
vell guys best off lukk c u all in accenture :-the accent of future
Ishat Preet
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 4th JULY AT MUMBAI 2007
Hey guys accenture had come to our coll on 4th of july, hers wat happnd............
1. Aptitude
The test was pretty simple but lengthy.Ques askd were
Section A: Verbal- pretty simple english questions.
Section B: basically maths there were questions on venn diagrams
and if $-1 and *- 0 thn wat is value of $*$$$$**.
and others given here on this site
Ques were lengthy.
Section C: easiest section dont miss it
2.PPT for about 40 mins.
3.GD
Our topic was "The education system in India"
4.HR
mine lasted just 10 mins.
she asked me why i did IT ??
5.Final interview
was askd my fav subjects -i said c,c++
so he askd qs on them...
also askd on data structures...
just be cool guys n confident.Revise all ur basic concepts
By,
Rohan
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 5th JUNE AT INDORE, 2007
Hello friends!
I got selected in accenture on 5th june 2007, we went through four rounds, written test,
GD, technical interview and HR interview. First two were elimination rounds. Written
test was neither tough nor easy. There was sectional cut off. Verbal, quanta and LR were
main parts.
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Around 135 students out of 350 made it to GD. Topic of GDs were very common and
easy. But never try to make Fish market. I gave only one entry but my point was listened
by all, try to give 1-2 good points. You can easily get selected in GD.
In technical interview they asked about my favourite subject. I said Computer networks,
they asked about all layers, their protocols and functions. In DBMS they asked about
indexing and its drawbacks. It was easy for me, but some tough que. that they asked from
my other candidates:
1. Make linked list program in Java.
2. Make sorting program in Assembly language(microprocessor 8086).etc etc.
Be confident while answering, and try to answer as per your knowledge. Dont dare to
bluff...
In HR they asked basic questions:
1. Tell me about yourself.
2. What is team work.
3. Three points from PPT.
4. What is work culture.
5. Reason of gap in education.
6. One achievement of college life.
7. What would u do as a team leader if team members have disputes.
Be calm n relaxed in HR interview and most important be confident. Finally 47 students
got selected and i was one of them! They gave offer letter( and a beautiful pen :-)) at the
time of declaration of results.
All the best!!
By,
Shikha
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 5th MAY, 2007 AT TAMILNADU
Hi friends
Accenture conducted its placement program at Noorul Islam College of Engineering,
Kumaracoil, Tamilnadu , on the 5th of May 2007. It was on campus program. I got
selected out of about 250 students(25 students got recruited)-thanks to the Almighty God.
Also thanks to freshersworld.
Selection procedure:
Totally 4 rounds
1. Written test
2. GD
3. HR interview
4. Final Interview
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1.Written test:
conducted by Meritrac - only one question booklet was given -there were 55 questions to
be answered within 60 mins. there were 3 sections:
a. verbal
b. analytical
c. attention to detail
a. verbal (20 qns):Questions :-Fill up with suitable prepositions (5 Qns)
Fill up with suitable articles (5 Qns)
Comprehension: 2 passages Viz.,1.Process, 2. Computer Networks (5 Questions each)
b .analytical (20 qns):Prepare from R.S .Agarwal Quantitative aptitude book. Important topics: Venn diagram
based pblms, data sufficiency pblms
c. attention to detail(15 qns):pblms like
find which of the three are alike:
34456789,34456779,344567 80,34456789..
if $ is 1 and * is 0 then $***$^$$ is…..
if – is *,+ is /,* is +,and / is – then 2+8*6/4-1 is?
this section is more time consuming so I made a lot of guess here……
it was only by God’s grace i got thru the aps…around 90 got selected in aps …and a topic
was given for essay writing(5 mins)-topic was "My college life"
2.GD:The topic given to us was "shud mobile phones be banned within college campus"
Initiation , participation(with relevant strong points) , listening to others were important.
3.HR Interview:
Some of d qns were..
Tell abt urself !
What u expect in a good job?
4. Final Interview:Some of d qns were.. (again)Tell abt urself………..
Wat is OOPS?features………..
Wat is polymorphism? Types & …..
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Let me tell u one thing….. I was rejected by TCS in 1st round & CTS in the final round
wen 131 were selected in our college …….i was very very very discouraged……I prayed
to Lord Jesus fervently…finally by His bountiful grace He gave me job in
accenture……Prepare with prayers & hope diligently and leave the rest to God - He will
giv u d best…
Best of luck!!!!
By,
Ida Janet Serene.
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 7th AUGUST , 2007
Hii friends.....Im ashutosh recently I placed in ACCENTURE through joint campus
placement held at CEC landran..Accenture is one of the world's no 1 IT company.
To b e placed in Accenture u shud have to go through from 4 rounds
Ist Round :- Aptitude (v.v.easy) 55 QUESTIONS TIME 60 MINS
2nd Round :- Group Discussion (Difficult)
3rd Round :- Techical or HR Interview (depends upon ur day...but u need to prepare)
4th Round ;- HR or Technical Interview ( need tp prepare).
Keep on thing in mind ...These Are All Eliminatory Rounds ....You Just Need To Focus
Every Time N U'll B Through Out Definately ... 825/5000 Were shortlisted for GD and
450/825 for inmterviews and finally 214/450 are selected.So means their selection rate is
quite fair.
1 APTITUDE TEST:Very easy test . U just need to brush up ur skills and go through RS Aggrwal (Verbal &
Non- Verbal) and U will be through
QUESTIONS WERE THESE TYPES
Q.1 to Q.3 Prepositions

One of the questions was__ his vacation, Ram went __ the forest and also walked __ the river.
Ans: During, to, along (other options may confuse you, like you would think it can be
'across the river', but choose the one in which all three are fitting)
There was 1 question that had only 1 blank as well.
Q.4 to Q.6- Choose the closest meaning to the words in Italics:
One of the questions wasDue to his versatile qualities, Mohan was able to do all types of jobs quite easily.
Ans: Flexible
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(Other options can confuse you like 'Multi-talented' was an option, but choose the word
that exactly fits in the sentence and carries the correct meaning)
Q.7- Q.10 Articles:
Fill in the articles in the following sentences:
One of the questions was__ essay, which was later chosen as __ best, was written by __ student who used to be
quiet in the class.
Ans: The, the, the
(These type of questions were quite easy and there were 1-2 questions that had only 1
blank as well)
Q.11- Q.15 were based on a passage that was related to operating system (OS 2 and its
newer versions. It was compared to other operating systems and its advantages and
disadvantages were discussed)
The answers of the 3 questions were within the passage and answers of 2 questions had to
be given by interpreting the passage. So I would suggest, since the passage was long and
time consuming, better have a glance on the questions before starting the reading.
Q.16- Q.20 were based on another passage on PLM (Process Life cycle Management)
This passage was very long so I left it for the end.
Apply the same trick for answering the questions of the very long passage!!!
SECTION II- Q.21 to Q.40
Q.21- Q.26 These were the questions based on Venn diagram.
Example:
If in a class 80 people speak English, 42 speak French, 65 speak Hindi, 12 speak both
English and Hindi, 17 speak both French and Hindi, 13 speak both English and French
and 6 speak all three languages, how many people are there in all?
Q.27- Q.30 A variety of questions were there:
Example:
1 question on Blood relationExample:
Pointing to a man Carl said, "He is the son of brother of my mother's husband." How
are Carl and the man related?
Ans: Paternal Cousin
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1 question on DirectionsA man walked 2 km east, then he turned NE and walked 5 km. Then he walked 2 km
west. How much and in which direction should he move to reach the initial point?
Ans: 5 km South-West
31-35 were of following type:
Two sentences are given below. Mark the answer according to the following:
A- If only FIRST sentence is required to verify the sentence
B- If only SECOND sentence is required to verify the sentence
C- If both FIRST and SECOND sentence are required to verify the sentence
D- Cannot be verified even if both sentences are considered
Example:
Two trains are traveling towards each other. When will the two trains meet? If 1. Train A is coming at a speed of 20km/hr
2. Train B is coming at a speed of 30km/hr
Ans: D
36-40 were based on:
If 1 is written as $, and 0 is written as *. Then answer the following:
(e.g. 4 is written as $** and 3 is written as $$)
Example:
3*5-12+10-9/3
The solution of the above expression can be represented as?
Ans: $*$* (1010 in binary i.e. ten in decimal)
SECTION III- Q.41 to Q.55
Q.41- Q.45 Mark the answers according to the following:
A- If all the three options match
B- If FIRST and SECOND options match
C- If FIRST and THIRD options match
D- If none of the three match
Example:
KKTUJNGDFTSR
Ans: C
Another example:
1896.5738491023
Ans: D

KKTUJHGDFTSR

1896.5783491023

KKTUJNGDFTSR

1896.5738461023

Q.46-Q.49 were based on the Puzzle-type question. It said:
Following was the criteria decided by the selection committee of Indian Cricket Board:
1) Player's age should be 18-28 years
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2) He must be the captain of any cricket team for at least 2 years
3) He must be a Ranji Player for at least 2 years
4) He must have taken at least 20 wickets or made 1000 runs in a calendar year in Ranji
If 1st condition is not fulfilled .. referred to chairman
If 2nd condition is not fulfilled .. he must be an all rounder with at least 500 runs and 15
wickets
If 4th condition is not fulfilled .. referred to VP
Questions were like following example:
Rahul was born on Dec.10,1979 and is a captain of Ranji team since Feb 2005. He won
man of the tournament last year for taking 24 wickets last year. He is:
a) Selected
b) Rejected c) Referred to Chairman d)Data Insufficient
Ans: a
(These questions are also easy if you draw a table with names of the aspirant in rows and
criteria in the columns, and then checking whether he/she fulfils it or not)
Q.50- Q.55 were also a bit easy and were of two types:
Example of type 1:
If * means +, + means -, - means / and / means *, then what is the value of8+4-9*7/12+3
Example of type 2:
If * means /, / means -, - means + and + means *, then which of the following is true:
a) 7+43*2/13-7+8 = 22.6
b) 4-9*7/4*2/3-7+2 = 25 .. ..
(The type 1 are easier and less time consuming and type 2 are more time consuming but
still can be solved. 3 of the questions were of type1 and other 3 of type two)
Note: The Examples that I have given are almost the same questions that were asked to us.
Few examples are given by me to just make you understand the type pf question since I
don't exactly remember the question.
2ND Round:- GD (very difficult) keep in mind they r going to recuit those people who
have good communication skills
TECHNICAL Interview:Q 1. Describe ur self
Q2. WHAT LANGUAGES U KNOW?
This was my technical interview (lucky day)... but some times they ask questions as
well ........
q1. Describe ur self
q2. Explain ur project
q3. Diff between static variables and dynamic variables
q4. Call by value or call by refrence
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q5 Pointers
q6 Write a prog. to swap 2 varibles without using 3rd one
q7 wite a prog to find length of string without using strlen() function
so u need to go through some basic concepts
HR Interview
q1. How r u?
Me:- Fine sir
q2. Tell me some thing abt ur self
Me. Ans
q3. What r ur strengths?
Me. Ans (but be carefull u shud have to ans with example)
q4. Ne age gap?
Me. NO (they donot recruit people who have age gap and variations in marks)
q5. Why ACCENTURE??(most important)
Me. Answered
q6. What u expect from IT industry?
Me. Ans
q7. Sell this table fan
Me. Ans
q8. Which color socks u r wearing nw?
Me. Ans
q9. Ne thing u would like to ask?
Me. What kind of project shud i have t deal with so that they will become helpful for me
in future?
Mine Technical and HR Interview were not more than 5 mins bczo might be I was my
day n finally I selected.... hope c u soon there BEST OF LUCK.
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 7th SEPTEMBER 2007
Hi "T"anmay I am frm Indore IPS coll... Accenture had a written exam in Inodre in my
coll on 7th Sept and around 2000 ppl appeared.. it was a off campus stuff so very few got
selected.. hardly 200.. I was one of them... then we had our interview, GD and process in
Bhopal. There was a written exam. a GD and 2 interviews.. techincal and HR.
The written had 3 section and they were the same as previoius papers so do go through as
many papers u can.. and wat i did was i went thru this site that was all and i got all wat i
needed.. so check everything here.
Then there was a GD first and the topic i had was "Should religion be brought in
Education"... some other topics were "Cricket or hockey which shud be national game"...
"E-Learning Vs. Conventional Learning".. The GD was a round where they notice u alot
so be confident.. be alert and active... all u need is a bit of fluent English and confidence...
talk the right thing and jus do enough so that u come in notice that shud do it. jus be
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confident and fluent.. thats wat i found the key point... we were 12 ppl put of which only
3 got thru including ME!!!
After the GD some ppl had HR some techincal... I had my techincal firsrt and since I am
from Computers branch .. he aked me alot frm my subjects... like... Data communication
(OSI)... Software Engg(SDLC)... techincal was for real and it was good... he made a
Binary unsorted tree on paper and asked me to sort it with the whole procedure... then
after that he wrote a matrix 3x3 ka contaning 123456789 and asked me to write the
transpose of it.. i was happy at the simple Ques. but jus as i wrote it he said.. now write a
C code to do the same...but fortunately i was able to do it... so have some practicle and
clear approach.. thats wat they notice.. ur approach to a problem... he also asked abt
OOPs concepts and its main points... then abt project and also if u have like a bit less %
in ur 10th or 12th .. then be prepared to make up for it.. i had 69% in 12th and 60% in
10th so he siad "why so less in 10 12" ... i said "Sir i was young and not focused... but
with time i realised the importance of education and responsibilties and so started
improving myself... and so on...
After taht i had my HR which was hardly 5mins.. he asked abt me.. my background.. if i
am ok with any terms and services.... and he asked me abt any year gap.. well ppl i have a
Year back in my career after 2nd yr.. so i told him yes i do and gave a valid reason for it
too... and it did it all.. before i was worried that a year gap mite lessen my chances.. but
Accenture still took me means.. its ur personality and knowledge that matters and not
marks.. provided u staisfy them.. and yes after the back my marks always went higher
and i have a 70.4% degree in hand now!!... anyways don worry abt gaps and be
confided!!!
Well after 5000 ppl apearing .. hardly 80 go selected and I am one of them.. :)!!!
To sum up i wud like to say.. be prepared for all kind of written exams with time
management skills... be very confident alert and active in GD... have knwloedge of ur
subjects... and remmber when u go to the interview... keep in mind.. its they who want a
employee and not u who want a job... So be confident and show that grace in ur face,,
with a smile to make them feel pleasant... so best of luck to all hope this was help and
see u all there take care!!!
ACCENTURE TEST Papeer 7 September 2007
hi frnds....This is Asha (Electrical & Electronics Engg.)....I faced accenture recruitment
on 7th sept @ Oriental Instt. of Science and Technology,Bhopal.

WRITTEN (conducted by merittrack consultancy)
Thanx 2 freshersworld.com..the pattern ws the same...only thing that matters is the time
management..55 Qs to be done in 1hr..
I started wid the english section first since I'm strong in that...bt felt short of time in the
logical-section.
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d 2 comprehension passages in the english section wr tough... wr based on s/w bt wr
slightly tough...directly go 2 Qs n then find the ans.rather than reading the given
passage.also thr wr QS for antonyms & synonyms...easy
maths section ws moderate....practice RS AGGRAWAL....all Qs wr frm it... specially
work,time&distance...
didn't attempt all Qs...went on 2 the nxt
Logical section is the most easy one..vry simple...
as thr is no negative marking attempt all Qs...
jst focus n try 2 finish in time..
Aftr that they will give u a topic for essay-writing...mine ws "Impact of IT industry in
India"... mostly the essay topics r the same frm previous pprs...i hadn't prepared 4 the
essay bt hd sm points in mind...
after d written d result ws announced @ 10 pm,ws given a form 2b filled n brought d nxt
day...reporting time 7:30 am
GD(on 8th sept)
accenture ppl came late so GD strtd @ 9am.thr wr 140 who cleared writtn among d 2000
students.
my group had 12 ppl...our topic "Crime is Rewarding".tkcr not 2 speak too much widout
givng othrs a chance coz a guy & a girl in our group did that n wr nt selected... wt u speak
n hw u speak matters... wn the discussion strtd becoming a fish-mrkt i urged evry1 2
cntinue it peacefully...i guess that wrkd 4 me....b confident wn u speak..ur english matters.

TECH.INTERVIEW
He : Hi asha...nice 2 meet u
I : Thanku sir... (shaked hands)..may i take d seat sir?
He : Ya..sure
I : Thanku sir
He : So asha tell me abt urslf..
I : (said all in my resume) Anything more u wnt 2 knw abt me sir?
He : Y ur 12th % ws low?
I : Coz i ws into sports etc... (hd prepared 4 this Q)
He : So u appeared 4 ny othr cmpny?
I : yes..TCS & TechMahindra bt cudnt clear them..
He : hv u learned ny programming language?
I : Yes sir...C bt dat ws self-study... n currently i'm learning java
He : Wt r the basic features of OOPs?
I : ( told all the 5 of them - abstraction,polymorphism...)
He : Wt is polymorphism?
I : (explained)
He : Anything u want 2 ask?
I : Since i'm frm Electrical&Electronics, will my training b different frm CS ppl?
He : No,everybody does d same thing...
I : Thanku sir...
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He : ok,thanku
Waited outside the room...ws thru 2 the nxt round....
Thr ws a 1hr break...so waited
HR
He ws abt 29..a cheerful person
He : Hi asha...
I : Hello sir
He : Take ur seat
I : thank u sir
He : so asha...tell me abt urslf
I : (told the same ans. again)
He : Tell me abt ur family background
I : (told)
He : Wt do u knw abt accenture?
I : (told everything i knew frm their site since dis is a frequent Q i hd prepared well)
He : So u say Tiger Woods is oyr brand ambassador?
I : Yes sir
He : No he changed last night
I : Sir atlest till 1 day b4 he ws the 1 , i dont knw abt ystrdy since i hd gone back aftr d
writtn @ 11pm & hd 2 report back @ 7:39 am 2dy
He : I'm jst kidding...he is the 1 (smiled)
He : Wt r ur strengths?
I : Oratory skills,confidence,good communication skills......etc
He : Give eg
I : Sir i hv been winning prizes in state-level debate,extempore....
He : Ok...gud..ya, abt ur confidence i cn c that
I : Thank u sir
He : Ur weakness?
I : I'm a bit short-tempered sir
He : a bit ? (smiled)...a bit is fine...
I : (smiled)
He : R u ready 2 sign d service agreement wid us?
I : Yes sir
He : For 2 yrs?
I : Yes sir
He : Widout a pay-hike?
I : Ok sir
He : Y?coz this is ur 1st job?
I : yes sir (smiled)
He : preffered job-location?
I : pune
He : y?
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I : its a nice place sir...i hv been thr
He : i'll giv u chennai
I : fine sir
He : ok asha... gud luck
I : thanku sir
He : bye
I : bye sir

The results wr announced 3hrs later...ws 90% sure of getting in :)
They annonced the result after an interactive session wr v asked our queries
My name ws there wn the result ws announced....
Thankgod....its surely coz of my faith in God,the support frm my parents n ofcourse my
best frnds...
all d best 2 all u ppl...hv faith in God n wrk hard...
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 10th JUNE, 2007 AT TAMILNADU
Hai Friends, Iam Shenbagavalli & Iam doing my final year ECE in National Engg
College Kovilpatti (Tuticorin dist, Tamilnadu). I attended a on campus recruitment & I
got plkaced in Accenture.
The procedure is:
1.Written test (Conducted by Merit Trac) & Essay (Should water be a natural resource)
2.Tech interview
3.HR interview
Due to the delay in the arrival of flight they select only 30 persons from written test & so
there is no need to conduct GD. HR interview is not an elmination round (but it depend
on the no of persons clearing the written test) but tech interview is an elimination round.
The cutoff for Written test is very high.so please cocentrate on the written test.
Written Test:
It is very easy but the important thing is time management. So please do easy problems
first & atlast do the comprehention inorder to save time.
ENGLISH PART:
It consists of :
1.Articles(3)
2.Prepositions(4)
3.Synonyms(3)
4.comprehention(Two passages - 10Q)
QUANS PART:
1.Time & Distance
2.Age related problems
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3.Time & work
4.cricket - logical resoning 1)1st statement alone is true 2) 2nd alone 3) both 4) none of
the statements
5.Blood relation
III PART:
1.*----/, /--* ,+_____ - ,-____+ like this they asked 7 problems
2.pick out the statements 1)all three are similar 2) 1st & 2nd 3)1st & 3rd 4) 2nd & 3rd
5)none
a) 934.523562 b) 934.532562 c)934.5235662 (Like this)
3.Venn diagram (5to 6 pbms)
Once if you crack aptitude & if you are having fluency in English it is easy to be placed
in Accenture. There is high cutoff for written test & so you please concentrate on the
written test.
ALL THE BEST. SEE YOU IN ACCENTURE. BYE BYE.

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 12th AUGUST, 2007 AT nagpur
Hello Friends, I am selected for the company. The selection procedure includes 4 steps .
1. WRITTEN+ESSAY WRITING
2. GD
3. HR INTERVIEW
4. TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
1. WRITTEN-(1 hour)
Easy to clear, It has 3 sections
a) ENGLISHTotal 20 questions.10 Fill in the blanks of prepositions, synonyms & antonyms,
2 passages related to computers.
b) APTITUDERefer R.S.Agarwaal.
Topics on which questions were asked are:
·
Blood Relations
·
Directions
·
Time & Distance
·
Questions like if 100 people like to watch cricket, 200 like to watch football & so
on…..
c) VERBAL & NON-VERBALRefer R.S.Agarwaal
Topics on which questions were asked are:
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Mathematical Operations
Data Sufficiency
Logic
Puzzle Test

d) ESSAY WRITING10 mins, 100-150 words “IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN INDIA”.
450 people cleared the written test out of 3000 people.
ON 25th August we had our GD & Interview. We reached our centre at 10:00AM. Firstly
we had a 40-45mins PPT (Pre-Placement Talk). Listen carefully as it will help you in HR
interview also.
2) GDFirstly the coordinator asked us to suggest some topics but he gave us the following topic:
“IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN INDIA AFTER 10YEARS. "
In GD you must put your points confidently & speak something. If you put your points
confidently they will select you. In our group 6 people were selected from 12. In GD 150
students were selected from 450.
3) HR·
Tell me about yourself?
·
Why your 12th % was low?
·
Do you know C?
·
What is linked list?
·
What is stack pointer? (I didn’t know the answer & I simply said” I don’t know.”
Remember if you don’t know the answer tell them. It will be beneficial.)
·
What is a register?
·
What is the difference between LAN & WAN? (As I have asked her to ask from
Computer Networks.)
·
What is the difference between Routers & Switches?
·
What is OSI?
·
Name all the 7 layers of OSI.
Then the interviewer asked me if I was having any questions. I asked her that I want to
pursue my MBA, how will Accenture help me out?
The HR interview carried out for about 10-15 mins. After my interview the interviewer
told me to wait outside. I was told that I had cleared my HR & be ready for my Technical
interview. After 10mins I was called for my technical interview.
4) TECHNICALIt was carried out for about 15-20mins.
·
Tell me about yourself?
·
Which sport do u like?
·
Why Accenture?
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Why should I hire you?
Why your 12th% was low?
Some concepts of addressing.
Which subjects have you studied?
What was your GD topic & questions related with GD topic?
Why were u selected in GD?

The interviewer told me to wait for the results.
At around 9:30PM our results were announced. My name was also there. 34 students
were selected on that day & some of the students were having there interviews the next
day as it was very late.
We were given the offer letter. The package is Rs.3,10,003.
Shashank Saxena

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 12th AUGUST ,2007
Hello friends,,......
I finally got placd in accenture after getting rejected from 7 companies:
infy,syntel,iflex,satyam,LnT,convergys and hcl so pllllz dont loose hope i knw its tough
to face rejection but always have faith in urself and remember something better is made 4
us we jst need to grab the opportunity.
Wel accenture procedure consists of 4 rounds: WRITTEN, GROUP DISCUSSION,
TECHNICAL INTERVIEW AND FINALLY HR.. The main problem is that there in
take of students is very less dey need perfectionists and ppl who are confident and have
good control over english. around 4000 students appeared in pool campus and only 80 gt
finally selected... so u ve to b at ur best....
WRITTEN: 1st section English : 1) prepositions- for dis u need to know d basic concepts
2) synonyms- no need to study dis words are very basic 4 options are given and u have to
choose d rite option 3) articles- again go through the basic concepts from wren n martin 4)
2 passages very very easy dont wory at all.
2nd section and 3rd section: IN dis scetion dere were questions from rs agarwal verbal
and non verbal do practice following things: venn diagram based questions,
syllogism,data sufficiency, decision making, blood realtions and mathematical operations
all dese chapters r given in rs agarwal..... no need to practice quants ..... as dey r nt asked
directly bt can b askd in data sufficiency questions..... Our result was declared on website
and after 1 and a half week we had our remainig rounds
On 25th in d morning we had our ppt first its very imp do attend it properly wil help u in
hr round... den we went 4 GD in batches of 12 students dere were around 27 batches. My
topic was MEDIA IS UNNECESSARILY HYPING INDIAN CRICKET.. u ve to be
LOUD, CLEAR, NOT SO BAD ENGLISH AND PUT UP SENSIBLE POINTS... some
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maam took our gd she was very strict i spoke in d beginning and she marked me and den
i dint open my mouth except at last. she even gt angry wid us and warned us to be careful
else she wil dismiss d whole group.. bt finally 3 gt selected 4om 12..... Other topics wich i
remember were EDUCATION Vs EXPERIENCE and MBA ABROAD OR IN INDIA
donno abt rest of d topics.
Then at 6 I went for my interview dere were 6 panels. my TECH INTERVIEW was
taken by a very cool lady....
Questions: TEL ME SUMTHING ABOUT URSELF
SHE ASKED EVERYTHING FROM MY CV HER NXT QUES WAS ABOUT MY
HOBBY WICH IS DANCING
EXPLAIN YOUR PROJECT I EXPLAINED HER DONT STP OR GIVE HER TIME
TO ASK ANE QUESTIONS
WHAT IS NORMALIZATION WITH ALL ITS TYPES
SHE ASKED ME THAT WHY I HAVE CHOSEN BANGALORE AS MY FIRST
PRIORITY HOW WIL I MANAGE MYSELF
FINALLY SHE ASKED ME TO DESGN A DATABASE FOR A PROJECT HOTEL
MANAGEMENT DONT PANIC JST DO UR BEST
FINALLY SHE ASKED IF I HAVE ANY QUERY I CAN ASK HER
in next 1 min my result was out and i was selected in tech and now my hr was on next
day....
Now my HR was taken by a sir:
GUDMORNIN ISHA SO U HAD UR BREAKFAST...?
OK SO WHAT UR FATHER DO?
TEL ME ABOUT ACCENTURE..... I TOLD HIM DEN HE SAID " OK ACC TO U
ACCENTURE IS A MNC AND ETC ETC BUT WHAT WE ACTUALLY DO???? I
TOLD HIM THAT THEY HAVE TECHNOLOGIES BPO'S AND CONSULTANCY......
HE ASKED ME TO EXPLAIN ALL THREE...
HIS NXT QUES WAS Y I SHOULD HIRE U???? I SAID ACCENTURE IS LOOKIN 4
PPL WHO ARE CONFIDENT AND HARD WORKIN AND I BELIEVE DAT SKY IS
D LIMIT 4 EACH ONE OF US WE JST NEED TO PUT IN OUR HARD WORK
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COMBINED WID SMATRNESS AND WE CAN ACHIEVE ANYTHING IN LIFE...
HE SEEMED QUIET IMPRESSED....
DEN HE ASKED HOW MANY COMANIES I HAVE FACED EARLIER AND DO I
HAVE ANY OTHER OFFER LETTER???
HOW MANY STUDENTS 4OM MY COLLEGE HAVE BEEN SLECTED IN
ACCENTURE AND DO DEY HAVE NAY OTHER OFFER LETTERS????
DEN HE ASKED ME WHETHER M READY TO WORK ON TECHNOLOGIES AND
READY TO SIGN D BOND? I obviously said yes...
finally after 3 hours our result was declared i finally gt slected.... signed d offer letter....
only 3 students gt selected 4om my campus and i really feel lucky 2b part of such a gud
comapny.....
dats all i remember hope my experience wil help u ciao at accenture..
gud luck frnds
Isha Bhargava
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 12th JULY ,2007
hi my name is aniruddha...i am frm VIIT college,Pune...got placed in accenture on 12th
july 07. well.....v had apti....den GD.....den HR.....den Technical interview
total students appeared-around 250
selected for GD=157
Selected for interviews = 97
no of students selected finally = 46!!!!!
well d ptitude test was easy 2 crack.....v had 3 sections
1>english-15 marks
2>quant-20 marks
3>reasoning....not sure what d name was....but damn easy....was a cake-walk....15 marks
so total of 55 ques in 1hr......also der was an essay 2 write 4 which dey gave us 5 min....d
topic was given on spot.....our topic was......f i was chief minister f maharashtra.....what
would i do 2 make pune global IT hub!!!!! well my score was 15-17-12!!!!!
der was no -ve markin.......but der was a sectional cutoff.....i don kno of how mch......u
can guess frm my marks!!!!!
GDtopic was "Black"......
Technical interview-
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Dey asked me about the projects which i had done......regardin linked
lists......datastructures.......sorting.....also dey asked me r u comfortable wid database......i
firmly said no....coz i hate dat subject.......so he said ok.....
also.....i was asked abt my acads.........so be prepared wid a good reason f u dont have
good marks.....coz my marks in 3rd yr were not good.....so have a good reason 2 bluff
him!!!!!!
HRwell hr was easy. same repeated ques......finally cracked d procedure.....hope dis will help
u....
By,
Anirudh
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 12th JULY,2007 AT HYDERABAD
Hiiiii friends,
I got placed in accenture on 12th july . we had a on campus interview at our college
GNITS hyderabad.i want to share my experience with all the accenture
aspirants………Here how the procedure went on…They were correctly on time eactly
8:30 and we had a preplacement talk…..reallygood one it was very interactive and at last
we had quiz on the ppt …..people who answered the questions got a beautiful
pen…..Then we were alloted rooms for the exam and the merittrac people conducted the
exam…….
There were four rounds…
1.Aptitude
2.GD
3.Technical and Hr round
1.APTITUDE:
The aptitude test was quit easy but time management is very important……not typical
quant questins but simple ones…
English was easy with jus articles, prepositions ….
Venn diagrams,*--0and $--1 then wat does 48 represent….questins like this
Then if /is *,*is -,+is – then evaluate some expressions…….
Time was 1 hour we had 55 questions…….we do not know the cut off probably 30-35.
Within 1 hour we had an essay also..our topic was “EXPECTATIONS FROM UR FIRST
JOB”.
Then after 1 hr the results were out…….i got selected
2.GD:
then we were immediately taken to for group discussion round….each group had 14
people….our moderator asked us to suggest the topic…we told “DRESS CODE
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SHOULD BE THERE OR NOT IN CORPORATE LIFE”.other topics for my frends
were “INTERNET”,”IMPACT OF VIOLENCE IN MOVIES ON YOUTH”
we discussed for abt 20 minutes…..out of 14 people 12 got selected….jus put ur views
for abt 2 to 3 times …..
3:Technical and HR interview:
about 76 students were selected for these rounds…….We can have tech or hr interview
first and I had my HR interview first. It went like this..
HR:intoduced himself and asked “tell me about urself”
Me:told abt family,education,hobbies…….
HR:who is ur roll model and why….
Me:told abt mother teresa..(suddenl I didn’t know wat to say)
HR:do u read newspapers..say me something tat u read these days
Me:told abt 7 wonders ….
HR:can u solve a puzzle
Me:yes
HR:gave me a puzzle of weights
Me:I solved it
HR:do it in other way
Me:tried but couldn’t do
HR:tell me abt school life
Me:I said it was very exiting life and memorable….
HR:do u have any gaps in education
Me: noo
HR:abt relocation
Me:answered
He was so friendly and said ok u have one more round of tech and then I wil lwt u know
the result……I was happy that it went on fine…Then after 1hr about at 5:00 I had my
tech interview….he was the senior manager as he told us in the ppt morning….i was
tensed but attended it coolyyyy
Here no general ques like tell me abt urself but started off like ….So u r from final
year ..say wat is software engineering……I answered
He then asked wat r the phases and sdlc.i answered well.then I told abt my mini project I
h ave done and he asked abt the project,the database used….some queries on sql….types
of joinss .i couldn’t answer inner join
He then asked abt compiler used in java..and abt certifications I know for java….
He then shifted to software engineering and asked abt testing
I answered and explained everything clearly….that’s it
I am done with my interview…..i shook hand with him and came out….hoping to win it
Then after abt 2 hr at abt 7:30 they assembled again and were ready with the offer letters
and beautiful pen…..finally abt 54 students were selected.i was one of them
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They called out the names and handed over the offer letters…..
I was veryyyyyyyyyy happyyyyyyy to hear my name and I was very delighted, Then
there was some formality of signing and explained some rules and suggested some
Info abt accenture
That’s it I am into accentureee …..
Believe in god and ALL THE BEST…..
Meet u all at accenture …..
Regards,
Swathi.
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 12th JULY ,2007

Now my experiences of Interview. Interview conducted at Jadavpur University on 12th
July 2007

3 HR Person & 3 Tech person were in the grp...
The Consultancy Firm MERITTRACK was also involved in the process..
Generally ACCENTURE follows the Four Round Rule in the following sequence....
1 Apti
2 GD
3HR
4Tech
But in our case GD was not there due to shortage of time as the Team came
late.....Followed by the Apti Round was the PPT session....

It started off with Apti Round……..There were 55 questions 2 b answered within
stipulated 60 mins…Question was relatively easy…..In all there were 3 sections….
Please go through ….
1)

Quantitative Apti…. R.S Aggarwal
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Verbal & Non Verbal Reasoning…R.S Aggarwal…

I answered around 45 questions correctly…Others I made a wild guess…After 1.5 hrs,
apti results were declared….My name was there….
Out of around 200 candidates, 58 qualified in apti round……

Then there was a PPT session for 1 hr….Here I answered almost all the teasers and I got
the maximum goodies 4 that...My first impression became the last impression...

Then after 30 mins break……We moved to the HR Round….. My interview took around
15 mins….. All the general HR questions were asked….I answered all the questions
firmly & confidently…. Here your Confidence & Communication Skills is checked….
My perception is that if everything goes fine in this round….. 80% chances r there 2 get
into IT Sector….

Then only 20 students were selected 4 the final Tech Round……My one was just for 5
mins or so…. Asked about my Project, subject of interest…. I answered Software Engg.
& Multimedia…. Multimedia since I am doing MTech in IT (specialization in Web Tech
& MM)…. I knew I am in….

The results were declared & I got through …. In total, they took 14 candidates…. 4
Mtech guys, 8 BTechs & 2 MCAs…We were given ACCENTURE T_shirt & Offer
Letter….I m very happy…Hope this will help u 4 Accenture….& Hope 2 c u In
Accenture……

Good Luck
Sanjoy Das
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 12th MAY ,2007
hey frenzzzz..........
let me tell u about the whole procedure & hurdles u gotto overcome to get thru all the
rounds & get recruited in ACCENTURE.........!!!
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Although i didnot go thru any of the previous papers but later as i saw they were just true
copy................so i suggest jst take an overview of what the pattern is even though it was
very easy!!
SO, beginning with the recruitment drive of ACCENTURE........first was:
I. WRITTEN APTITUDE TEST: This had been divided into 3 sections:
i.Verbal Ability- comprising of fill up blanks with appropriate words, prepositions,
conjunctions..........
-2 passages: non-technical & technical .
ii.Quantitative & LR:- ques based on Venn diagram
BLOOD RELATIONS
Data Sufficiency
iii.Accuracy check : There was hardly anything u had to put brain into...................just has
2 b donewith concentration n carefully!!
This test was followed by an essay writting in 5 minutes on topic- "MY LAST 3 YEARS
OF COLLEGE LIFE". Just keep ur fingers crossed as they wont take more than 15-20
minutes 2 declare the results. Though it was an easy round but elimination for
many..............only 156 cleared out of more than 1500-1800 students.
It was on next day that we were suppose to report at 11;30 a.m & the drive had to
continue with PPT (Pre Placement Talk)
but didnot kickstart as per the schedule!!!
II.GROUP DISCUSSION: We were divided into 13 groups of 12 students each.It was a
very properly & well-conducted round-table G.D.
Topic: " STING OPERATIONS- FOR\AGAINST" other topics given to group were:
"India as a superpower". "Booming IT sector in India."
People at once tried speaking up all together making it a fish market................but we
were stopped n ever1 was given chance 2 speak..........its better not 2 speak until ur not
clear & comfortable with the topic n better listen 4 a while n then start
speaking...............n if very comfortable just give it a bashful start & clinge 2 students
olready done away with!!!!!
I spoke just 3-4 lines explaining what it is?????do not just start abruptly being in favour
& against..........
RESULTS being declared as we came out of the room.
III.HR ROUND: Interviewer read my essay n cleared her queries wth explanation. Asked
lot about company..........
when established in india?1987 mumbai
where ol over india r its offices? delhi ,mumbai, b'lore, chennai, pune, hyderabad.
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company turnover?
US$16.65 billion
no.of employees world? 1,49,000
in how many countries it is spread?? 49
worked as team leader/player?
2 qualities of a good team player?
wot r diodes????(donno was it hr or tech??)
y do we use it?y not somthing else?
wots the direction of current?
y is it so small in size?
After this much of the students were eliminated.
IV.TECHNICAL INTERVIEW: He was a real kool,polite n a graceful person.
Tell about urslf?
wot ol languages u knw?.............. asked frm C++
wot is inheritance?
how is it similar to copy function?(answered but not satisfactory.....so................)
wot r linked lists??
he asked if i didnot know much how wud i manage with s/w company..................i told
them giving my full endeavour durin training & wotever is not taught 2 b done on my
own,
However we had 2 wait 4 quite somtime 4 d final results!! Holding our breath we had to
listen to PPT OF 15-20 minutes n olso enjoyed the rapid fire questioning round at last!!
finally 30-35 names were annonced n ...................huh................i made it!!!!!!!!
Signed up the OFFER LETTERS n thanked GOD!!
WISH U OL THE BEST!!
PRATIGYA MATHUR
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 18th AUGUST, 2007 AT GHAZIABAD
Hello friends,
This is Akanksha Sharma, B.tech (CS), final year student of CET-IILM-AHL, and I wud
like to share my experience with all of u…………..

There were mainly 4 rounds in accenture’s off campus recruitment procedure.
Written aptitude test
Group discussion
Technical Interview
HR Interview
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On 18th august there was a written exam at KIET Gaziabad, there were approx 8500
students from various collages who gave the written test. Students were divided in 2 slots
and written test was held 4 two days.

In this aptitude test there were questions from
English comprehension (2 paragraphs related to IT)
simple word meanings (2 or 3)
Fill in the blank with articles and other grammatical stuff……… (5)
Simple mathematical questions like age, time, and binary conversions.
Puzzle questions (1 problem and 5 to 6 questions on that puzzle)
Sets (Venn diagrams) questions. (1 problem and 5 to 6 questions on that)
Essay writing (Topic: IT impact in India )
It was a 1 hr paper, after 3 or 4 days, result of written test was declared on site:
alltestresult.com
Out of so many students they selected only about 1600 students……….

Again these students were divided into 2 slots and we were given Date for rest of the
rounds as 1st September.
On 1st sep, 1st round was GD round in which students were divided into batches. And
every batch had 12 students……
Topics for my GD was IMPACT OF MOVIES ON YOUTH
It was a warm discussion!!!!!!!!!

Form my group those who spoke well got selected. There were 6 students who cleared
GD round from my group including me.
Few other topics that were given to other groups were…….
Nuclear deal
IT impact in India
Is China ’s economy is affecting India
Sex education in institutes (should it be there or not?
They usually give current affairs topic.
GD was over at 11. am at 1’o clock I was called for tech interview
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There were 17 panels and mine was panel no 1
He was really friendly and asked me very simple questions as……..

Tell me about yourself?
Why did ur % fell from 82 %( 10th) and 83% (12th ) to 69% (B.tech)?
Do u know anything about JAVA?
What about C?
What is Inheritance?
What are pointers?
And other simple basic questions.
What do u think, hw well u have performed in this interview?
Do u think we shud select u?
Do u have any problem in relocation? (He asked 4 Madras )
Any questions that u wud like to ask me?
It was fun!!!!!!! It was more of HR then tech.
The interviewer then asked me to wait outside the cabin and just after 3 to 4 min a
volunteer came and told me that I have been selected 4 the HR round……….
At around 3:30 my turn for HR round came……He was also toooooo friendly……

Questions that he asked
Tell me about yourself?
Tell me about ur family?
Why do u want to join accenture and why not other IT firms?
Which are the companies that u would love to join other than accenture?
What do u known about those companies?
“we know what it takes to be a tiger ” in this punch line of accenture what is the link
between “tiger” and “High performance delivered”?
What is Best?
What do u mean by Success?
Who is ur role model and why?
Why should we hire u?
Why communication skills are needed when u r joining a firm?
and may be few more questions…………………
again I was asked to wait outside for 5 min, and then a volunteer announced the biggest
achievement of my life!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I was the happiest person on this earth when he
said u r SELECTED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Finally at the end after such long procedure 400 (approx) students got selected.

From my collage 13 got selected and 4 of which were from my branch including me….
The very next day we were called for accenture’s presentation and to get our offer
letters…

Thank you!!!!!
BEST OF LUCK!!!!!!!!

By
Akanksha Sharma
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 18th AUGUST, 2007 AT CHANDIGARH
Hello Friends,.......
I got placed in accenture on 18th aug,2007..in Chandigarh Engg College,Chandigarh.If u
r well focussed in each n every round u can get through..Around 5000 appeared 4 the
test...828 cleared it...422 appeared 4 the interview nd 214 were finally selected.
I strongly believe that confidence marked by good communication skills is what
accenture people are looking for.
Accenture placement process consists of 4 rounds.
1).Written Test(with an essay)
2).Group Discussion
3).PPT 4 gd cleared.
4). i) HR/Technical interview
ii) HR/Technical interview
1)WRITTEN TEST.
It comprised of 55 questions each of 1 mark.....The paper ,designed by Merittrac, was
categorised into 3 sections .Although,there is no sectional cut-off.The cut -off during our
time was 34.I managed 2 get 45 correct .
The three sections were:
1.General English
It included simple questions on articles,prepositions etc...nd 2 comprehensions (2
technical passages here)
2.Quantitave+Reasoning questions
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It consisted of basic probability,blood relations,position(standing 4th from
left ...)etc..type questions.
3.Concentration questions
Questions like match the the mathematical figures given,* is replaced by / like
questions..5 questions were based upon finding out whether a person will be selected 4
this job depending upon certain prerequisites.
So, if plan ur time nd concentrate well, u can clear the written.After our written test,they
told us to write an essay on "career in accenture".I just explained what are the core values
of this company nd why a fresher like me should prefer joining accenture.
2) GROUP DISCUSSION
We were divided into groups of 12.In my group, all 12 were girls out of 4 (including
me )were selected.The moderator said he will select on the basis of comm skills, thought
process,nd audibility of voice.In the beginning he told us to jot down points in favour nd
against for the topic "How much India has changed since u hv taken birth".After a minute
or two, he said that there is a surprise 4 u.The topic is changed to "Should women be
given employment in IT sector".He divided us into 2 groups :FOR ND AGAINST.
After few minutes.the 2 gps had to present reverse views.
I gave 2 points in the middle.In the end, he gave a chance 2 speak to those who hd spoken
less.I was also called 4 so.I gave Kiran Majumdar's example nd got selected.The results
were declared by the moderator himself at the end of gd.
Other topics were bascis regarding IT sector nd general topics. The Meritrac team
announced that there will b two interviews both can be hr /technical or combi of both.
4) (i)HR/TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
My first interview happened 2 be a Technical one. I was asked 2 questions regarding
C(since I m frm ECE)...the questions were relating to pointers nd files.Abt files i didn't
know.I plainly admitted that i dont know abt that.
He then gave me a puzzle regarding distance -time.I solved that correctly.That ended my
technical interview. The Coordinator gave me the result outside saying all d best 4 the
next interview.
(ii) HR/TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
This Interview was purely HR taken by a lady HR.
QUESTIONS WERE:
1.Introduce urself.
2.Family background.
3.Top 3 IT companies in India
4.Why accenture?
5.Ur hobbies
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It lasted for 4/5 minutes. The Coordinator was handed the result nd he gave me the good
news that I hv been selected. The Offer Letter was given to 214 students finally nd I feel
myself privileged to get selected in an MNC like ACCENTURE.
Best of Luck.................
Gagan JayJee
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 18th AUGUST , 2007
Hi Guyz!!
All those who r going to appear for accenture test, first of all, all the best to all of them,
dont worry at all. Before explaining the test format, i want to tel u guyz..that for cracking
accenture test...just concentrate well on your english, communication skills and
confidence. These are the far most important things for accenture. Test for accenture is
being conducted by some intermediatory company named meritec
Written Test
1. Most of the questions were based on English: comprihension,
noun/verb/adjectives/articles etc.
2. Venn diagrams
3. Match the digits given
4. $!!$### kind of questions
im not giving the exact questions coz they wil not be repeated bt pattern wil be same.
Accenture's paper pattern is different from other companies. no need to go through R.S
aggarwal. Not that kind of questions.
Essay writing
After completing multiple choice paper they will say u to right one page essay on the
back of answer sheet. Topic will be very easy. they basically checks ur grammar, mental
level n english n not content.
No negative marking was there, but sectional cut off was there. Test is easy, just u need
to work well on ur english n general i.q. u wil be through. In out recruitment drive around
7000 sat for test and 825 cleared the written test.
G. D
In G.D they made groups of 12 ppl in one group. Guys go through this linkesparc.com/categories/GD-Topics-With-Answers for all kind of G.D topics and remeber
H.R will say u to suggest some G.D topic so be ready with around 8-10 gd topics as he
sometimes takes time to choose from. Better u all in team decide that which wil u tel H.R
a ur topic of discussion before the hand.
Its not that tough round. all wat u hv to do is speak, dont be so aggressive or silent too.
H.R wil give chance to everyone to speak. Even if u hv made one solid point n speak out
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just once through the session that wil be satisfactory enough to choose u. if u wil start the
discussion that wil help u 4 sure in cracling this round. They eliminate very less ppl in
this round. some times they take 11 out of 12 . On an average they take 8-9 ppl. Just be
confident n dont ever repeat the point which someone else has discussed.
Technical Interview
This round is too kind of H.R round. They ask from ur resume mostly. Be well prepared
with ur projects details which u hv mentioned in ur resume, ur role in those projects and
tools used. Prepare C, C++, Data structures and ur degree subjects well. Elimination rate
is very high in this round. So try to give ur best shot. Be confident n keep smile on ur face.
Sometimes they ask about H.R questions too in this round. They asked me about projects,
my city and why its famous (Ludhiana) and about area of interest.
H.R Interview
If u reach till this round then u r almost selected. Be confident n give ur best shot here.
They ask genreral questions like, wat they asked me:
1. Tell about urself?
2. What are ur expectations from this interview?
3. Tell about ur family?
4. Tell about ur qualification?
5. what u know about Accenture? (Except wat was mentioned in ppt) Guyz go through
accenture website pretty well n explore each n every link before the hand, this wil help u
6. Why i hire u?
7. R u ready for relocationd?
8. Do u know about service bond of accenture?
9. Do u hv any backlog or gap in ur studies?
10. Which are the 3 top indian I.T brands?
11. Whats special in u?
12. give me ur one strength and 1 weakness?
13. Explain ur self in 1 word?
And at the end of the day i got offer letter of Accenture!!! the whole process lasted for 3
days.
Good luck guyz, U wil crack the test, just believe in ur self n hv faith in God n give ur
ever best shot..
By,
Sandeep
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 18th AUGUST, 2007
hii friends,
first of all let me convey my sincere gratitude to freshersworld. i attended the accenture
placement drive on 18 th august.The selection process is as follows
1.Written test + Essay
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2.GD
3.HR interview
4.Tech interview
1.Written Test + Essay
About 900+ students appeared for the test and about 290 cleared the test.the written test
was very easy.for the pattern just go thru all the accenture papers available in this site.it is
very very useful.v had to answer 55 Q in 55 minutes.there is no negative marking.after
that v were told to write an essay for 5 minutes,The topic was MY COLLEGE
LIFE.prepare some common topics for essay becaz there is mark for the essay.
2.GD
On 25th v had the GD.first v were given the ppt and it takes more than an hour.listen
their ppt carefully becaz when v go to HR they wil ask abt accenture.for the GD they
divided the students into groups of 15 each.my topic for the GD was Coeducation.the
other topics given were India for the past 60 years,Does the introduction of IT industry is
a hinderence to research, End justifies means and Mean justifies end.these 4 topics were
repeated for the whole group of students.try to start the Gd.if u start it is half done.after
starting just make 2 more entries.thats more than enough.if u are not able to start then
say some points.when u speak be confident and speak loudly.if u didnt get chance to
speak more just giv a nice conclusion if u are told to conclude.from a group of 15 they
selected 6or 7.after the GD they wil giv u a form to fill.they eliminated half of the
students in the GD.
3.HR
v had our Hr on 26th.my HR was a cool and friendly person .i entered the room with
permission
me:-Gud morning sir
HR:-Hai....gud morning ..... wat u had for breakfast
me:-said

HR:-Tell me abt urself
me:-Said
HR:-What u know abt accenture
me:-Sy their revenue,no of employees,ceo,rank among the companies and all u know
abt accenture
HR:-Top 3 IT companies in India
me:-TCS,INFOSYS,WIPRO\SATHYAM
HR:-What is team work?
me:-All the members working together with co-ordination and co-operation to achieve a
single goal.
HR:-Do u hav any offers?
me:-No sir
HR:-Why?
me:-I was not prepared
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HR:-Do u hav any gaps in ur studies?
me:-No sir
HR:-Are u sure?
me:-Yes sir
HR:-Ok....r u ready to relocate?
me:-Yes
HR:-R u ready to work in nightshifts?
me:-Yes
HR:-Wat would u do if ur parents didnt allow u to work outside?
me:-I m free to decide my career
HR:-Wats ur father?
me:-Said
HR:-Wats ur mother?
me:-Said
HR:-Any siblings
me:-Said(if ur sis/bro is also a soft pro they wil ask y u dont want to work with their
company so prepared with that)
HR:-ur GPA?
me:- Said
HR:-Hav u done any seminars
me:-I hav done one seminar wen i was in first semester(always say u hav did one ,even u
havn't.just prepare a topic)
HR:-Wat was it?
me:-As i did in first semester...i dont remember it sir
HR:-But u should
me:-Then i said wat i remember
HR:-Any project or mini project
me:-Said(just prepare ur pro/mini pro well)
HR:-Wat u do in ur leisure time
me:-Sid(they wil ask abt it in detail)
HR:- Hav u ever organised any event in college?
me:-Said(say u hav organised even if u havn't ..just prepare an event for that)
HR:-Thank u..u can go
me:-Thanku sir....hav a nice day
HR:-U too
4.Tech interview
Me:-Gud morning sir
Tech:-Gud morning..take ur seat
Me:-Thanku sir
Tech:-Tell me abt ur academics
Me:-Told
Tech:-Any project or miniproject
Me:-Told in detail
Tech:-Y u hav less marks in engg compared to 12th and 10th
Me:-Prepare a solid reason for this if u hav less marks in engg
Tech:-Wats ur branch?
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Me:-cs
Tech:-Is this ur first interview?
Me:-I wrote the tests of TCS and INFOSYS..but i was not able to clear the tests
Tech:-Wats Boyce Codd normal form
Me:-Told the definition
Tech:-I didnt understand ur formulas...show with a table
Me:-Did(he wil argue with u but make him convinced by saying that u r right)
Tech:-Wats 4th nomal form
Me:-Told
Tech:-Does the above table satisfies 4 th NF?
Me:-Told
Tech:-Wats super key?
Me:-Told
Tech:-Which is the primary key in the above table
Me:-Told
Tech:-How wil u avoid data redundancy in the above table
Me:-Told by showing values in the table...told my point until he is convinced
Tech:-Now convinced and smiled...any Q's?
Me:-No sir....i had a lot of Q's in my mind...but all got cleared in the ppt itself
Tech:-Ok thanku
Me:-Thanku sir ....hav a nice day
Tech:-Ok
Many people r eliminated in the tech and there is a 10% elilimation in the HR. those who
r not placed in ur first attempts just dont give hope.....just do ur part and God wil do the
rest....just believe in urself and work hard......wat these accenture people looking in u is ur
confidence.....if u r average or above in ur communcation skill then b confident..........
All the best
Maya
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 18th JUNE , 2007
Well very recently accenture visited our campus,,...as b4 the tests i did lot of search work
to get an idea for exam,,i hope mi experience will b useful for many,,,nd i belong to
electronics and comm branch....
here is the selection procedure
I.
Written Test 1 Hrs
II.
GD
15 Mins.
III.
Technical
20-30 Mins /depends
IV.
HR
10-15 Mins /depends
Total students appear for Written =round bout 250
test clrd by =70
GD clrd = 52
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technical = dn remember
hr = 40 approx
final selected = 34
this was the whole format of exam...
( I ) WRITTEN TEST
Written Test Consist of 55 question to be answer in 1 Hrs. & a short ESSAY on a given
topic.students were selected on the merit basis.mi rank in test was 9th....out of 250 approx
students..i ll say the test was veryyyyyy easy...if u have gone through R.S aggarwal
buks,both verbal,nonverbal and quantitave,,,then its really very easy to crack the test...
Written Test consist of Three Section:
1) Verbal
20 Questions
2) Aptitude
20 Questions
3) Analytical
15 Question
1.VERBAL
this section consisted of simple english ques...just read with concentration and u will get
the answer soon though the options smtimes confuse but dn wry...
some of the ques i remember are
1. _____his vacation,he trekked ____ the hills and walked _____ the river.
a.during,over,along
b.in,in,across.
and some similar options..well i chose the first one....next 4 ques were same filling in the
blanks type.. then next 3 included synonyms..for e.g
2.he has to endure the pain of his fathers death.
a. bear (ans)
b. face
c. tolerate
others word ws enjoined...it was in sentence form...i ll say these are also easy ones not the
tough ones.thos type included round bout 4 questions..
Due to his versatile qualities, Mohan was able to do all types of jobs quite easily.
Ans: Flexible

__ essay, which was later chosen as __ best, was written by __ student who used to be
quiet in the class.
Ans: The, the, the
(These type of questions were quite easy and there were 1-2 questions that had only 1
blank as well)
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then there were two passages given.ist one was very easy.direct answers were given in
passage.u need not to read the whole passage.just read the ques first and then answer it.
second one was quite tuf..but never mind each one felt the same..there were 5 ques frm
each passage..
APTITUDE
Prepare from R.S .Agarwal Quantitative aptitude book. Important topics: Venn diagram
based pblms, data sufficiency pblms,directions,relations etc...quite easy section
simple ques based on venn diagrams like
1. there are 200 students in a class. 100 speak hindi.150 speak english.how many speak
both hindi and english.
Ans..there is a particulr way of solvng such ques...u can do it using venn diagrams very
easily.here adding 100 and 150 and then subtracting 200,,,ve will get the common
stuents.. i.e 100+150- 200 =50 is teh ans
2.there are 250 people.100 read newspaper.50 read both newspaper and magazine..find
no. of people reading only magazine..
Ans. c here it depends wat are v askd for..is it ONLY magazine or magazine.calculations
vary drastically based on the sentence given.so do carefully.
there were many questions of this type and very very easy to do.. then other type of ques
included
3. 600 people are there...10 benches fell short so on each bench 2 extra members were
made to sit.find the no. of benches.
4. based on blood relations...
5. based on direction sensing.
Two sentences are given below. Mark the answer according to the following:
A- If only FIRST sentence is required to verify the sentence
B- If only SECOND sentence is required to verify the sentence
C- If both FIRST and SECOND sentence are required to verify the sentence
D- Cannot be verified even if both sentences are considered

Example:
Two trains are traveling towards each other. When will the two trains meet? If -
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1. Train A is coming at a speed of 20km/hr
2. Train B is coming at a speed of 30km/hr
Ans: D
If 1 is written as $, and 0 is written as *. Then answer the following:
(e.g. 4 is written as $** and 3 is written as $$)
Example:
3*5-12+10-9/3
The solution of the above expression can be represented as?
Ans: $*$* (1010 in binary i.e. ten in decimal)
there were almost 6 ques of such type and i ll say they were really easy..u can very easily
solve them...
ANALYTICAL
Mark the answers according to the following:
A- If all the three options match
B- If FIRST and SECOND options match
C- If FIRST and THIRD options match
D- If none of the three match
KKTUJNGDFTSR
Ans: C

KKTUJHGDFTSR

KKTUJNGDFTSR

Another example:
1896.5738491023

1896.5783491023

1896.5738461023

Ans: D
these ques are also easy..they consume very less time and need no pen work..
Following was the criteria decided by the selection committee of Indian Cricket Board:
1) Player’s age should be 18-28 years
2) He must be the captain of any cricket team for at least 2 years
3) He must be a Ranji Player for at least 2 years
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4) He must have taken at least 20 wickets or made 1000 runs in a calendar year in Ranji

If 1st condition is not fulfilled … referred to chairman
If 2nd condition is not fulfilled … he must be an all rounder with at least 500 runs and 15
wickets
If 4th condition is not fulfilled … referred to VP

Questions were like following example:
Rahul was born on dec.10,1979 and is a captain of Ranji team since Feb 2005. He won
man of the tournament last year for taking 24 wickets last year. He is:
a) Selected
b) Rejected
c) Referred to Chairman
d)Data Insufficient
Ans: a
(These questions are also easy if you draw a table with names of the aspirant in rows and
criteria in the columns, and then checking whether he/she fulfils it or not)

50- Q.55 were also a bit easy and were of two types:
Example of type 1:
If * means +, + means -, - means / and / means *, then what is the value of8+4-9*7/12+3

Example of type 2:
If * means /, / means -, - means + and + means *, then which of the following is true:
a) 7+43*2/13-7+8 = 22.6

b) 4-9*7/4*2/3-7+2 = 25 … …

Important things to be remembered:
Most of the questions were easy; all you need is time management and accuracy.
Try to attempt the paper in two passes. In the first pass, solve the ques u r able to and leav
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others for the last mins. Then start the paper again to do the remaining questions. Doing
this you may find that you have attempted 35-38 questions in half the time (in 30-33
mins). So don’t feel low because paper is very easy!...and paper get repeated...so search
well for papers b4hand..u will get an idea bout it..
after the test was over they gave us an essay topic which was "CARRIER IN
ACCENTURE" after this procedure results were announced after almost 30 mins...i clrd
the test...cutt off was very low and it was just 34..
GROUP DISCUSSION
70 students clrd the test and were divided into 6 batches for GD.each batch had 12
students in it...mine was the first batch..as i heard that the GD is the main elimination
round in ACCENTURE so i was quite scared.but later i discovered it was not so.as the
students who clrd the test wre less so GD elimintaions were not much.in mi batch 6 or 7
were selcted and rejected were those who didnt say nything in the discussion.
mainly current affairs were discussed like
next president of INDIA
or coach of india etec etc
but our topic was different and it was 'SHOUD IT BE MADE MANDATORY FOR
POLITICIANS TO HAVE A GRADUATE DEGREE B4 SITTING FOR THE POST OF
MINISTER"
well i began the GD and this pt will contribute most to ur selection.don remain dumb.just
say smthng evn if u thnk u r wrong.but do SPEAK.DONT REMAIN SILENT THERE..,
after GDS were over 52 were selected for the technical interview round
TECHNICAL INTERVIEW.
well mi technical interview was of HR kind..i wasnt asked even a single tech ques.while
others were askd bout C/C++, microprocessors, networking, digital, etc...depending upon
the stream...c/c++ was common to all.
mi interview was as under...she was sweet lady named VANDANA. firstly i went in and
wished her and seated myself.
she : describe urself
i : told bout my current qualification.mi education bckground..then family bckground
and thats it.
she : wat are the qualities of a team leader
I : confident,good manager, co operative, etc etc....
she : wat are ur hobbies?
i : mi hobbies keep on changing and i donot stick to one thing...
she(with a smile) : which is ur currebt hobby then"
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I ; surfing on net.
she: wat do surf ther?
i : as today v are busy with palcemnts.so i search lot bout company profile.placemnt
papers and other stuff related to it.
she: wat was the most challenging thing that u had faced in ur life
I; well till nw theres nothing that was much challenging.it all had went well till nw.
she: so ur life was very smooth till nw?
I: yeah but by the time placemnts has started, rejecr\tions are smthing hard to face...
she: ok.wat is ur goal for life.
I : i don bilieve in goals.i believe in opportunies.like today u have recruited us so i got an
opportunity to b a part of ur company.so mi goal nw is to grab this opportunity,..
she: ok..tell em bout carrier at accenture.
i: well carrier at acdenture means alot...it will give me very good beginning..not just the
post but also other things like stability and security...blah blah
she: u have mebtioned in ur resume that u like solving aptitude ques...can i ask u a ques?
i : yes mam.
she gave me a puzzle then.it was if x and y are two single digit no. an d xy=cd where cd
is a two digt no. find the no. x and y such that c+d= x or y...
ans is any multiple of 9.like 2*9=18 ans 1+8 =9...
she : do u have any ques to ask us?
i : mam i had but there all clr in the PPT itself...
she: ok then u may go;
i: thanku mam..have a nice day.
and in next 2 mins i was told that mi tech round was clr..and then aftr smwat time hr
rounds began
HR INTERVIEW
this round is very easy to clr coz there are very few eliminations in this round.really very
few..in our case only 1 was rejected aftr this round. questions wer same as b4 but this
time interviwer was really very very very very cool and a nice lady... i eneterd the room
wid a smile and she too smiled back and then introduced herself and shook hand with
me...the ques were same like.
1. describe urself
2. wat is team player and qualities of team leader.
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3. on a level of 1 to 10, where do u keep urself on technical grounds.1 being the highest
no.
4. what are 3 topmost companies u want to work with?
5. hane u appeared for any inetrview b4...wat happend/..y u got rejected?
6. y accenture?
7. can u work in shifts and in any part of the india? are ur parents comfortable with it?
then she told me bout certain terms and conditions... and last of all i asked her hw was mi
interview she said that i am smart and i am sharp but only felt certain decrease in energy
level.thats it...she was very friendly with al nad was a young lady...
that was all bout the rounds.....later at bout 11 o' clock they announced the results and
mine name was called at 5th no...u wont beleive hw much happy was i at that time...coz i
was very much discouraged with earlier companies i had sat for...but hearing mi name
was like feeling of the ultimate joy of life....
they gave us offer letters and classic pens with which v signed the letters and handed it
over to them i ll say GOD and LUCK i sthe only thing that plays role in placemnts.so do
pray very truely b4 GOD and get the blessings of every1 closer to u...this is wat i did and
i went through the procedure very easily...
certainly u people will also get through...believ in urself..
BEST OF LUCK!!
Venny
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 19th AUGUST, 2007 AT GHAZIABAD

I (NITIN DWIVEDI,,CS,,,,, GHAZIABAD) got placed in "Accenture" my dream
company....!!!!!!!
KIET was d HOST colg.Written held on 19Aug,,,Result on 23Aug,,,,GD & interview on
25 nd 26.....!!!!
but u know it...dis success i got after rejecting 5 companies......
namely------------>
1) US Tech
2)Infosys
3)L&T Infotech
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4)NIIT Technology
5)Syntel

My Saga of success began when i qualified written Xam(first time,,,keep it secret plzzzz)
of ACCENTURE ... den i was unstoppable....... GD,,,,, HR,,,,,Technical
all rounds cleared smoothly(so000 talented).....!!!!!
i cant forget dat day....wen results got declared,,,,,26 August 07.
Now like others i ll give u some tips,,,,,but in a comprehensive manner...!!!!
Written requires speed....which can only be achieved thru more n more
practise.....Questions asked were....55 Ques in 60 min. nd after
dat 1 essay(10 min) on topic like Impact of IT industry in India.

1)English
Passages(2),,,Synonyms,,,grammer...articles n prepositions....!!!
2)Reasoning----------->RS agarwal,,,CAt material of TIME,IMS,Carrier Launcher.
ur presence of mind really help a lot....
3)u must go thru quantitative aptitude selected topics like percentage,,,average,,,,,simple
interest,,,relative motion(trains n boats problems)set theory(venn diagrams),,,,probability
simple concepts...!!!!

GD round---------->my topic was SHOULD EDUCATION BE MANDATORY
FOR POLITICIANS....(1 min to think nd 10 min to discuss)
speak in a impressive manner.......initiate or not but be invoved in conversation.6 out of
15 made it. i was d FAV speaker of HR person!!!!! I dominated d GD....!!!!!

HR--------> OOH La LA....she was a lady...rest u can understand...!!!!
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SHe took my precious 25 mins.Asked abt MY family,,,Strength,,,weakness,,,role
model,,,,,wid eg to prove...Hobbies...she asked me to sing a song..(i m damn good at it!!)
den started asking general ques like y ACCENTURE...??
any problem in relocation..???
any priority..??
year gap...nd back log..???
LAST but not d least TECH ROUND.......(elimination round,, be careful)------>
dey may ask any subject,,,,for CS (OS,CN,S/W ENG,DBMS,OOPS,DAta Structure).
basic knowledge of C.C++ or JAVA.
For my EC frends---> C,C++ .MICROPROCESSOR,SWITCHING THEORY.b cool nd
confident if u dont know d ans,,,den also.
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 19th AUGUST, 2007 AT GHAZIABAD
Hi Dear Friends !!
I got recently placed in Accenture through an campus recruitment drive at Krishna
Institute of Engg. And Technology and the campus recruitment was a massive event as
around 8000 students as it was told to us , appeared at the campus on !9th Aug, and then
let me tell u something about the selection procedure ,which you all might be knowing by
now through various other papers available so it comprises of all in all 4 rounds,
1. Written Test round(Aptitude + Logical reasoning + English(verbal) + focus on the
shorter ones to clear first and then the composition) that is plan n give the paper
As for us it was composed of 54 questions most of them were really easy and the
remaining few were also easy but a bit time consuming focus on topics like(Venn
Diagram, Coding and Decoding and English section)
Some questions which I remember are like:
a) $ represents 1 and * represents 0 in some code and using that if we want to write 3 we
can write it as $$ and for 4 we can use $** and so all nearly five questions from the same
pattern!!
b) Few questions from the Venn diagram (5 questions)
c) Sitting arrangement
d) Simple English and comprehension (comprehensions on computer science topics like
IBM OS and second one on process and multi processing(nt exactly remember the second
one but it was related to multiprocessing).
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Once the written exam was finished it was all panic situation although I was confident
about clearing the round but finally the result was declared and I was shortlisted along
with 1600 other students and it was a great no. of rejections keeping in mind the total no.
of 8000 students) from our college their were 119 students shortlisted so it was a great
number of students from a single college,
2) GROUP DISCUSSION
This is the main round(Rejection The Maximum) in which all students are short listed to
the pick best ones.
For the GD We were divided into groups of 15.In my group, and all of them looked
confident when I looked at them as we were there in the room .The moderator said he
will select on the basis of communications skills, flow of the thought ,and audibility of
voice and the most important of all Grammar. Topics given to other students along with
our groups were spontaneous like “Women Hockey”,”Black And White”, "Is China a
Threat to India in IT".After our topic was told to us he told us to think for a minute as he
told the topic I was really confident so I decided to become the moderator and so I started
speaking for the topics but after speaking some key points it was like panic and every one
latched on the topic and it became a horrible situations so then we were slowly and
gradually asked to put our views individually ,
After that the result came there were four students shortlisted from our group of students
two of them were my classmates and one student of my college engg branch I exactly
don’t remember which one,
So the key point u need to keep in mind when u are in the GD is that don’t u look at the
HR just look at urs subordinates while u speak , be attentive and try to be initiator or
concluder if u think u can speak all relevant points and that’s work done ,
After this round nearly 350 students(approx) were left from the first slot of 1000 students
and then it was the turn of the Technical and the hr round!!
4) (i) HR INTERVIEW
This Interview was purely HR taken by a lady HR. and it Is better to take a chill pill and
remain calm n it is really cool round so don’t worry and it would be cleared if u spoke to
her confidently
QUESTIONS WERE:
1.Introduce urself.
2.Top 3 IT companies in India
3.Why accenture?
4.Ur hobbie
5)About the Gap which I had in my academics
(II) TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
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This Interview is a bit of works just need to have a good knowledge of basics of
programming , databases(SQL), OS(unix) only few questions put and asked to make
programs like(sorting a Tree, use of recursion ,Data Structures, maintaining the bill of
the departmental store, and string handling and few others) just brush up ur programming
they would ask u to make a single program(for CS and MCA) and once u have written
that its job done
Finally we were asked to gather in the conference room of the college and the students
gathered there and slowly they started calling the names of the placed students along with
their date of birth , when I heard my name it was like the sweetest dream we can dream of
in our student life coming true and I got the job,
So buddies just chill don’t panic and be prepared with ur basics and I wish u all best of
luck meet u there at Accenture ,
Shashi

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 19th AUGUST, 2007 AT Mumbai
Hello friends,
I am Sushant Varma of AKGEC, Ghaziabad, and got selected in accenture.
It was an open pool campus, in which around 32 - 35 colleges participated. My written
was on 19th august in KIET Ghaziabad. it's result was declared on 23rd aug on internet,
then after I ahd my GD and interviews...
All the rounds were eliminatory, so go prepared for that.
The major elimination was done in GD (they look mainly for the comm skill, your voice
audibility, so just be loud and clear in GD, no use of making too many entries, even if u
are not able to speak in between, the moderator will give you the chance in the end)
Then the Tech. Interview, and then fianlly the HR.
After the GD, it was not sure, that u'll have the TECH. first or the HR first anything could
happen... so be prepared for both after the GD.
Both the interview round were rigrous I had both of them of around 20 minutes each.
They ask much deep in the Tech. but I was not asked much deep in my Tech, rather I was
geared up in the HR, he asked me about C++, Java, DBMS.... (as I had a project on Java
Client - Server Application) and many more things..... they ask about your favourite
subjects also, I told him Control Systems, as I was fron Electrical.... But he did'nt ask
anything from it..
Most of the persons were eliminated in Tech. but in HR most of them were selected, but
ther were persons also who were rejected in HR too.
people appeared in written approx. 11000
no. who cleared the written approx. 7000
no. who cleared GD approx. 1000 to 1100
no. who cleared 1st round interview 350 to 400
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no. who were finally selected after the 2nd round = 263
So don't get afraid just belive in yourself and u'll get your part of success. It was my 8th
company in which i got selected. In the earlier companies I was not able to clear the
written also....... so it very much depend upon your Luck, that day.
CHEERS.
So meet you all in accenture.
Sushant Varma
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 19th AUGUST , 2007
First of all I would like to thank freshersworld for helping me in being the part of
accenture family.........
The Selection Procedure 4 accenture is like this:We had the written exam on 19th aug 2007, it was an offcampus recruitment,around
8000+ students appeared for the test...
out of which 1800 were shortlisted for further rounds...
The written consists of three section :- 1) English
2)Aptitude
3)Analytical
In english section there were questios like,fill in the correct preposition ex:- He kept quite
as he was afraid of being laughed_________ a.on b.at c. upon. d. into
The correct
option is b. Then there wer questions like fill in the correct articles...ex:-I kept
________glass off juice on the table a.)the b)a c) an d) no article required
other questions wer to find the synonym of the given word here also 4 options wer
given(very easy) then there were 2 passages..first one is always easy u can find the ans
directly in the passage without reading it fully....the second passage is based on
understanding answers are not direct but its also easy....
In Aptitude section there are 5 questions on venn diagram, some on set theory,ages, blood
relation,data sufficiency,ranking,ques on probability,and if * means 0 and $ means 1 then
what's the value for 256*7+8 there wer 5 such questions easy but time taking.........just go
through R.S agarwal then this section will be a child play 4 u.....
In Analytical there wer question like some conditions were given and based on that 4-5
questions were there...
then if * represents + ,+ means -,- means/ , then wats the value of the following
expression....there were 4-5 such questions
These questions are time taking i solved 2 of them in rest 3 i made wild guess.......
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Its very easy to crack the test just the important thing is proper time management as u
have to do 55 ques in 60 mins...first solve those ques which u can do fast and perfectly
and then attempt rest doing this u will find dat u've attempted 33-35 question in just half
of time..(i did the same)
Chapters to be done-blood relation,data sufficiency,ratio prop.,percentage,ranking,sitting
arrangement,boats and streams,trains,time and distance, time and work,venn diagram
from R.Sagarwal.....try analytical reasonin based question 4m any MBA
book.....remember friends written is "verrrryyyyy easyy......"
Then there is a gd round they asked us to decide the topic but since they wernt satisfied
with the topics we gave....
they gave us "is the economic or financial position effecting the judicial decision Today?
"
then he gave us 1 min to think over it.....he told us he was looking for communication
skill, thought process, how u deal with ur group
U always get bonus point for starting the discussion...dont panic if u dont start u just hav
to be confident and fluent in english...even if u dont know topic too well dont remain
dumb speak wrong but confidently and fluently.......these people are very particular abt
fluency in english
After that there was hr round..they ask abt company and general ques like why
accenture???so go prepared
we were not given any ppt so better gather the info abt accenture urself from sites and go
prepared...i was asked top 3 IT companies.
Then I had Technical round
Sir:- Hello , had a long day 2day??
ME:- (with a smile)Yes sir...
Sir- Tell about urself
ME:- I told abt my education journey till now
Sir:- So u're a CS student.....write a program 2 chk if a no. is prime or nt
ME: Did it
Sir:- Make it more efficient
ME:- Did it
Sir:- Write program on polymorphism
ME:- On java???
Sir:- Any language....u know java??(he was impressed)
ME:- I showed him overloading....
Sir:- Wat are the layers of tcp/ip protocol
ME:- Told
Sir:- (with a smile)ok u can leave
ME:- Thank you sir, have a nice day(with a smile)
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Some friends of mine were asked questions on s/w engineering....testing,sdlc...etc....so go
prepared
VERY IMP NOTE** its NOTHING that droppers are not selected...this is a huge
misconception people have about accenture....many of my friends didn't even appear 4
test 'coz of it.........I am also a dropper and is selected in accenture
SO ALL THE DROPPERS RELAX U HAVE 100% CHANCE OF GETTING
SELECTED...
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 20th JULY , 2007AT BHUBANESWAR
Hi accenture idc visited bbsr as off campus on 20th july these r the questions as per my
memory
Writen was held in ITER and rest of the process GD, HR ,TECH was in my college kiituniversity
1.Fill in the blanks
it was quite easy using preposition and article.
i saw hi m __the airport
__man u see ih mu father
__university if its status. does not requirred any advtisement
2.synonyms:- geeta passed her exam and supassed her parents dream. meaning of
surpassed:fulfill,meet,exceed(3 synonyms were given)
some easy but confusing
3.two passage: 1 from threading & 2nd from clustering and non clustering
5 questions from each passage.
Reasoning:::::::
1.if *=0 &$=1
a> then 564=
b>find the result of factor of(12,36,64)-2=
2.if *=-,/=+,+=/&*=- then find 7+6/5-4*2=(4problems on it )
two to find out the value and 2 to test which is true
3.2 vein digram of 3 variables
80 students know french 70 know english, 40 know hindi 20 both hindi & english,10 both
english & french. how many of them know 3 languages.(similar other problem).
4.which of the following is true:
a>7*6+3/2-4=22.5 b>..................
5.using which statement problm can be solved using i only ,using ii only ,using both ii &
i, none find the price of 1 kg of tomato?
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similar 3 problems.
6.which of the following are same:
a> 1204.686895 b>1204.686896 c>1204.686895
Essay on my college engineeering days
Maths ::
>problems on profit & loss
>problems on simple intrest
>problems like selection procedure
60% marks is required in english,50% in maths ,40% in hindi
3more condition were given accordingly u have to solve 3 questions.
>problems on time & distance.
atrain is coming at 200km,other 300km
distance ic 450 when they will meeet
cut of was more than 40 as questions were easy
By,
Devidutta Panda
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 20th MAY , 2007 AT AHMEDABAD

M now part of the accenture team.. wont say that it was my dream company s I got to
know that such a company exists only on 17th.. i.e barely 3 days before it came down for
d recruitment. But after knowing d company profile.. ne 1 wud b dying to work in.. its
got everything 2 becum ne1s dream company….

Ours recruitment drive was on 20th may 2007.. at vgec clg Ahmedabad.. It was thru kunj
n ardent consultancy.. paper from merit track.. Damn easy paper… but effective time
management VERY VERY essential.. otherwise stop dreaming bout ACCENTURE

Paper was of same pattern.. 55 questions 60 mints essay on “expectations from ur
organization”
stick with 1 option of guess either a b c 0r d
I started with last section it was damn easy.. than procced to sec 1 n last sec 2 first
completed al d “read n tick” kinda ones..
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5 question on select d appropriate article.. a an the kinda.. and synonyms ones, chose d
closely related kinda..

1 on blood relation.. amit says karan is son of my fathers brother.. ans cousin
2 readin comprehensions..
1st on LAN and WAN
2nd on PROCESSOR
both were easy but needed much concentration.. I did it last n suggest u d same…
next were replace *with + , / with - , + with / n – with +
2 questions asked to evaluae it n 4 were on chose d correct equations from 4 given
equations.. I solved 2 of these rest 2 were wild guess.. solve only if u got ample of time..
than comes their fav one.. replace 1 with $ n 0 with *.. I find these kinda damn boring.. to
time consuming.. solved sum other wild guesses…
few questions on probability.. go thro solved example no 10 on page 462 reasoning by
aggrawal.. I got d ans usin dat method

so it was quite tricky next came results within 30 mints…
around 200 cleared out 0f 800… I got pretty much sure of getting d job d moment d
declared d apti results…

next was g d round.. DARE U pple take it lightly.. start behaving professionally right
after u clear round 1.. be on time for gd.. 2 of my group members were eliminated cause
they entered gd room after we al were settled.. which implies they were late..
ours wa a lady moderator.. pretty easy goin yet clear with wat she was looking for.. our
topic was SHOULS THERE BE DRESS CODE.. she asked for our opinon n dan
finalized. D above topic..

piece of golden advice to u al.. start mappin caliber of ur group members d moment
name of group members are bein announced.. wil help u al a lot.. I striked converstion wit
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4 of them n mapped them.. tho of them 3 got selectd but 2 were out later in interview..
also try n identify weak member of group n encourage him for ur advantage.. earn s many
points in gd s u can.. wil help in later stages of selection.. they go on addin al d points..

dey announced results immediately after d gd.. dan came ppt.. s its mentioned in previous
posts its more of quizin rather dan presentation.. it was fun n managed to get our al eyes n
ears set on them.. these pple r dynamic.. tho I dint get a chocolate.. accenture was
formerly known as ANDERSON CONSULTING.. name change was on 01.01.01

By,
Bhumika
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 21st JULY , 2007
Hello friends..Accenture recruitment team had come to our college on 21st July.

We had 4 rounds in accenture:
1. Written test
2. Group Discussion
3. Technical Interview
4. HR interview
The written test was for 60 min.
Verbal section: this is easy. Anyone with good English can do well in this section.
Aptitude section: here we had questions based on Venn diagrams, probability etc.
analytical section: simple questions based on bodmas rule and other questions like eg 1234.5678 1234.5678 1234567.445 u need to tell all three are similar, none are similar, 2
r similar…
After 60 min you are given 5 min extra for essay writing.
After the test we had ppt. the names of short listed students were announced and next was
GD. There were approx. of 12-15 members in each group & particularly they check the
communication skills. So speak out whatever you know about the topic.

The technical interview was an easy one. They just check how well you know the
subjects. If u are a non IT student they won’t ask you much about C.
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For me the HR round was the coolest one. The best mantras for this round is stay calm,
cool and be confident in whatever u r sayin..Accenture HR are the coolest 1s..no need to
worry much bout HR round.

All the best friends…do well..
Swathi
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 21st JULY , 2007
Hello friends..Accenture recruitment team had come to our college on 21st July.

We had 4 rounds in accenture:
1. Written test
2. Group Discussion
3. Technical Interview
4. HR interview
The written test was for 60 min.
Verbal section: this is easy. Anyone with good English can do well in this section.
Aptitude section: here we had questions based on Venn diagrams, probability etc.
analytical section: simple questions based on bodmas rule and other questions like eg 1234.5678 1234.5678 1234567.445 u need to tell all three are similar, none are similar, 2
r similar…
After 60 min you are given 5 min extra for essay writing.
After the test we had ppt. the names of short listed students were announced and next was
GD. There were approx. of 12-15 members in each group & particularly they check the
communication skills. So speak out whatever you know about the topic.

The technical interview was an easy one. They just check how well you know the
subjects. If u are a non IT student they won’t ask you much about C.

For me the HR round was the coolest one. The best mantras for this round is stay calm,
cool and be confident in whatever u r sayin..Accenture HR are the coolest 1s..no need to
worry much bout HR round.
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All the best friends…do well..
Swathi
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 24th JULY , 2007
hi friends!! this is sukruth..doing my ece engg in VVIET mysore.. i got selected in pool
campus selection process to ACCENTURE on 24th july 2007.
let me explain the whole process of the recruitment for u.. totally 343 students from two
coll VVIET(around 90) and PESCE(around 250) were assembled in the test hall for
written test.
the process was smooth and consisted of 4 rounds initially...
written test
GD(later cancelled)
Tech interview
hr interview.
written test was conducted by merit track. it consisted of three parts: verbal, analytical
and attention to detail..there is no neg marking so dont leave any questions answer all the
ques. since cut off will be very high...
important topics to be known are-data sufficiency,syllogism, problems on venn diagrams,
directions,blood relations,decision making, mathematical operations( all these topics
available in R.S aggrawal). in english- prepositions, articles, meanings, passage(refer
wren and martin).
out of 343 around 55 got short listed out of which 8 were from our coll.since only few got
short listed there was no GD.
HR and TECH interview were held parallely i was made to attend hr first. HR was a lady
and she was cool. she just wanted to know how confident am i and how good is my
english and how eager am i to join accenture.some of the quest were as follows.
tell me about ur education.
may i know briefly abt ur family.?
being ece student y software?
why accenture?
do u have any role model. tell his achievements.
thank u, then i got selected then i was into tech interview. He was stil more cool than the
HR. some of the quest were as follows.
which are ur curriculum subjects of 6th sem.?
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any software language in ur curriculum?
which sub are u good at and y do u feel so?
he gave a situation- like if u are into a problem suddenly and how wil u come out of it
wat are the variouus steps u take to slve it.?(then just check the analitical skill and
approach towards the problem)
wat rae ur stregths and weakness?
differance between 8086and 8085.
which is better language acc to u 8086,8085 or c? and y?
again y accenture y software.?
thanku. i was the first to attend the interview. so i finished interview at 2 and waited til
6:30 even though i was confident that i have done everything rite.
finally at 6:30 results were announced and my name was in he list. totally 34 were given
the offer letter and a pen out of whioch 6 ere from our coll.i was very happy that day....!!!!
so GOOD LUCK FRIENDS BELIVE IN GOD AND URSELF U WILL SUCCEED
AUTOMATICALLY.
friends if the day was urs no one can stop u from achieveing the target.. never loose
hopes..
ALL THE BEST...
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 25h AUGUST, 2007 AT SRMCEM Lucknow
Hello Friends,.......
I got placed in Accenture on 25th aug,2007 at Shri Ram Swaroop Memorial
College of Engineering & Management Lucknow. Around 4600 students appeared 4 the
written test which was on 12th August at same college. 412 cleared it...Then there was a
GD after which 130 students were selected followed by two rounds of
interview(combination of both Tech & HR).Finally 35 were selected out of 80 Students
whose interview happened yesterday and remaing have their interviews on 26th August.
I strongly believe that confidence marked by good communication skills is what
accenture people are looking for.
Accenture placement process consists of 4 rounds.
1). Written Test(with an essay)
2). Group Discussion
3). PPT 4 gd cleared.
4) . i) HR/Technical interview
ii) HR/Technical interview
1)WRITTEN TEST.
It comprised of 55 questions each of 1 mark.....The paper ,designed by Merittrac, was
categorised into 3 sections .Although,there is no sectional cut-off.The cut -off went about
34 marks.
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The three sections were:
1.General English
It included simple questions on articles,prepositions etc...nd 2 comprehensions (2
Technical passages here)
2.Quantitave+Reasoning questions
It consisted of basic probability,blood relations,position(standing 4th from
left ...)etc..type questions.
3.Concentration questions
Questions like match the the mathematical figures given,* is replaced by / like
questions..5 questions were based upon finding out whether a person will be selected 4
this job depending upon certain prerequisites.
So, if plan ur time nd concentrate well, u can clear the written.After our written test,they
told us to write an essay on "career in accenture".I just explained what are the core values
of this company nd why a fresher like me should prefer joining accenture.
2) GROUP DISCUSSION

We were divided into groups of 12.In my group, 11were boys and one girl. .The
moderator said he will select on the basis of comm skills, thought process,nd audibility of
voice.In the beginning he told us to jot down points in favour nd against for the topic..It
was tough and topic which we got was IT industry in 2016..in our group 6 were selected
of which 5 gotinto accenture.
4) (i)HR/TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
My first interview happened 2 be a Technical one. I was asked 2 questions regarding
C(since I m frm ECE)...He asked me to explain C++ and then went on to ask about my
prefinal year project.He was impressed with my pre final year project and then asked
about my family background,and....My Interview almost got to be an HR.The result was
declare by the coordinator who wished me all the best and asked me to wait for second
interview.
(ii) HR/TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
The interview started as an HR but as the HR lady was of EC background she asked me
about Stack Pointers, Diode, opamp Stack and Queues. I almost answeed them correctly.
She was impressed with my answers but asked me why my marks have decreased since
class 10th. I gave her my answer confidently that since 10th i have been concentrating on
subjects other than my subject as well..Then she asked me to wait for the Results.
Come Qusetions Asked in both interviews Were:
1.Introduce urself.
2.Family background.
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3.Why i hire U.
4.Why accenture?
5.Ur hobbies
6. Why u prefer Hyderabad.
Interviews lasted for 15 minutes each. The Final result was declared at about 10.00 Pm
and we were handed our offer letters.i was shocked tobe placed....God Was always with
me and my faith in GOD bestowed upon me.
Best of Luck.................
Prateek Tandon
Lucknow
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 25th JUNE , 2007
hi i m a student of k.j.somaiya mumbai university....the placement by aacenture was held
on 25th june 07 in our campus......
first of all v have a aptitude test......it consist of three section....first is "verbal
ability"....this section is very easy......it has fill in the blanks...completet the sentence and
2 comprehensions whic r really easy.........then v have maths section...i suggest u 2 do RS
agrawal and only main chprs like....percentage...profitloss...prblms on trains and
boats.....then there r prblms on codes...eg. if*means-,+means/,-means+ and +means/ then
wht is the ans of 12+9-85/7.....maths section is very easy...tehn u have write an
essay...thime duratioon for essay is 10min.......the topic for us was "wht do u expect from
organisation".........
once u get cleared in apti then they give theri seminar...pls pls pls concetrate on wht all
they say in seminar...note it down...they ask in HR interview for sure.....
after apti u have GD...GD is for 10 min.....the topic for us was "how can protect ur
enviorment"...luckily the batch in which i was theri was too co-operative...they were
allowin everyone to spk...thts y out of 15 only 3 were rejected....else in other batch the
rejection rate was more......i clrd the GD.....
after clrin GD i immediately went for technical interview.....in accenture HR and
technical interview goes simultaneously....u can b called for ne interview first....if u pass
ne of the interview then u r made to sit for the next interview....
the question asked in tehcnical interviw:what all projects u dide??
explain ur project??
explain real time application of ur project??
what it ERP??
what is waterfall model??
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y u want to join software since u r not frm IT field??
i answered all the question except the 4th and the 5th question........
after clearin tech int i was called for HR int questions asked in HR int:y did u do diploma in elec& telecom and not in comps or IT?....(i m dip student thts y this
ques was asked to me)
tell me abt ur family?
wht r ur strengths and weaknesses??
y accenture??
y u wanna join software company??...
who is ur role model??
what if i reject u at this very moment...wht ull do??....
if ur frnd is havin prblm in completing a project...how ull help him??...
r u willin to work in night shifts??
r u willin to wrk newhere in the world??....
wht is plus point tht u liked abt accenture??...
wht if parents say tht "dont go outisde mumbai to work?wht is ur suggestion.....
the HR interview was for abt 20min......
there was suppose to b one more interview which is the "final interiveiw"....for tht the
results of first thirty student who cleared both the tests were delared.....i was one of
them...but due to time limit and more number of students to b interviewed ...the accenture
panel cancelled the final interview...and v got selected.....
out of 700 student frm 3 diff college...only 140 clrd apti....out of them only 117 clrd
GD.....and finally out of 117 students ^$ were selected.....
all they check is ur confidence and honesty...i was lucky tht i didnt get c or c++ realted
questions.....but u must b thorough with atlst c and c++...if u r an non IT student then they
ask question on basics of ur core subjects or may b they ask question on ur favourite
sub...so b prepared...i would like to thnk fresherworld.com ...for helpin freshers like me
to crack apti and get clrd through interview....all the best......do ur best and GOD will do
the rest....

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 26th JULY, 2007 AT BANGALORE
hi guys , we had accenture recruitment team in my campus(bmsce) . some 400 wrote test,
238 were selected for gd, 80 for tech interview, 60 for hr and finally 47.
1)first of all we had ppt which went on for a hour .
2)next we were sent to class room blocks to take up tests.. pls note that paper pattern was
same as posted by many ppl. test duration was 65 mins and 58 questions. no techincal
part in test. we had to write essay at the end . my topic was" your last 3 years at college".
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3) then they asked us to wait for 1 hour , and finally shortlisted 238 for gd, PLS ..PLS....
note that GD is the main elimination round. for GD i had "infrastructure of bangalore" as
topic. they see our approach, not our fluency nor how much u talk. be prepared in general
topics guys!!!!! in my gd group out of 15 ppl they selected 3 (including me..)
4) next was technical for some ..n hr for other... once u have cleared GD.. then u r almost
through... u should be confident enough . some times in technical u can expect hr
questions .. for me following questions were asked
what is voip?
what is 3g?
what is use of modem?
hdlc?
and many common sense questions in tech ...
That same asked me some hr questions
introduce yourself.
why accenture?
what u knw abt accenture?
what will u do if i put u in testing?
(here be careful for this question... tell them that u want to stick to particular field and
have a goal of long term in accenture)
why 61% in engg.?? (had prepared well for this question)
then he asked any questions for him.... i asked him since rupee value increasing..will it
effect software engineers in india?
he was amazed with my question and gave a long answer .. i was quite satisfied.. and
thanked him.. n left
5) once if you are thro in tech round they will call u for final round... which is just a
formality ..some 3 questions were asked i answered...
they asked me to wait till 7.30 .. and by god's grace i got thro accenture.
Before accenture i wrote 4 companies and dint get thro .. but i dint lose faith in myself..
guys one more thing ...
never ever lose hope... if i had lost hope.. i would have never been in accenture..
All d best.. c u at accenture
Vinay M Shet
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 27th JULY, 2007 AT BANGALORE
Hi everyone, this is krishna from pesit bangalore. I got placed into Accenture in campus
recruitment.
The best thing abt accen as a company is that they work in all domains of technologies
unlike other sw companies which concentrate mainly on BIFR(banking,insurance,finance
and retail). A tronic,telcom person can work in their domain like telecom
sector,embedded etc.A mech student can work in automotives etc.
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Since ours was on campus placement,the written test was really easy but u have to
remember it was a huge elimination round.So u have to be really good in that round.
The written round had three sections verbal,analytical and attention to detail.Totally 55
questions were there and the time given was 60mins. After that 5 minutes was given for
essay writing(min 200 words with proper essay structure and grammar). So u have to
save up some time from aptitude and attn to detail and utilize it for essay.Otherwise 5
mins is too short for a proper essay to be written. The topic given to us was 'your
expectations from first job'.
Three sections from written round were really easy.u just have to be thorough with
R.S.Aggarwal aptitude,logical reasng,verbal and non-verbal.
Do not miss the PPT.it's going to help u a lot in HR as well as Tech rounds.They may ask
u abt accen and the the technologies that it working on. So guys best of luck. Haaa if u r
selected,they will give u a coollll T-shirt.

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 29th JUNE, 2007 AT PUNE
First of all a BIG THANKs to freshersworld.com for being a great platform for all
reviews and papers for placement....
Guys this was my 4th cmpy after TCS,INFY,CONGNI.... for you guys who havent got
placement for first few cmpys.....I strongly advice u to BE POSITIVE....just give your
fight for watever cmpy u r applyin.... I know how it feels lookin at peers whoz got
placed.....but tell u itz just tht u just DONT GET DEPRESSED...GIVE FIGHT and very
very imp HAVE A POSITIVE ATTITUDE..... it helps....think MAY BE u r DESTINED
for a much better cmpy.....i can say it from my exp..i m feelin really better to be placed in
ACCENTURE, a truly MNC compared to TCS....
now let me tell u the total procedure..........
ACCENTURE believes in havin a good English..so better improve yr English speakin
skills...many ppl were thrown in HR just because they werent able to speak eng properly
or may be they had done many grammatical mistakes in ESSAY writing....
they had...
1.APTITUDE TEST(55q in 1hr)
ESSAY WRITING
2.GD
3.TI
4.PI
1. APTITUDE TEST:
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just dont worry.....do chk as many papers from net....n read more n more questions....so
tht u get aa proper idea abt howz paper and further prepare yrself for the same....i did the
same....day before test i used to browse thru those papers,reviews n NO RS or any stuff
like tht...though many of my frnds did refer to RS....may help...but not necessary....
APT includes da same ie verbal,quant,logic..
within verbal 2 passages(go for it atlast), further choose the correct sentence or wring one
from those 4 sentences mentioned......
then bit of fill in blanks for fillin appropriate words...(bit vocabs req here)
over n above if u have good grasp over english i dont thk u really need to put in much
efforts...
as far as quant is concerned....there are some5-6 venn diag related qs
further some of data sufficiencies...
logic is easiest ....go for it at first ....u r supposed to identify same options for eg: which of
these are same
1>123.8989 2>123.8998 3>123.8998
mark 1. if 1st and 2nd are same
2. for 2nd and third same
3. 1,2,3 are same
4. none are same
so here ans 2.
der r some other qs as well in logic...but most of them r gettable.....dont worry!!!!
Now how to crack.....
see 55qs in 1 hr
2 big passages(1 gen techy other non techy)
normally cutoff 35 out off 55
so now solve all qs in paper whichever reqs less time....
but do try to solve from each section....i dont know but ya they may consider sectional
cutoff.....so better be cautious
Once APTs got over...u are supposed to write ESSAY for just 5min
I know u might gettin panicky.....but dont worry...
topics are very simple ..i got IT INDUSTRY IN INDIA...
generally topics are WHY ACCENTURE...IT GROWTH...normally reltd to IT
what they chk in essays is whether u have good english,how many grammatical, spellin
mistakes u have made....this may cost u yr job even if reached till yr HR....so better work
over your spellings and grammatical mistakes......sum of my classmates shown gates for
the same......
generally ACCENTURE takes apt first then give PPT while chkg of papers take
place.....after ppt selected candidates are informed and groups for gd are formed ...gen 10
ppl in 1 grp
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u better go prepared wit a topic of yr interest...may be u r lucky....and u might be asked as
to wat topic u want to discuss...
We chose....IMPACT OF MOVIES ON YOUTH
IN GD they normally select all the candidates who speak....SO just speak and make a
pt....then u r through....but still remember if u initate the discussion and summarize atlast
and just make relevant points in between then theres just no chance of u gettin dropped
in GD.....i did it just tht way....
after GD we had our TI or PI(like sum ppl were asked to go for TI first while others HR)
NOW my TI Exp.....
1.put all prjts and PPs n seminars in yr resume.....n ofcourse know enough of it so tht u
can convince the person concerned.
I had written to 2 prjts -one on C++, other in VB.....i had also mentioned of winning
prize in robotics n prize in seminar
interviewer started wit normal ""tell abt yrself" then he asked me regardin seminar....i
told...but(not quite convincinly)....then he then went over my robotics prjt....abt wat
prgm,wat lang,wat microcontroller used.....i was screwed.. i had done this in 1st sem of
2nd yr....n actually didnt knew much abt it....i told sir i did this long back...he told arent u
supposed to remember wat u learnt for 4 years....i asked him,sir u might knowin abt engg
schedule being engg...he said i have phd in phy....i was feeelin i will be totally screwed...
but just then i turned up the page of my resume n told him abt my prjt in VB...i had
prepared properly for this one.. he asked me wat part of prgm was difficult to
code...fyurther abt tables used.... etc... then other C++ prjt.....but still he wasnt quite
convinced abt me.....
i told him of 1 idea abt a project i had like to make....gave him a total detailed prespective
abt it....dis went around for long(abt 10-12min)....
then i told sir i feel its goin to be a bit difficult but i ll try my best abt it....
he then gave some directions as to how to go abt it.......after tht he told me to go to
HR.....i thought tht was it...n thought tht idea made the game and tht HR wont be tht
difficult. HENCE I SUGGEST ALL U GUYS WHO AREN'T GOOD AT
TECHNICAL....GO FOR SOME SOME GOOD PRJTS....N SPECIALLY THINK ABT
A NEW INNOVATIVE IDEA WHICH U COULD TELL N IMPRESS
INTERVIEWER...DIS WAY U CAN ACTUALLY GIVE THE DIRECTION TO
INTERVIEW...N ULTIMATELY INTERVIEWER DONT GET INTO TECHY PRGMS
N CONCEPTS MUCH....SO U IMPRESS HIM AS WELL AS PAVE A WAY TO
AVOID THOSE TECHY QS
HR (just the icing on cake)
after sometime i was called for HR....a lady was there...asked me abt my mini prjt...told
her abt the prjt...then asked me a few qs abt hackin...as i had attended as i had attened a
seminar on hacking...asked whether u do hackin....i told straightly i dont but told tht im
interested....
futher she asked abt my family....told her all smiled in between....was very
comfortable......atlast she offered me a biscuit....n tht was it....i knew i was selected.....
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but ya some of frnds who werent tht confident were really put to stress test in hr.....one of
frnds whoz really good at c...was told how did he come to computers..u know nothin....i ll
kick u offf if i get a better candidate....so u better be calm and cool ..they check whether u
can handle such stressful situations....so dont worry just be confident in watever u
speak...n be cool and dont get panicky......sum were asked whether he would like to
marry shilpa shetty...give a logical ans for such qs...
this was it after gettin screwed in TI in TCS,HR in CONGNI, i was ultimately thru......felt
relly good to be part of ACCENTURE,$16 bn cmpy much bigger then tcs n infy or
cogni....
" BEST OF LUCK " N DONT FEEL DISHEARTENED IF ARENT SELECTED .....
REMEMBER SOMETHGS GOOD DEFINATELY LEFT FOR U.....
ANKUR
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 29th JUNE , 2007
hi friends, Iam placed in accenture .It was an off campus recruitment at chaitanya and i
would like to tell u about the procedure
Written test:. English(20 marks): Includes prepositions ,articles,2
rc's.Apptitude(20marks):venndiagrams,ratios,datasufficiency. Critical resoning(10
marks),essay writing(5)and the time was1hr followed by gd,hr&tech.
The written test was easy and the cut off was something around(35).some of the
questions which i remember r ,$ represents 1,* rep 0 and the substitutions + sub *,- sub /
sort of questions.
Some of the essay writing(only for last 5 min) topics are "mycollege life","career in
IT".Time management is really an important factor.It would be better to answer the
questions in two parts first the easy ones & then the difficult ones.
gd was cool.we were ask to choose the topic and our topic was"should orkut be banned or
not".some other topics are Azim premji vs Amitabh,"should cell phones be banned in the
college"
my hr round lasted only about 2 mins.The ques are
what r ur positive &negative points?
what r ur hobbies?
would u like to be relocated?
top 3 IT companies in India?
why accenture?
he asked me to explain about my project?
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My tech was difficult.He went through all my sem subjects and asked me questions.some
of my ques r
what is the probability that i get 3 heads when i toss a coin thrice?
what is a turing machine?
os def?how was the working when there was no os?
difference b/w object oriented &structure oriented?
arshalls algo working?
what is a stack and its real time application?
he asked me about my project in depth?(prepare well)
wap to generate all the primes within a given range?
what r the various visibility modes?
what is a friend function?
what is the difference b/w a balance sheet and a profit&loss account?
tell me abt ur self?
It lasted nearly for half an hour.Electrical people were asked to draw various circuits. Try
to revise all ur sem subjects.Prepare well& all the best.
By,
Lavanya
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 29th JUNE , 2007AT VISAKHAPATNAM
Hi friends, my name is Avinash from chaitanya engg college. I attended the pool campus
conducted by Accenture at chaitanya engg college. The selection process lasted for three
days.Around 1500 students attended the selection process and i thank GOD because im
one of them. The selection process consists of FOUR rounds.
The rounds are:Written test
Group Discussion
H.R and
Tech interview
Written test:The written is for 60 min.
Verbal Section(1-20)
Aptitude(21-40)
Analytical Section(41-55) and
Essay
Verbal Section:The verbal section is very very easy. It consists of 20 questions. The first 10 ques consists
of articles, prepositions,meaning of the underlined word in the given sentence and two
passages of 5 ques each. These passages medium in size. U can do these passages if u
manage ur time in other sections. Answer these passages at the last. keep in mind, the
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cutoff is very high. So to sustain u have attempt for passages otherwise u should be
perfect in other sections. U should be perfect in atleast 40 of ur attempted ques.
Aptitude:It consists of 20 ques. This section is also easy. We have given problems on venn
diagrams(around 6 ques), blood relations(1 ques), series completion(2 ques), Data
sufficiency(5 ques) and 5 ques on the problems like " 1 is represented as '$' and 0 is
represented as '*' then 222 is represented as?"( just represent 222 in binary form and
replace 1 as '$' and 0 as'*' , this is easy but a little time consuming, u can do 3 out of 5
within 1.3 minutes, so do it as fast as possible) .
Analytical Section:This is the most easiest part of the whole test paper. it consists of 3 sections. The 1st
section consists of 5 ques like
Given directions : A: all the three are alike
B: first and second are alike
C:first and third are alike
D All the three are different
question: 157.2344352345
question : aabbcddeff

157.2343245345
aabbcdefff

157.2344352345 answer : C
aabbcdddef answer: D

The next 5 ques consists of problems like
And questions like if + stands for -,* stands for /, - stands for + ,/ stands for * then solve
5*6/5-20*20. Around 5 questions were given on this.Very easy but time taking. U can
easily answer 3 ques easily but the remaining 2 ques are alittle bit time consuming. Just
apply the bodmas rule for these type of problems.
The next 5 ques consists of decision making. Just prepare decision making problems from
R.S.Agarwal(verbal nonverbal and reasoning). its easy. we have given 55 min to solve
the above and another 5 min to write an eassy. The topic is "Career Growth in IT
Industry".
Remember that the test consists of 2 sets. The test was cunducted for two batches. In the
1st batch around 113 are selected out of 800 candidates and in the 2nd batch around 225
are selected out of 700 candidates. Im in the 2nd batch.
Group Discussion:It is the main elemination round. In our batch around 14 people resided and only 4
members were selected. In other batch around 11 were selected out of 13 people. If u
perform well u will definetly be selected. just perform well and raise good points while u
r speaking. Don't make unnecessary arguments in G.D, it will lead to rejection. My topic
is "Effect of advertaisments on INDIANS".
H.R
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It is very easy round , almost everybody who has good communication skills will be
selected. It lasted around 15 min for me. Some of my H.R ques are
Tell me abt urself.
Why Accenture .
Wht do u know abt Accenture.
Tell me the top 3 IT companies in INDIA.
Who is ur role model.
Do u have any offers in ur hand.
How many companies have u attended.
Tell me something which u haven't mentioned in ur resume.
Why should we hire u.
Give eg. of ur strengths.
Why have u choosen E.C.E instead of C.S.E
Which is the best branch in ur opinion
He is just looking for the confidence in u.
Tech Round
This is very tough round. It lasted around 45 min for me. many of them were rejected in
this round. U should be perfect in ur technical to qualify in this round. If the h.r u r facing
is not related to ur branch then he is asking just asking the general h.r ques. It all depends
on ur luck.
But i got my h.r from my related branch i.e; E.C.E. and i was asked very tough ques. My
tech int is a combination of both h.r and technical. Some of my ques are:Tell me abt ur self.
Draw the block diagram of usart(8251).
Interface a memory to 8086.
Explain F.M and A.M.
Wht r the data transmission techniques.
Explain nyquest rate, interval, sampling.
why r we using pointers. and many other ques. so, prepare well for ur technical int, it is
the toughest. prepare almost all of ur tech subjects.
Effective communication skills and your confidence levels wud fetch u more points..
Prepare well.Perform well.Hope to meet u there.
Around 50 odd people r selected in Accenture and im one of them. they have given offer
letter and a pen after our selection.
So, my friends prepare well, keep confidence in urself, u will definitely be selected. Try
hard and place urself in an excellent growing outsourcing company in the world. So, wht
r u waiting my friends just go and grab ur future in Accenture.
ALL THE BEST FOR UR FUTURE
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ACCENTURE PAPER ON 29th JUNE , 2007
Hi friends, I attended the campus selections conducted by ACCENTURE where only
few were selected out of thousands of people. Thank God!! i was one of them.
The selection process went on for three days .There were four rounds and each was an
elimination round. Every individual is tested in different areas..
The rounds were :
1) WRITTEN TEST
2) GROUP DISCUSSION
3) HR
4) FINAL ROUND
WRITTEN TEST :The written test had four sections:
1) VERBAL (ques 1 - 15)
2) APTITUDE (ques 16 - 30)
3) ANALYTICAL (ques 31 - 55)
4) ESSAY
The exam is for one hour. VERBAL section was very easy, in fact all the sections are
very easy.But the only thing we need to care about is the TIME factor. Time
Management is very very important because all the questions were very simple and if u
can manage time then u can solve all the 55 questions. No negative marking so answer all
the questions. The first three questions were to fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions
like along........with..........across .Next were fill in the blanks with articles and options
were like (a,an,the)...(an,an,the)...we can easily make out the correct one. Then select the
best suitable word for the phrase or italized word in the question.
There were two passages given . One was on Process and programs.The other was on
LANs WANs and MANs.Both were easy just read them thoroughly and dont waste time
here.
In APTITUDE Section the questions were on VennDiagrams, ages , blood relations , data
sufficiency , permutations and combinations.
In a class 45 students played game 1, 67 played game 2 , 35 played game 3. 30 played
game 1 and 2,25 played game 2 and 3, 27 played game 1 and 3. Then
1) how many played game 1 but NOT game 2 and 3?
2)how many played game 2 but NOT game 1 and 3?
3)how many played game 3 but NOT game 1and 2?
concentrate more on data sufficiency.
The other questions were like if $ is 1 and * is 0 then which of the following represents
276? (just convert 276 into binary any replace 1 with $ and 0 with *)
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Few more questions of that type.
The next section is for testing your MENTAL ABILITY.
given directions : A: all the three are alike
B: first and second are alike
C:first and third are alike
D All the three are different
question: 157.2344352345
answer : C
question : aabbcddeff
answer: D

157.2343245345
aabbcdefff

157.2344352345
aabbcdddef

Then few conditions were given based on which we have to solve 5 problems.understand
the constraints properly.
And questions like if + stands for -,* stands for /, - stands for + ,/ stands for * then solve
2*5/3-20*20. Around 5 questions were given on this.Very easy but time taking.
The Last section was to write an essay within 5minutes. The topic was "My College Life"
for first batch and "Career in IT "for the second batch.Actually there were too many
students so they conducted test batches wise...
GROUP DISCUSSION :
Every batch had 13 ppl.The topics were like "amitabh verses azim premji" ,"PINK "(not
about color it must be a derived word like p for...,I for..)those who spoke abt color were
eliminated.."should mobile phones be banned in college", "cricket issues". "impact of
movies" ..
Speak few strong points very fluently and confidently not necessary to take the initiation.
HR Questions:
Tell me about yourself.
why ACCENTURE?
Where are you from?
Where do u stay?
Why should i hire you?
Who is your role model?
he asked me many questions on my paper presentations. I answered them all correctly
and confidently.....................
we had pre placement talk after the HR round so be prepared..know as much as u can abt
accenture before attending the HR.
FINAL ROUND :
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It was a HR + Technical round. Questions were:
Which language do you like the most and why?
asked me to write few programs in C .
how good are u in programming?
how much do u rate ur self in C?
what is the difference between DBMS and RDBMS?
what is primary key?
what is secondary key? can we use it for referencing tables?
what are the differences between c and java?
what are embedded systems?
U are given 16 secs then how wud u sell urself?
why accenture?
what is a project? how do u explain it?what are the requirements?
he gave few situations and asked how wud u deal that if u are a team leader?
if given a job in tcs,wipro,infosys,accenture then which one do u opt and why?
the last ques : Any questions?
Though there is a tough competition , its quite easy to get thru.Be confident, try to answer
as many questions as u can .Few interviewers see the marklist and ask ques from subj in
which u scored the highest and few ask from the subj in which u scored the least.So touch
all the subjects u have in ur curriculum.In addtion to being technically sound ,Effective
communication skills and ur confidence levels wud fetch u points.. prepare well.
Hope the above helped you ..Be an Accenchurian .Its THE BEST company. u r very
lucky if u get thru..see you there......................
ALL THE BEST!!!!
Sneha
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 30th JULY , 2007
HELLO FREINDS, I AM SELECTED FOR THE COMPANY. THE SELECTION
PROCEDURE INCLUDES FOUR STEPS.
1.WRITTEN+ESSAY WRITING
2.GD
3.HR INTERVIEW
4.TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
1.WRITTEN- EASY TO CLEAR ,TIME 1 HOUR,
IT HAS 3 SECTIONS
a) VERBAL-TOTAL 20 QUESTIONS, 20 MIN,10 INCLUDES FILLING THE
BLANKS OF PREPOSITIONS, 1 SYNONYM, 1ANTONYM, 2 PASSAGES ON THE
TOPIC RELATED TO COMPUTER LIKE LAN WAN, PROCESS
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b) APTITUDE- REFER R.S.AGRAWAL ,TOPICS ON WHICH QUE. WERE ASKED
BLOOD RELATION, VENN DIA, RATIO & PROPORTION. 5 FROM CODING &
DECODING. SEE THE OLD PAPERS ALSO IT WILL BE VERY MUCH HELPFUL
FOR U.
TOTAL 20 QUE., 25MIN.
c)TOTAL 15 QUE. 15 MIN. EASY
QUE TYPES IF* STANDS+..............THEN FIND WHICH SATISFY THE
CONDITION
Q. A)234.6786689 B) 234.6786688 C)234.6789654
IN ONE QUE. SOME CONDITIONS WERE GIVEN AND UNDER THESE 5 QUE.
WERE THERE.
ESSAY WRITING- 10 MIN, 100 WORDS "SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN INDIA"
1HOUR PPT LISTEN CAREFULLY,ANS THE QUE ALSO FOR GETTING PRIZE.
AT LAST RESULTS WERE ANNOUNCED FROM 180 STUDENTS, 90 STUDENTS
CLEAR THE WRITTEN
2) GD-" SHOULD THERE BE DRESS CODE IN COLLEGE"
IN GD U MUST PUT UR POINTS CONFIDENTLY & SPEAK SOMETHING DONT
FEAR. IF U PUT UR POINT CONFIDENTLY THEY WILL SELECT U
DEFINATELY. IN OUR GROUP 7 SELECTED FROM 10.
IN OUR GD SOME QUE ABOUT ACCENTURE WERE ALSO ASKED LIKE
ABOUT LOGO OF ACCENTURE, WHY accenture IS WRITTEN LIKE THIS NOT IN
BOLD LETTERS.
55 STUDENTS SELECTED FROM 90.
3) HR
-TELL ME ABOUT UR SELF?
-WHY U WANT TO JOIN IT COMPANY?
-WHAT TECHNICAL SKILLS U R HAVING?
-WHAT IS C?
-WHAT IS DATA STRUCTURES?
-DIFFERENCE BETWEEN C & C++?
IT TAKES ONLY 5 MIN FOR INTERVIEW. I HAVE ANSWERED ALL THING
WHAT I KNOW CONFIDENTLY.
4) TECHNICAL- IT WAS ALSO OF 5 MIN ONLY
- TELL ME ABOUT URSELF?
-WHAT QUALITIES DIFFERENTIATE U FROM OTHERS?
-PROVE UR LEADERSHIP QUALITIY?
-TELL ME ABOUT UR WEAKNESSES?
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-WHERE U WANT TO DO UR JOB?
-IF U HAVE ANY QUE U CAN ASK?
I HAD ASKED 1 QUE, THAT I AM IN FINAL YEAR SO WHAT TYPE OF PROJECT
SHOULD I DO THAT WILL HELP ME WHEN I JOIN UR ORGANISATION?
PACKAGE IS 3,00,003 RS
AFTER 1 HOUR RESULTS WERE DECLARED 22 STUDENTS SELECTED
INCLUDING ME.
ALL THE BEST DO UR PREPARATIONS AND BE CONFIDENT.
BEST OF LUCK,
SEE U IN ACCENTURE.
Ipsita Verma

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 1st SEPTEMBER , 2007
APTITUDE
easy questions, 1hr.,total 55 quest. , sectionwise cut off, one section was of eng questions
as prepositions, antonyms,synonyms etc
another section included quest. on venn diag as studied in class 12th ,other quest like
coding,data interpretation,probability,blood relationship etc
essay of 10 mts. followed with written our topic was IT INDUSTRY IN INDIA
GD
The next round was GD the topic given to us was DRESS CODE IN COLLEGE, other
topics included INDO US NUCLEAR DEAL,RAGGING,RETAIL HOUSES,SAAS
BAHU SERIALS,EFFECT OF CELEBRITY STATUS ON JUDICIAL SYS etc in my
grp, 6 of 12 were selected
remember to look at ur friends and not at the person taking GD speak fluently give
chance to others also be grammatically correct
TECHNICAL
HR:Why 1 year gap?
ME:prepering eor JEE and AIEEE
HR:What happened?
ME:couldn't clear cut off in chem and in AIEEE got MECH in BV Pune but I wanted EC
or CS
HR:Why software even when u r EC student?
ME:coz IT is booming and its growth is very rapid and I want to be an integral part of it
HR:will it continue for the next 50 years
ME:yes
HR:What if it flunks next year?
ME:it won't happen
HR Why
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ME:coz of many factors like increasing human resource in this field, increase in FDI due
to it, etc
HR:What else u know about IT
ME:was a sub in second sem
HR:What u study in that?
ME:entropy, information, sdlc, phases of sdlc...
HR:What are the phases of sdlc
ME:told
HR:testing
ME:told
HR:coding
ME:sir it was in 2nd sem so don't remember that much
HR:ever done coding in C
ME:we just had DS in 4th sem so just know that much
HR:tell me everything u know about DS
ME:told
HR:application of DS apart from C
ME: linked list used to represent polynomials
HR:how
ME:told
HR:summer training
ME:told
HR:any quest for me
ME:asked about project assign in accenture
HR
It was simple with normal HR quest like why accenture, what if not selected, how do u
rate ur chances here, bout u, ur family,relocation,co curricular activities,three indian IT
companies so 8000 gave written and 151 got finally selected iwas also one of them
thanks to ALLAH also, my family was always there for me and prayed for me
NOTE:ALWAYS BE PUNCTUAL IN NAMAZ, ALLAH WILL DEFINITELY HELP U
see u at accenture
ALL THE BEST
Mohd Aamir Siddiqui

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 1st SEPTEMBER, 2007 AT DELHI
Hello friends....
Accenture came to Delhi Institute of advanced studies,Rohini,Delhi on 1st september for
campus placements 2008..
It has conducted written test 1 month ago and selected 173 students out of
900(approx)..wriiten consists of quant,english,passge..qstions were repeated so dn't 4get
to do the previous papers and gave essay to write...so it gave us enuf time
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To prepare for the interview..we have to reprt at 7.30 .dere were 3 guys came from
Banglore for process..firstly ppt took place and dey told everything about the
company..even they held a small quiz and gave choclates to candidates who gave the
right answers..after the ppt..1at round was GD round..dey form batches of 12 students
each..the topic for my gd was "can india become superpower in 2020"...5 out of 12
students were selcted frm my batch and luckily i was among dem.. other batches topics
were"shoud rahul dravid b d captain of indian team" and"should sachin deserve to be be
in the team"..remeber just dn't sit blank dere and make eye contact wid everyone and
listen to others also..dn't make a fish market and its better if u initiate.. dat will highlight
you..else say some strong points in between...
After gd was over technical round took place....
some of the Tech qstions are :--1)What is virtual reality
2)What is polymorphism
3)Define normalisation.1st,2 and 3 normal form
4)Primary key,foreign key
5)What is redundancy
6)What are 4 generation languages
7)What are cursors
8)What is white box and black box testing
9)What is alpha and beta testing
10)What is scheduling
I ansered all yhe qstions except 1st...and after 5 mint my name was dere in list of cleared
candidates den hr round took place...
firstly I was told to introduce myself
den what i do in pass time...
Why i dropped 1 year(shoul have solid reason)
gave a situation dat if i have a conflict between my teammate what will i do..
what are long term plans
asked about parents
and lastly dey asked whether i can sign bong and dn't have any problem in relocation....
after 3 hrs d result announced and 54 / 900 students were shortlisted and god's grace my
name was there in the list....i hope this exp will help u guys who will appear in the
accenture paper in future...
wish u good luck to all of u and hope to see u overe dere..
Thanks
Amit
Accenture Question Paper
There are three sections.
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Section 1-ENGLISH
1a> In this section 2 passages were there on basis of that u have to answer 10 questions
(5 question each ) First passage was based on ball tempering by Indian team with mix of
lagan story .In this answer of first question was (Ball tempering) the second passage was
based on Gadar movie.(same story).

Synonyms:
1)Candid:ans frank
2)Specifaction :ans documentation
3) Extradite =deport
4) Cursory= scold
5) ----------= very high
fill up the blanks with proper word(5 questions)
pick the sentence which has grammatical mistake.(5 questios).
Section 3-Verbal (20 questions)
Here few questions are from logical reasoning (eg.)(6 questions)
Sentences: ( type of question) (logical deductions)
i>some cats are dog
ii> no dog is lion
conclusion :
i> some dogs are lion
ii> some dog are cats
options:
a> only <i> follows
b> either I or ii follows
c> none follows
2 questions on +means *, %mean -, etc..
answers of those questions are 4 and -20/3..

letter series example aabb-abda—bbaa this type one question
a question of this type
find the next term in AM ,BA ,JM like this

Aptitude questions:
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1) it has 20 mixutre conatins mil and water in the ratio 3:5,replace 4 litres of mixture
with 4 litres of water what is the final ratio of milk and water.
2) + means * and * means / and / means % what is the value of these question
2+3*5/7 it was two question of these type.
3) The equivalent compound ratio of 5:6::7:10::6:5 ( question of this type this is not
exact question).
3) work can be done by 8 men and 10 women in 25 days, the same work can be done
by 10 children and 5 women . in how many days 2 children and 3 men
(similar to this)
4) one man or two women or three boys can do a work in 44 days then one man, one
women and one boy together can fininsh the same work in ---- dyas
5) (998-1)(998-2)(998-3)…………..(998-n)=------- when n>1000 ans is zero
6) in how many ways can a lock be opened if that lock has three digit number lock if
i) the last digit is 9
ii) and sum of the first two digits is less than or equal to the last digit.
numbers are from 0-9
7)if a man reduces the selling price of a fan from 400 to 380 his loss increases by
20% .cost price of fan is.
8) there are 76 persons. 53 can read hindu,46 can read times,39 can read deccan
and 15 can read all.if 22 can read hindu and deccan and 23 can read deccan and times
then what is the number of persons who read only times and hindu………ans 18
9) in pure milk if 20% replaced by water and in this again 20% is replaced by water and
again 20% is replaced by water then what is the praportion of milk in that mixture
10) after 10 years A will be twice the age of B before 10 years.and now if the difference
is 9 years between them then what is the age of B after 10 years ans 49
11)races and games ---- 2 questions from this chapter like (A beats B by 10 meters and B
beats C by 15 metres the A beats C by )
12)in the year 1990 there are 5000 men 3000 women 2000 boys .in 1994 men are
increased by 20% women are increased by ratio of boys and women (this type of question
but some what difficult I mean it takes too much time to solve)
better to go through the following chapters in both Objective arithmetic and Quantitative
Aptitude by RS Aggarwal
ratio and praportion (4 questions)
ages (3 ques )
races and games
time and distance
time and work
percentages
Note:if u don’t get answers please tick “C”, u will be shortlisted
See there will be mentioned that negitive marking is there but I am sure that there is no
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negitive marking
Do not be afraid of attempting all questions
Attempt all
In the last part you will get option E as answer but there is no option E to tick in the
answer sheet please be careful
For GD
Per team 8 members and they tell us to choose a topic of ourown interest
The topics we faced are
Advantages and disadvantages of Internet
Betting in cricket should legalized or not
Education system in India
A discussion on Iraq and America war
After finishing the GD you will be given a form
Please fill the form very very very carefully because based on that they pose the
questions in the interview
Remember those who have year gap in acadamic career will have less chances
(happened to our batch),Those who do not have consistant percentages in their academics
also .

Interview
Two interviews
First HR then Technical
HR questions are based on the form mentiond above it is very cool and do very very
carefully be aware of the things whatever you say
Technical interview comprices basic questions in every subject and the projects done in
your curriculum

ACCENTURE-04
Accenture has five selection rounds, all are elimination rounds
Round I
This is an aptitude round, there are 3 sections,
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Section I: English (Vocab, Comprehension etc)
Section II: Aptitude (R.S. Agarwal should be suffecient)
Section III: Reasoning, pickup any GRE book , it should be sufficient
The aptitude round is pretty much simple
Round II
THis is a GD round, this is also elimination, SO don't forget to make a
point, they don't normally see how relevant you speak, its just that you
should speak something and make yourself heard.
Round III
This is an HR round, this is also an elimination round, it will be a casual
talk, for god sake don't say any thing contoversial and don't contradict
yourself.
Round IV
This is a technical round, they will normally ask you questions pertaining
your field of interest and will focus on the projects that you have done,
you should be able to talk about your projects with confidence.
Round V
This is a combination of hr and technical , again the same stuff is
repeated,you need to just hold on , coz you are almost there.

The bottom line is that you should be a good communicator and show
confidence,

ACCENTURE

This is the selection procedure :
1)Test :normal agarwal apptitude,English synonyms,RC's..........(cat pattern
basically)
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2) GD: ANy general topic picked (make sure u make one valid pt and make ur
voice heard int eh crowd of 10 ppl)
3)Hr round: normal Hr Ques(goals long& short ,background,strenghs,
weaknesses)
4)Technical rnd:Questions abt the projects u have done(B very well prepared
with it)
5)Final rnd:Questions abt ur fav topic(i picked c/c++) .

If u go thru with these rnds u have made thru.

If i learn of any vacancies i will definetly keep inputting the info onto the grp..
The questions asked were from the following
sections:
1)numerical :
profit & loss, percentages, mixtures,
time and distance, time and work.
2)analytical :
venn diagrams ( if in a class of 40
students, 10 speak only telegu, 20 speak both telegu
and tamil....), probability, drawing conclusions...
3) verbal : was basically easy -- just synonyms,
choose the correct one.., passage.
the test was easy. there were
60 questions( 60 mins). Can anyone of you tell me what
are we expected to study for the interview.
The pattern: (for the JAVA people. There was separate process for .Net and
Mainframe people).
The process consisted of:
1. Written Test
2. GD
3. HR Interview
4. Tech Interview
5. Final Interview
6. Offer
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1. The written was purel technical (as it was for exp people). Consisted of 30
ques. in 30 min. Qoes. from EJB (5-6 ques), JSP/servelts (3-4 ques), UML (2
ques),sql/database(2-3ques) and rest core java. Be prepared as the test is tough.
Prepare the basics well......
2. GD was coool. They from groups of 12 people. Topics are common like shud
internet chatting in IT companies be allowed, Shud ragging be banned etc... No
need o shout, just make sure that your point gets noticed by the group.
3. This one is real hard. You gotta have ur basics of JAVA and J2EE crystal
clear. The person was though cool and gave u ample time to answer. Asked
tricky questions related to basics of EJB, servlets etc.
4. The HR interview is a breeze. They just ask usual questions like your career
objectives, why u want to change, why Accenture, weakness, strengths etc...
Speak well and with confidence.
5. The final interview is with a manager. Have no idea about it as i'm still waiting
for it to be held. Though the process was supposed to be completed on Sunday
itself, too many people turned up.... and the process got delayed. All those who
cleared the first 4 rounds were told to go back...... said that they will take
telephonic interviews........still aiting for it.......

Also, you have to fill Employee App. Form if u clear the GD... Make sure u have
atleast 2 referecnes handy....

Accenture Pattern :
(consists of 4 rounds- all are elimination rounds)
1) Written Test:-(3 sections)-60 ques, 60 mins.
section 1:
(20 questions)--Verbal (Refer barron's GRE)- 5 ques on reading
comprehensions
(i.e passage reading),5 ques on sentence completion,5 synonoms, 5 antynoms.
section 2:
(20 questions)--Aptitude (refer R.S. Aggarwal)- just refer these chapters
(profit & loss,percentage,time &work,time & distance, allegation&mixtures,
ratio & proportion,average,simplification(q. no-76 to 95). that's enough!!!!!
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section 3:
(20 questons)--Logical reasoning(10ques) and analytical reasoning
questions(10ques)-(for analytical refer barron's GRE).
(Note: hi guys/gals!!! for all the above ques(i.e. verbal,aptitude and reasoning), u
can
refer newly arrived monthly magazine( s.chands COMPETITION
WORLD(Rs.30/-) --available in
majestic(opp.to Saagar Theatre)
2)GD(Group Discussion):Any general topic picked(topic that i got-- do you prefer chatting
in office or not!!!)-speak confidentlly for 2-3 minutes and make
urself heard in a grp of 10 people. Then u can easily get thru!
3)HR interview:(formal questions such as tell me abt ur self, family background,
strengths and weeknesses, about accenture,why should we hire u?,where
do you want to see urself in next 5 yrs, do u prefer team work or
individuality etc.)
4)TECH interview:(about ur final sem project and field of interest/favourite subject-i picked up C.)Be thorough with ur final sem project. they may go deep
into ur project also,be ready to explain it very clearly and confidently,
they just need clearcut description of ur project. For me luckily no
technical ques,only asked to explain final sem project which i explained
it for 20 mins & got selected,but anyhow some of the technical ques in C
that u can expect are:
1)pointer to a function.
2)pointer to structure.
3)static variable and difference b/w(const char *p,char const *p,const char* const
p).
4)pass by value & reference.
5)string library functions(syntax).
6)Write a program to compare two strings without using the strcmp() function.
7)Write a program to concatenate two strings.
8)Write a program to interchange 2 variables without using the third one.
9)Write programs for String Reversal & Palindrome check .
10)Write a program to find the Factorial of a number.
11)Write a program to generate the Fibinocci Series.
12)searching and sorting alogorithms with complexities.
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ROUND I
the test was for 1 hr duration with three sections
60 questions in all--- no negative marking
1) Quant: Rs Agarwal
2) English:reading passage, synonyms etc.
3) Logical Reasoning
The paper was easy and the cut off was very less ... i heard it was 25
questions from 60 (not confirmed)
ROUND II
This was the GD round
group of 12 people--topic: Indo-Pak relations, Is america bullyingother
countries etc
To clear this round u just have to speak.. that's it... make urself heard in
the group..what u speak is not important....
they said the Round III will be an HR round which will conducted over a
telephone and the
ROUND IV is the Tech round which will be conducted though video
conferencing...

Pattern of test
Written (non tech + tech).
HR interview.
Final interview. (tech + hr)
I sow her -__ airport
At , on , in , across

Masi specialises __ plesent ,well balanced wines
into, about ,in, with

By the time I arrived __ the pub she all ready left
in, on , at, into

erbiage
the act of doing something
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the use many words witout nessecity
a vegitable
non of the above

frutful means
justify
futile
efficient
productive

aestheically means
tastlessly
artistically
hazardously
colurfully

___panda & white tiger are in denger species ? a ,an ,the ,none

__ doctor who you met yesterday was my father ? a, an, the, none

__ university of its status does’nt eevn need to advertise ? a, an, the , none of
the article reqiuered

45students , 12 in debate only ,22 in singing only how many in both ?
9 ,11 ,25 ,45

10 play cabaddi,20 play kho kho only ,5 both how many in total ? 35,28 ,40,can’t
say

100 spoke english, 40 speek french ,20 both at least one? 110,100,140,120

200 total 125 like piza 115 berger both? 15,40,72,80

10 friends meet for movie 20 for picnic and 5 for games 4 for m& pic 2 for m&g 0
for p&g 2 for all hoe many are students? 11,16,25,35
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A poll poniting towards east by accident started to point towards south. A man
was travelling thing west what is the actual dir ?N,S,E ,W

Sagar was riding bike towards north,turned left road 1 km turnes towrds left
&road 2km found himself 1km west of starting how far did he road north? 1,2,3,5

600 to be seated.10benches are less.so 2 more persons are required to be
seated in each bench.so how many benches.
209
36
44
60

Selling a ac gains 25% on SP.what %gain on CP.
15
25
33.33
47.5

Students from different universities.
A speaks hindi and bengali.
B hindi and english.
C english and bengali.
D tamil and hindi
E bengali and tamil

Interpretor between C and D
A only
B only
E only
A ,B and E

Can't speak without interpretor
B&E
A&B
A&C
B&E
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5 children were born on the same day but on different years in b/w 1999 - 2003 .
Abhya is younger than dinesh and frahan vaskar is naughtiest of all. girish is
older than dinesh and farhan. If Abhay is born in 2002, then in which year farhan
is born :
1999-2002
2000- 2001
1999, 2000, 2001
2003

Order in which childrens are born ?
B,D,G,F,A
G,D,B,F,A
G,A,B,D,F
F,B,D,A,G

* = +, / = *, + =- , - = / 2/9*11+10- 8
A) 20.8
B) 27.8
C) 27.8
D) 25.8

*= -, /=+,+=/,-=*
12/20*4+80-4=31.8
20*4/4+80-4=-8.2
12*4/20+12-4=-12
4*12/4+80-4=-8

------stores a log of changes made to db,which are then written to _,which are
then written to _,which is used if db recovery is necc.
a) db buffer share pool
b) program global area,shared pool
c) system global area,large pool
d) redo log buffer,online redo log

----means allowing objects of difference types to be considered as examples of a
higher level set :
ans: Generalization

The primary characteristic of key field is that it must be unique
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Manager-------------- --emp managed by ans:one of many recursive relationship

If a member initialiser is not provided for a member object of a class .The object
- is called
a) static fn
b) non static fn
c) default constructor
d) none

class constest
{
private:
const int i;
public:
constest():i(10)
}

Inheritance
b) abstract base class
c) specifies a way to to define a const member data
d) none

Iimplement polymorphism when by object belonging to different class can
respond to the same message in diff ways.
a) late binding
b)dynamic binding
c) dynamically created object
d) virtual fun

Member function---------- and ----------- set and reset the format state of flags.
a) set,reset
b) set,get
c) set, unset
d) set ,unsetf

#include<iostream.h>
struct abc
{
int i;
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abc(int j)
{ i=j;}
public:
void display()
{ cout<<i;}
}
void main()
{
abc ob(10);
ob.disp();
}
a)10
b) error : constructor is not accessible
c) abc: i not accessible
d)none

# include<iostream.h>
class sample
{
public :
sample(int **pp)
{
p=pp;}
int **p;
int **sample:: *ptr=&sample ::p;

In a file A...Z characters are written.if we open the file using fopen and
lseek(fp,-10,2);
c=getc(fp);
printf("%c",c);
what will be the output.?
Ans . Y.(please verify Here last parameter is the integer value to seel_end

Same question with
lseek(fp,10,0);
c=getc(fp);
printf("%c",c);
ans. 11th character will be printed "K" verify.

Theory question about far pointers.
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Hint: Far pointers are 4 bytes in size and local pointers are 2 bytes in
size. important: i saw in a previous question paper of accenture which is in the
chetana database, some lady wrote that size of an integer in C is 2 bytes and for
C++ it is 4 bytes. This is absurd.The size of types is entirely dependent on the
compiler used.for DOS Turbo C sizeof int is 2 and float is 4 bytes for windows
borland C,C++ size of int is 4 bytes for linux gcc, size of int is 2 bytes. All these
depends on the Operating system.Please keep this in mind.

Now some questions about extern variables.

#include<stdio.h>
main()
{
char str[]={"hell"};
int i;
for(i=0;i<5;i++)
printf("%c%c%c%c\n",str[i],i[str],*(str+i),*(i+str));
getch();
}
ans.
hhhh
eeee
llll
llll
note that str[i] and i[str] are the same.in the question paper, the original word is
"hello".

Which of the following is not defined in string.h strtod,memchr,strspn,strchr
ans . strtod.(defined in STDLIB.H) it is used to convert a string to double.

Questions on macros with arguments .same pattern given in TEST UR C
SKILLS
eg.#define SQUARE(x) x*x
main()
{
.......
y=SQUARE(2+3);
printf("%d",y);
}
ans. when the macro expands we get 2+3*2+3 = 2+6+3 =11.11 is the correct
answer not 25.
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Remember an inline function does type checking and so it is better than a macro
a question on this.

Some memory is allocated using memalloc and then realloc is called. and now to
write the size of the variable.better learn memalloc and realloc. what it does and
syntax.
HR Interview.
First they will ask u to intro urself.
Ur strength and weakness.Be clear abt this
Ur acheivements
hey are very particular abt the GAPS in our studies.
Ur Hobbies
Why u choose accenture and tell abt it
Willing to relocate.(Say Yes &.ready to work anywhere for accenture)
Technical Interview
Abt Ur project.(u will be grilled by them)
Be confidence.(They will check ur temper by asking some questions)
Abt software development life cycle
Abt ur interest area in computer field
Abt memory management in Operating System.
Abt Unix basic commands
Abt doubly linked list
Fibonacci series and palindrome program in C
Abt Gates(Be prepare on Digital Circuit Logic Design)
Abt complier design(phases)
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bt TCP&IP and OSI Model.
Abt OOPS concepts.

Accenture Placement Paper (DBMS)
data model is
a) Entity b) Constriants c) Entity relationship d) All the above
ans:- c

Choise the correct one select emp.name ,emp.age from emp1,emp2 where
emp.sno = 456;
a) cluster b) non-cluster c) index d) none of these

What is index?
a) atrendum selectio of colum
ans) a

Match the following
1- one to one a) manager to employ
2- one to many b) employ to employ
3- many to one c) unique object
4- many to many d) employ to manager
a) 1-a ,2-b ,3-c,4-d b) 1-c,2-d,3-a,4-b c) 1-c,2-a,3-d,4-b d) 1-d,2-b,3-a,4-c ans) c

1
max
222
2
allen
333
3
rony
444
Select first.name from first where first.age = (select first.age from first where
first.sno = 3);
a) max b) allen c) rony d) noneof these

THERE were 3 question on same type of queries(u should be good in foreign
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key relationship and relationship with in a single table).

One question was based on INDEX

Also one more mapping relationship given based upon the figure.
REASONING

Questions based upon equality of number’s …means three no’s given ……
a) if all equal
b) if 1,2 same
c) if 2,3 same
d) none…..
DAM –easy

Questions based upon equality of symbols …means if + means * and * means /
and – means + and + means –
then mean of 28*40/4+2-6

Question upon set theory means if 100 r selecting in maths and 90 in physics
120 in chemistry & 22 in phy& maths both ,33 in maths & chemisty both 44 in
ches & phy…11 in all then
How many only in maths…….
Only in physics…
Only in chemistry…….
How many in atleast 2……
C
Question on pointers

On file handling…

On functions….

Structures and unions

From bitwise
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C++

Inheritance

Scope of protected

Static member function

File handling

Copy constructor

HR – Interview

If u have any question then ask me…..( it was asked as a first question in
interview from many….)

UR family background…

UR education background…

If i will not select u then what u will do ????

Tell me abt urself.

what u think…u should devolp in urself..

why u want to join accenture…

Technical Interview
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What is the need of normalisation in data base.

1-5 all normalise forms( from many they directly asked 4th and 5th
normanilise..(mostly from m.c.a.’s)

What is semafore in o.s.

What is paging and demand paging.

How memeory works in a computer system.

How recursion works in c

Which data structure used in recursion.

deference between structure n union.

What is erp…..(accenture having work in erp…as we m.c.a’s having erp in 3rd
sem so…the person highlighted or wrote sth in resume ,they asked abt erp from
them only).
What is reengineering in erp
If u have too much cash in ur hand, then what u will do in behalf of the
company…..

Accenture Question Paper
There are three sections.
Section 1-ENGLISH
1. In this section2 passages were there on basis of that u have to answer 10 questions (5
question each ) First passage was based on ball tempering by Indian team with mix of
lagan story .In this answer of first question was (Ball tempering) the second passage
was based on Gadar movie.(same story).
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II Synonyms:
1.Candid:ans frank
2.Specifaction :ans documentation
3. Extradite =deport
4. Cursory= scold
5. ----------= very high
III .fill up the blanks with proper word(5 questions) pick the sentence which has
grammatical mistake (5 questios).

Section IV-Verbal (20 questions)
Here few questions are from logical reasoning (eg.)(6 questions) Sentences: ( type of
question) (logical deductions)
1 i some cats are dog
ii no dog is lion
conclusion :
i some dogs are lion
ii some dog are cats
options:
a only i follows
b either I or ii follows
c none follows
2 Questions on +means *, %mean -, etc.. answers of those questions are4 and -20/3..
3 Letter series example aabb-abda—bbaa this type one question a question of this type
4. find the next term in AM ,BA ,JM like this
APTITUDE
1. It has 20 mixutre conatins mil and water in the ratio 3:5,replace 4 litres of mixture with
4 litres of
water what is the final ratio of milk and water.
2. + means * and * means / and / means % what is the value of these questio 2+3*5/7 it
was two
question of these type.
3. The equivalent compound ratio of 5:6::7:10::6:5 ( question of this type this is not
exact
question).
4. Work can be done by 8 men and 10 women in 25 days, the same work can be done by
10
children and 5 women . in how many days 2 children and 3 men (similar to this)
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5. One man or two women or three boys can do a work in 44 days then one man, one
women
and one boy together can fininsh the same work in ---- dyas
6. (998-1)(998-2)(998-3)…………..(998-n)=------- when n>1000ans is zero
7. In how many ways can a lock be opened if that lock has three digit number lock if
i) The last digit is 9
ii) and sum of the first two digits is less than or equal to the last digit. numbers are from
0-9
8. If a man reduces the selling price of a fan from 400 to 380 his loss increases by
20% .cost price
of fan is.

9. There are 76 persons. 53 can read hindu,46 can read times,39 can read decca and 15
can read
all.if 22 can read hindu and deccan and 23 can read deccan and times then what is the
number
of persons who read only times and hindu………ans 18
10. In pure milk if 20% replaced by water and in this again 20% is replaced by water and
again
20% is replaced by water then what is the praportion of milk in that mixture

11. After 10 years A will be twice the age of B before 10 years.and now if the difference
is 9 years
between them then what is the age of B after 10 years ans 49
12. Races and games ---- 2 questions from this chapter like (A beats B by 10 meters and
B beats C
by 15 metres the A beats C by )
13. In the year 1990 there are 5000 men 3000 women 2000 boys .in 1994 men are
increased by
20% women are increased by ratio of boys and women (this type of question but some
what
difficult I mean it takes too much time to solve)
better to go through the following chapters in both Objective arithmetic and Quantitative
Aptitude by
RS Aggarwal, ratio and praportion (4 questions), ages (3 ques ), races and games,time
and distance ,time and work, percentages
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For GD
Per team 8 members and they tell us to choose a topic of ourown interest The topics we
faced are
Advantages and disadvantages of Internet Betting in cricket should legalized or not
Education
system in India A discussion on Iraq and America war After finishing the GD you will be
given a form

Accenture Interview
This interview was conducted for 1 year or more exp. guys in C++.
1) Firstly he asked me about the project and i was thoroughly grilled.
2) Then he asked to list the various types of storage classes and asked me to explain the
scope & lifetime of each one.. (Auto,Static,Register,Extern,and also mutable(only used
for classes) )
3) Right shift/Left shift + 1's complement concepts then asked me to give the output of
this:i = 10;
int j = i >> 10;
cout<<j;
4) Then, difference b/w
char *str = "Hello";
char arr[] = "Hello";
he started asking whether following statements get complied or not;
arr++; // ERROR..its like a pointer constant
*(arr + 1) = 's';
cout<<arr; // o/p: Hsllo
and other questions which i dont remember
5) struct Date
{
int yr;
int day;
int month;
} date1,date2;
date1.yr = 2004;
date1.day = 4;
date1.month = 12;
now how will you initialize date2 (without member by member
assignment)
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ans: date2 = date1;
diff. b/w c++ structures & c structures
6) Explain Primary Memory, Secondary Memory, Virtual Memory...etc etc..??
7) What happens when you run a programme.. he meant what all the basic steps that O/S
would take??
8) Virtual functions/ Abstract classes/ Pointer functions
9) Asked me to write a recurssive factorial prog.
10) Then he gave me a prob. of inheritance. Asked me how u would invoke a base class
member
function using derived class pointer( that func is not a virtual func. && no virtual Base
class
inheritance) And some other Q's which i dont remember now...

Acenture Technical Questions
1. pointer to structure.
2. static variable and difference b/w(const char *p,char const *p,const char*
const p).
3 pass by value & reference.
4. string library functions(syntax).
5. Write a program to compare two strings without using the strcmp() function.
6. Write a program to concatenate two strings.
7. Write a program to interchange 2 variables without using the third one.
8. Write programs for String Reversal & Palindrome check .
9. Write a program to find the Factorial of a number.
10. Write a program to generate the Fibinocci Series.
11. Searching and sorting alogorithms with complexities.
Interview
I have attended the Week-End Accenture interview in Hyd. (I am afraid, its not
for freshers). I was
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interviewed for about an hour or so.Here are the various questions:-This
interview was conducted
for 1 year or more exp. guys in C++.
Firstly he asked me about the project and i was thoroughly grilled.

Then he asked to list the various types of storage classes and asked me to
explain the scope & lifetime of each one..
(Auto,Static,Register,Extern,and also mutable(only used for classes) )

Right shift/Left shift + 1's complement concepts then asked me to give the output
of this:
i = 10;
int j = i >> 10;
cout<<j;

Then, difference b/w
char *str = "Hello";
char arr[] = "Hello";
he started asking whether following statements get complied or not;
arr++; // ERROR..its like a pointer constant
*(arr + 1) = 's';
cout<<arr; // o/p: Hello

struct Date
{
int yr;
int day;
int month;
} date1,date2;
date1.yr = 2004;
date1.day = 4;
date1.month = 12;
now how will you initialize date2 (without member by member assignment)
ans: date2 = date1;
diff. b/w c++ structures & c structures

Explain Primary Memory, Secondary Memory, Virtual Memory...etc etc..??
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What happens when you run a programme.. he meant what all the basic steps
that O/S would take??

Virtual functions/ Abstract classes/ Pointer functions

Asked me to write a recursive factorial prog.

Then he gave me a prob. of inheritance. Asked me how u would invoke a base
class member function using derived class pointer( that func is not a virtual func.
&& no virtual Base class inheritance)

Accenture Placement Papers 2006
ACCENTURE TEST PATTERN
SELECTION PROCEDURE(2006) FOR ACCENTURE SERVICES

Hello friends!
Its really excited to work with accenture??

Eligibility60% agg in 5sems
backlog in 5th sem not allowed.
all branches are invited.
(people with gap year in academic career be rejected since accenture doesnt
allow year gap)

Let me tell u al d selection procedure.
the selection procedure is a 4tier process:

step1: (i)aptitute test (quant+verbal+reasoning)
time limit-1hr 10mins,no sectional cutoffs, no negative marking, difficulty leveleasy, overall cutoff-high, sets of papers distributed-two.
important topics covered- venn diagrams, symbol based problems, direction
problems, word meanings/opposites, prepositions, articles, comprehensions.
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(ii)essay
time limit-15mins, word limit-none, topic- current affairs.
step 2: group discussions.
time limit- 15mins max. , importance level- very high, topics- current affairs.
step 3: hr interview
type- easy but tricky. be careful. memorise every small detail about d company
said in ppt.
step 4: technical interview
type- easy, a little bit tricky, try to answer smartly, topic-anything under the sun,
not jst c and c++.
Tips:--1. carry a xerox copy of 5th sem/7th sem (as applicable) mark
cardt/provitional marks sheet with u. its a must.
2. b very thorough regarding company history, profits, revenue etc.
3. dress smartly, they want smart engineers.be confident.
4. improve upon ur english, fluency in english is a must in accenture interview.
5. b positive, b urself, do not bluff, do not lie, they want want honest engineers,if
u r caught lying u ll b shown d door instantly.
I got selected on 31st may 2006, around 300 students sat 4 the aptitute test, 98
were shortlisted 4 gd, after gd, around 45 were shortlisted 4 hr interview, 25 were
selected from hr int and were allowed to proceed 4 tech interviw, ultimately 18
were selected finally.
And remember the ad-line of Accenture-- "High Performance. Delivered" , hence
try to deliver high performance in their test, god willing, u ll definitely b able join d
esteemed organisation.bst of luck!!!
Rahul
ACCENTURE PATTERN - 27 JUN 2006 - MUMBAI
I got placed in Accenture from the campus held at vidyavihar on 27th June.
There were around 500 students appeared for the aptitude test and 200 got
shortlisted.
Here's the pattern
1. APTITUDE TEST
There were 3 sections 1.verbal ability 2.aptitude(maths) 3.analytical
ability(puzzles).
The test was quiet easy. don't do just quantitative apt. also brush up on verbal
and analytical
also if u get some CAT books then it's good.
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2. GD
GD was ok. They see u speak something and speak confidently. Our topic was
'Money in
turn will give u academics and academics in turn will give you a bright career.'
3. HR
In HR they ask the usual questions but many were eliminated in this round. so
the key is
to be confident and gather as much information as possible about Accenture.To
some people
some technical questions were also asked in HR and many got nervous. I think
they just
wanted to see how u react. so don't be nervous if they start asking you technical
questions in HR.
4. Technical
It was also an elimination round. Some got eliminated in this round but it
depedns on the
interviewer also. to some students very tricky questions were asked. they asked
mostly about
your project and if u start well then after that they ask u very simple questions.
they also ask
about C, C++,Software engg(Testing).
Note: Try to score high in Aptitude test. If your score is high and if you have
cleared the GD
then by Technical Interview is just a formality. so All The Best to all of u! may all
of you get
good placements.
(Paper Submitted By : Pradnya)

ACCENTURE PATTERN - 27 APR 2006
Hi friends
I got placed in Accenture on the 27th Apr 2006 through campuss.
There were 263 of us who attented the aptitude test @ 13.00 on 27th Apr of which 25
were selected.
Aptitude was very simple. It consisted of 4 parts: Quantitative Aptitude, Verbal, Logical
Reasoning and finally Essay writing.
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QA consisted of mostly questions involving venn diagrams like:
- 20 people speak french, 25 speak english, total no of people-60,5 spoke neither french
nor english...how many spoke both?...similar ones...
- if $ represents * , * represents +, + represents - , find 6$5*6+12...
Not the same questions..only the pattern is important...
Verbal and logical reasoning were straight forward...consisted of simple synonyms and
fill in the passage with articles...very easy ones..
Essay writing...Topic given was: Govt's stand on Reservation Policies
in educational institutions...
Next round was GD: Topic: Salman Khan's Arrest was it justified...
They mainly see ur communication skills...Make sure u talk something clearly and
confidently..
Next round was HR: Questions like Y Accenture..and similar ones were asked...A no. of
technical questions from C and C++ were also asked in HR.
Final round was Technical: I was asked to explain about the filestructures project which
we had in 5th sem.. Many questions from C ,C++ and Software engg were also
asked.(Though we have SE only this sem).. The questions were not screwing..They were
direct...They mainly see if ur basics are strong..
www.coolinterview.com
After the technical round, we were addressed by the HR team of Accenture who
announced the final results.
All the best 2 all of u.. May all of u get the best placements.
(Paper Submitted By : Tara Moorthy)

ACCENTURE PATTERN - 01 APR 2006 - CHENNAI
I got placed in Accenture through the walk-in held in Jepiyar College, Chennai
on April 1st and 2nd.
I am a 2005 pass-out with an aggregate of just 71 %. Nearly 5000 people had
attended.
First, only students of the 20 Colleges which had already registered were
allowed to go inside;
Without any hopes of writing test, we simply waited there from morning 7.30 to
noon 12. At 12, they called us inside.
First round was Aptitude Test; It was easy. It consisted of three sections : verbal,
analytical and mental ability.
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Second round was GD. Many were eliminated in this round. After GD, they
asked me to come on next dat i,e April 2nd
Third round was HR interview.. They asked about one of my projects; They didnt
go deep into it.
Then general HR questions like introduction about myself, about my family, how
do I c myself after 5 years,
Y Accenture, willingness to relocate, my positive qualities etc..
HR round was cool..But, still many were eliminated. They observed so many
other factors like the format and
meaning of our mail IDs, dress code, way of communication etc...
Final round was the Technical Interview. The interviewer asked me one or two
basic questions in O.S., RDBMS,
pointers and about my project. He then asked me to write a program and told me
to explain its working in detail.
Technical Interview was easy. Only those candidates who couldn'tt write the
program were eliminated.
Just 5 minutes, after the Technical Interview they informed me that I have been
selected.
They asked me to wait for sometime and gave us the offer letter immediately.
Joining on 17th April.
I am very much thankful to this wonderful group. I wish everyone all the best and
I conclude saying one thing
- NEVER NEVER NEVER GIVE UP
"Man needs his difficulties because they are necessary to enjoy success" Abdul Kalam
(Paper Submitted By : sonu)

ACCENTURE EXPERIENCE - 01 APR 2006 - CHENNAI
Hai Friends,
I am very glad to be placed in a pretigious company like Accenture that too as a
freshers(2005).
I went to the off-campus held at Jeppiar Engg. college, Chennai on Apr 1st and
2nd. I took the written test in the first batch and then after that GD. then I waited
till evening but they atlast asked us to come the next day(tomorrow-Apr 2nd) by
8:45 a.m.
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The co-ordinators came by 9:00 and took the attendence and shuffled the
profiles.Unfortunately my resume was called in the last panel by 3:00p.m even
though I was supposed to be selected at the firt batch itself.During afternoon they
allowed the other college(not in the list thro' the request made by their college
placement officer and some l(astly )directly.So better try to walk in directly.but
see to that if u r coming from out-of stations.Then I felt something good will
happen in my case as everyone coming out of the panel nodded their face saying
that they all will be selected. I gained more hopes even though I was put in the
last panel. Then finally I received the Offer letter on the same day itself wherein I
was asked to go to B'lore for training(3-4 months) then I will be put to chennai
itself.
So friend I feel that They all look at ur Confidence level and communication and
way of speech.I lost in more than 20 companies in different level (writtten itself,
some in tech and sime in HR round).but they were all experiences for me as how
to ans and how not to ans/behave.I use to rome here and there and give my
resumes to whatever companies I see on my way and regularly/daily I use to
check my mails and post my resumes and prepare for the invites made by the
companies.But this one I was very cool that I haven't read a single word(except
the company profile) as I thought"Whats going to happen anyway they won't ask
the same ques we hae read /practiced from the books and materials v have)But
still they all gave me confidence.So Friends Don't worry.
Surely "Every dog as its day"Keep on walking and searching.Don't lose hope is
the moral of everyone's story.I feel great that I can share somethink with u
friends.All the best for everything that comes on ur way.
(Paper Submitted By : Rakesh)

ACCENTURE PATTERN - JAN 2006
Hi Friends
This is regarding accenture test pattern... They had changed the pattern of the test. Now
they had tied up with meritrac for conducting tests...so its diffent from previous pattrns
There is no technical questions for the written test. The test consists of 3 sections
1) Aptitude(maths) mainly of ven diagrams, then ques like a man walks east for 1 km
then turns left ..etc like that and ques like A man facing towards west turns 45 degre
clockwise then again 180 degree clockwise then turns 270 degree anti clock wise now at
wat direction does he faces to.. like that..
2) Mental ability : ques like *stand for -, /stands for + etc.. a hand ful of such ques nd
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ques in which three 8 digit numbers are given and to find out they are same or
not .etcc..And Questions like .A company want to select people for job... the criteria for
selection is given and based on that 4 questions were given we have to choose whether he
must be selected or not like that..
3) Verbal reasoning: fill up the blanks with missing words, replacing the word in a
sentence with appropriate words of same meaning from given list and 2 passages with
questions based on this
After written tests those who are selected will have GD( before, accenture didnt had GD),
Then HR and Technical
The test will be simple... just brush up and go prepare well for other Rounds also
especially HR.. please get as much as company info you get and be cool.. its only way to
pass that round. And for technical be prepare for a Nice set of Questions especially from
basics in C, C++,Datastructures, DBMS etccc as usuall in all tech interviews
so prepare well and go..
(Paper Submitted By : Kishor)

Accenture Placement Papers 2007

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 12th MAY
hey frenzzzz..........
let me tell u about the whole procedure & hurdles u gotto overcome to get thru all the
rounds & get recruited in ACCENTURE.........!!!
Although i didnot go thru any of the previous papers but later as i saw they were just true
copy................so i suggest jst take an overview of what the pattern is even though it was
very easy!!
SO, beginning with the recruitment drive of ACCENTURE........first was:
I. WRITTEN APTITUDE TEST: This had been divided into 3 sections:
i.Verbal Ability- comprising of fill up blanks with appropriate words, prepositions,
conjunctions..........
-2 passages: non-technical & technical .
ii.Quantitative & LR:- ques based on Venn diagram
BLOOD RELATIONS
Data Sufficiency
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iii.Accuracy check : There was hardly anything u had to put brain into...................just has
2 b donewith concentration n carefully!!
This test was followed by an essay writting in 5 minutes on topic- "MY LAST 3 YEARS
OF COLLEGE LIFE". Just keep ur fingers crossed as they wont take more than 15-20
minutes 2 declare the results. Though it was an easy round but elimination for
many..............only 156 cleared out of more than 1500-1800 students.
It was on next day that we were suppose to report at 11;30 a.m & the drive had to
continue with PPT (Pre Placement Talk)
but didnot kickstart as per the schedule!!!
II.GROUP DISCUSSION: We were divided into 13 groups of 12 students each.It was a
very properly & well-conducted round-table G.D.
Topic: " STING OPERATIONS- FOR\AGAINST" other topics given to group were:
"India as a superpower". "Booming IT sector in India."
People at once tried speaking up all together making it a fish market................but we
were stopped n ever1 was given chance 2 speak..........its better not 2 speak until ur not
clear & comfortable with the topic n better listen 4 a while n then start
speaking...............n if very comfortable just give it a bashful start & clinge 2 students
olready done away with!!!!!
I spoke just 3-4 lines explaining what it is?????do not just start abruptly being in favour
& against..........
RESULTS being declared as we came out of the room.
III.HR ROUND: Interviewer read my essay n cleared her queries wth explanation.
Asked lot about company..........
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

when established in india?1987 mumbai
where ol over india r its offices? delhi ,mumbai, b'lore, chennai, pune, hyderabad.
company turnover?
US$16.65 billion
no.of employees world? 1,49,000
in how many countries it is spread?? 49
worked as team leader/player?
2 qualities of a good team player?
wot r diodes????(donno was it hr or tech??)
y do we use it?y not somthing else?
wots the direction of current?
y is it so small in size?

After this much of the students were eliminated.
IV.TECHNICAL INTERVIEW: He was a real kool,polite n a graceful person.
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Tell about urslf?
wot ol languages u knw?.............. asked frm C++
wot is inheritance?
how is it similar to copy function?(answered but not satisfactory.....so................)
wot r linked lists??
he asked if i didnot know much how wud i manage with s/w
company..................i told them giving my full endeavour durin training &
wotever is not taught 2 b done on my own,

However we had 2 wait 4 quite somtime 4 d final results!! Holding our breath we had to
listen to PPT OF 15-20 minutes n olso enjoyed the rapid fire questioning round at
last!! finally 30-35 names were annonced n ...................huh................i made it!!!!!!!!
Signed up the OFFER LETTERS n thanked GOD!!

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 5th MAY AT TAMILNADU
Hi friends
Accenture conducted its placement program at Noorul Islam College of Engineering,
Kumaracoil, Tamilnadu , on the 5th of May 2007. It was on campus program. I got
selected out of about 250 students(25 students got recruited)-thanks to the Almighty God.
Also thanks to freshersworld.
Selection procedure:
Totally 4 rounds
1. Written test
2. GD
3. HR interview
4. Final Interview
1.Written test:
conducted by Meritrac - only one question booklet was given -there were 55 questions to
be answered within 60 mins. there were 3 sections:
a. verbal
b. analytical
c. attention to detail
a. verbal (20 qns):Questions :-Fill up with suitable prepositions (5 Qns)
Fill up with suitable articles (5 Qns)
Comprehension: 2 passages Viz.,1.Process, 2. Computer Networks (5 Questions each)
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b .analytical (20 qns):Prepare from R.S .Agarwal Quantitative aptitude book. Important topics: Venn diagram
based pblms, data sufficiency pblms
c. attention to detail(15 qns):pblms like
find which of the three are alike:
34456789,34456779,344567 80,34456789..
if $ is 1 and * is 0 then $***$^$$ is…..
if – is *,+ is /,* is +,and / is – then 2+8*6/4-1 is?
this section is more time consuming so I made a lot of guess here……
it was only by God’s grace i got thru the aps…around 90 got selected in aps …and a topic
was given for essay writing(5 mins)-topic was "My college life"
2.GD:The topic given to us was "shud mobile phones be banned within college campus"
Initiation , participation(with relevant strong points) , listening to others were important.
3.HR Interview:
Some of d qns were..
Tell abt urself !
What u expect in a good job?
4. Final Interview:Some of d qns were.. (again)Tell abt urself………..
Wat is OOPS?features………..
Wat is polymorphism? Types & …..
Let me tell u one thing….. I was rejected by TCS in 1st round & CTS in the final
round wen 131 were selected in our college …….i was very very very
discouraged……I prayed to Lord Jesus fervently…finally by His bountiful grace
He gave me job in accenture……Prepare with prayers & hope diligently and
leave the rest to God - He will giv u d best…

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 28th APRIL AT INDORE
Hello Friends,
I’m Rajat Dixit, now a part of accenture family. I got selected on April 28, 2008 .
The campus was held at my college, Medicaps Institute of Technology and Management,
Indore (M.P.). There were five colleges in all, 2 from Ujjain 3 from Indore . A total of
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900 people were there out of which 55 were selected finally. I was one of them. It was
my first try for the placement and I was placed!!!
There were four rounds:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Written Test
Group Discussion
Technical Interview
HR Interview

MY XP-RIENCE:
1. WRITTEN TEST
First the written test was scheduled to take place on Apr. 27, 2008 in the evening,
at 4pm . Well it was quite a wonderful experience to give a written test in the evening.
We were studying for the paper in our college library since 8.30 am and reporting time
was 2.45pm . We were seated in the classrooms at 3.30pm and the paper was started at
4.30 pm . There were about 18-20 rooms for 900 students for the written test. The paper
was of 1 hour and 10 minutes. The topic for essay for our classroom was: “Challenges for
IT industry in India ”. Paper was easy (I’ll tell you about the paper later). Then we were
told to wait for the result. They were about to declare result at 7.30 pm but it was finally
declared at 8:45 pm. The students’ names were declared according to their sitting
arrangement and variable numbers of students (somewhere 3 and somewhere 18) were
selected from each class room. Our college has a beautiful campus, so it was looking
more beautiful in the evening… While we were waiting for the result, there was also
power cut twice. We really enjoyed waiting for the result of the Test Paper.
THE FIGURES: Around 150 were short-listed out of 900 people
2. GROUP DISCUSSION
Next morning, on April 28, 2007 , we (150 students) were called at 8.00 a.m. for
the presentation. I was right on the time. But the presentation started at about 10.15 am
because of flight delay and late arrival of the delegates. Since it was my college, while
waiting for the delegates, we accessed the website on the internet on the laptop that was
connected to the projector for the students sitting in the auditorium. After sometime few
delegates arrived in the auditorium, but were waiting for others to arrive. Meanwhile,
delegates interacted with the students sitting in the auditorium. When the waiting became
too long, they started the presentation. The presentation was good and full of important
information. (Watch the presentation attentively it is important to collect the information
about the company). The presentation ended at 12 pm . At the end of the presentation
there was a small quiz of 5 questions. I was lucky I won a cool water jar for answering a
question quickly!
There were 8 GD rooms and 15 teams of 9, 10 or 11 in 1 team. Teams were
declared in the auditorium (according to the list of students which was made during the
selection in the written test, so luckily 5 people out of 10 in our team were classmates and
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3 were MCA students of our college only). Our team was 12th or 13th, so we were seated
in the waiting room for 10-15 minutes and then were called for the GD. First we were
asked to give a topic. We gave the topic “Downfall of India in Cricket WC 2007”. But
the delegate refused to discuss upon that. Then he gave us a topic, “Are Indians loosing
their culture with the growing economy?” I was not giving too many points, but still I
made 4-5 important entries. More importantly, I was listening quite nicely. During the
GD, when two people were saying simultaneously, I asked the less loud person to listen
to the louder person first, once. I was also confident through out the GD. Two out of the
group of 10 were asked to summarize the topic. 5 out of the group of 10 were selected. I
was one of them. Remember, in GD, personality and confidence matter a lot. 5 of us were
told to wait in the room and others were asked to leave. From there we were taken to
another room where we were seated and asked to fill up a form. After that there was a
lunch break ( 1.30 pm to 2.00 pm ).
THE FIGURES: 71 were selected out of 150 for the interviews
3. TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
We were asked to return to the same room after lunch and we did. It was now
2:45 pm and we were then asked to give the forms that we had filled. When they started
calling the names of the people from whom they want the form, I found I was the first
one of them! I didn’t understand why they were asking for the form but then I came to
know 10 of us were taken near the interview rooms, and asked to wait outside, I, being at
the top of the list of 10! I then thought I cannot prepare for the interview now and then I
didn’t. After 5-10 minutes, we came to know 2 people were sent for the technical
interview and 2 for the HR simultaneously. So, I and one of my classmate were sent for
technical interview, and our another classmate and one more person was sent for the HR.
Since I was the first person, as soon as I entered:
He said- Hi (he was sounding cool, and he aged about 35-40)
I paused for 3-4 seconds and said (with a cool smile that I came to a nice person) - Good
Afternoon Sir!
He- Had your lunch?
I- Yes sir! May I have a seat?
He said (with a smile)- Oh yes, you are supposed to!
I- Thank you Sir!
He- Tell me something about you
I- I did…
He asked (interrupting after about 20 seconds) - Have you done any project?
I- Yes sir, I have recently completed my minor project in ASP.net, shall I tell something
about it?
He- Yes please go ahead!
I- I have build up a portal website, so I explained everything along with the problems we
faced and key learning. We were three members in a team and I explained the role of
each and every one. I told him we are using Visual Studio 2005 with MS Access. I was
the main designer in my team and others were handling the database entries. (He was
impressed)
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He then asked- How did you connected with the database?
I- I explained about the Gridview control and AccessDataSource contol and their
properties that are needed to be altered for the connection (He was impressed again)
He- Have you worked in Java?
I- No Sir, but I have a very good command on C, C++ (He gave a satisfactory smile)
He- Ok still can you explain the meaning of ASP
I- I explained the meaning, use and importance of ASP and Visual Studio 2005 (He was
impressed again)
He- Why didn’t you use Java? Do you know about it?
I- Yes sir, I know, like active server pages (ASP) we can also build JSP … and I
compared both of them telling the advantages of ASP (He was satisfied!)
He asked- Ok do you know about polymorphism?
I- I told him with an example of add( ) function having many forms
He- Ok, what is Inheritance?
I- I explained the whole concept with an example.
He asked (in between) - Then what is parent class?
I- I explained with the support of the same example, and elaborated my answer.
He asked- Then, do you know what do we call a class that cannot be instantiated?
I- “Abstract class” I also explained why? (He was completely impressed)
He then did some markings like he was doing throughout the interview, and happily
asked me to go.
I said “Thank You sir. Have a nice day sir”.
I was convinced I am selected for HR, but I was asked to wait for 5 minutes. After
5 mins I called for the HR interview.
4. HR INTERVIEW
As soon as I entered the room I found that it was the same lady who handed me
the gift in the auditorium. Approaching her, I gave her a pleasant smile and I got the
acknowledgment that she remember me, as soon as she also smiled.
I- Good afternoon Ma’m
She- Good afternoon
I- May I have a seat?
She- Sure, please (smiling)
I- Thank you ma’m
She said- So, Rajat. Tell me something about yourself
I did, but after 2-3 lines of introduction, I was thinking back of the mind that how should
I continue (though there was a lot of things left to be told in my introduction). So I asked
her- And mam, please you tell what would you like to know more about me?
She- Tell me about your hobbies (With a smile)
I- I told her I play music and I have done a course in meditation and had learned about
therapy as well.
She- Can you please tell me about the therapy course (With a question mark on her face)
I- I did…
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She said- Ok! So, have you done any project?
(She was evaluating all the time so rapidly as if she don’t need to interview me. And I
think, since the evaluation paper was same that was in TI, she read about my performance
in the TI. That is why she was evaluating me fast and asked this question)
I- I explained mentioning the technology, key learning and importance (but in 2 sentences,
non-technically).
She- Why do you want to join accenture?
I- I want to work with leaders…
She- There are leaders in every fields, so why accenture then?
I- Since I deliver my highest performance every time, I want to be a part of the company
that demands High Performance (She was impressed)
She- So are you ready to work on any technology?
I- Yes I can…
She- Are you ready to sign the agreement with accenture?
I- Yes I am…
She- Ok Rajat, you can go
I- Thank you mam. Have a nice day mam.
I was convinced I am selected but they sent me in a control room and asked me to
wait till the END. Since I was the 1st person to be interviewed, I waited alone in that
room for 10 mins and then others started to join me. From there we were sent to another
room where we waited upto about 7.00 pm and then result was declared in that classroom
only.
THE FIGURES- 55 were selected finally out of 71 who were interviewed (36 were from
our college)
About the Company & why accentureToday accenture has become no.1 in the world among all other consulting
companies. Everyone would like to work with such a great leader. The company has 6
offices in India- Bangalore, Hyderabad , Mumbai, Pune, Chennai and New Delhi . It has
1,52,000+ employees all over the world, out of which 26,500+ are in India (Till 28 Apr.
2007).
The word ‘accenture’ means “accent on the future” and the ‘>’ sign over letter ‘t’,
is the accent that signifies to go ahead in future. The word ‘accent’ means an emphasis
given to a syllable or word. CEO- Mr. William Green. Brand Ambassador- Tiger Woods.
Other important information regarding accenture can be found on www.accenture.com.
The website is superb and provides great information. Better visit the accenture world
website first, and then go for accenture India .
THE SELECTION PROCEDURE, THE TEST PAPER, QUESTIONS & TIPS:
Eligibility60% through out in all 5 semesters of current degree (BE/B. Tech)
Backlog in 5th semester not allowed
All branches are invited
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Students with year gap were allowed in this campus drive, so those who have year gap
may be considered (all my friends who had year gap were allowed)
Percentage of class 10th and 12th were not in criteria
1. WRITTEN TEST
Time: 1 hour 10 minutes
Number of questions: 55 + 1 essay
Rules:
No negative marking
55 questions had to be done in 60 mins
Essay should be written in 10 mins (Topic is told at the end only)
Answer sheet was four paged, with1st page having bubbles to be filled
2nd page with name and other information to be filled by us
3rd page was rough page
And 4th page was left for writing essay
Cutoff- not told (it was later found that cutoff was about 34 or 37)
No Sectional Cutoff
Level of paper- Easy
SECTION I- Q.1 to Q.20 (VERBAL)
Q.1 to Q.3 Prepositions
One of the questions was__ his vacation, Ram went __ the forest and also walked __ the river.
Ans: During, to, along (other options may confuse you, like you would think it can be
‘across the river’, but choose the one in which all three are fitting)
There was 1 question that had only 1 blank as well.
Q.4 to Q.6- Choose the closest meaning to the words in Italics:
One of the questions wasDue to his versatile qualities, Mohan was able to do all types of jobs quite easily.
Ans: Flexible
(Other options can confuse you like ‘Multi-talented’ was an option, but choose the word
that exactly fits in the sentence and carries the correct meaning)
Q.7- Q.10 Articles:
Fill in the articles in the following sentences:
One of the questions was__ essay, which was later chosen as __ best, was written by __ student who used to be
quiet in the class.
Ans: The, the, the
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(These type of questions were quite easy and there were 1-2 questions that had only 1
blank as well)
Q.11- Q.15 were based on a passage that was related to operating system (OS 2 and its
newer versions. It was compared to other operating systems and its advantages and
disadvantages were discussed)
The answers of the 3 questions were within the passage and answers of 2
questions had to be given by interpreting the passage. So I would suggest, since the
passage was long and time consuming, better have a glance on the questions before
starting the reading.
Q.16- Q.20 were based on another passage on PLM (Process Life cycle Management)
This passage was very long so I left it for the end.
Apply the same trick for answering the questions of the very long passage!!!
SECTION II- Q.21 to Q.40
Q.21- Q.26 These were the questions based on Venn diagram.
Example:
If in a class 80 people speak English, 42 speak French, 65 speak Hindi, 12 speak both
English and Hindi, 17 speak both French and Hindi, 13 speak both English and French
and 6 speak all three languages, how many people are there in all?
Q.27- Q.30 A variety of questions were there:
Example:
1 question on Blood relationExample:
Pointing to a man Carl said, “He is the son of brother of my mother’s husband.” How are
Carl and the man related?
Ans: Paternal Cousin
1 question on DirectionsA man walked 2 km east, then he turned NE and walked 5 km. Then he walked 2 km
west. How much and in which direction should he move to reach the initial point?
Ans: 5 km South-West
31-35 were of following type:
Two sentences are given below. Mark the answer according to the following:
A- If only FIRST sentence is required to verify the sentence
B- If only SECOND sentence is required to verify the sentence
C- If both FIRST and SECOND sentence are required to verify the sentence
D- Cannot be verified even if both sentences are considered
Example:
Two trains are traveling towards each other. When will the two trains meet? If 1. Train A is coming at a speed of 20km/hr
2. Train B is coming at a speed of 30km/hr
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Ans: D
36-40 were based on:
If 1 is written as $, and 0 is written as *. Then answer the following:
(e.g. 4 is written as $** and 3 is written as $$)
Example:
3*5-12+10-9/3
The solution of the above expression can be represented as?
Ans: $*$* (1010 in binary i.e. ten in decimal)
SECTION III- Q.41 to Q.55
Q.41- Q.45 Mark the answers according to the following:
A- If all the three options match
B- If FIRST and SECOND options match
C- If FIRST and THIRD options match
D- If none of the three match
Example:
KKTUJNGDFTSR
Ans: C

KKTUJHGDFTSR

Another example:
1896.5738491023
Ans: D

1896.5783491023

KKTUJNGDFTSR

1896.5738461023

Q.46-Q.49 were based on the Puzzle-type question. It said:
Following was the criteria decided by the selection committee of Indian Cricket Board:
1) Player’s age should be 18-28 years
2) He must be the captain of any cricket team for at least 2 years
3) He must be a Ranji Player for at least 2 years
4) He must have taken at least 20 wickets or made 1000 runs in a calendar year in Ranji
If 1st condition is not fulfilled … referred to chairman
If 2nd condition is not fulfilled … he must be an all rounder with at least 500 runs and 15
wickets
If 4th condition is not fulfilled … referred to VP
Questions were like following example:
Rahul was born on dec.10,1979 and is a captain of Ranji team since Feb 2005. He won
man of the tournament last year for taking 24 wickets last year. He is:
a) Selected
b) Rejected
c) Referred to Chairman
d)Data Insufficient
Ans: a
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(These questions are also easy if you draw a table with names of the aspirant in rows and
criteria in the columns, and then checking whether he/she fulfils it or not)
Q.50- Q.55 were also a bit easy and were of two types:
Example of type 1:
If * means +, + means -, - means / and / means *, then what is the value of8+4-9*7/12+3
Example of type 2:
If * means /, / means -, - means + and + means *, then which of the following is true:
a) 7+43*2/13-7+8 = 22.6
b) 4-9*7/4*2/3-7+2 = 25 … …
(The type 1 are easier and less time consuming and type 2 are more time consuming but
still can be solved. 3 of the questions were of type1 and other 3 of type two)
Note: The Examples that I have given are almost the same questions that were asked to us.
Few examples are given by me to just make you understand the type pf question since I
don’t exactly remember the question.
Important things to be remembered:
Most of the questions were easy; all you need is time management and accuracy.
Try to attempt the paper in two passes. In the first pass, do all the less time consuming
questions and leave the others. Then start the paper again to do the remaining questions.
Doing this you may find that you have attempted 35-38 questions in half the time (in 3033 mins). So don’t feel low because paper is very easy!
ESSAYWrite the essay properly because was asked in the interview by some of my
friends. Some important topics that were asked in accenture are:
Challenges for IT industries in India
If I would be PM of India
My dream company accenture
First day in accenture
First day I accenture
If I would be CEO of accenture
IMPORTANT TOPICS THAT SHOULD BE PRACTICED FOR WRITTEN TEST:
Venn diagrams
Direction problems
Age
Blood Relations
Time and Distance
Work
Percentage
Ratio & proportion
Data sufficiency
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Trains
Pipes and cicerones
Calendar based
Race Problems
Profit and loss
Symbol based problems: * means +
Synonyms Antonyms
Prepositions
Articles
Comprehensions
Fill in the appropriate word
Pattern matching
Puzzle type
Probability
Series completion (aa__bbb__aaaa__abab)
IMPORTANT GD TOPICS:
Who is the better actor rajnikant or Kamal hasan.
Celebrity should be brand ambesder or not.
Who is the better anchor for KBC shahrukh or amithabh.
Can India be a world power
Black or white
Shahrukh vs amitabh
Kbc
Some viad ones like mother or father
IT industry
BPO is affecting youth
Men’s day or women’s day
World cup- India or Australia
Hardworking or Smartworking or Both/Support
Should india host the olympics.
State of women
Should there be dress codes in college
Indian economy.
Should Alcohol be banned or not?
IT is enabler (BOON) or not ? (my topic)
Is Salman Khan's Bail is Justifiable?
Communism & Economy Reform.
CPM's Role in Privatization.
Foreign TV channels should be banned in INDIA or not?
India out of world cup
AND CURRENT AFFAIRS……
IMPORTANT POINTS THAT I NOTICED TO GET SELECTED in interviews:
Knowledge, of course is important. You can start your TI with confidence; try to drive
the interview towards a topic that you have prepared. Say NO if you don’t know answer
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but ensure him that you can easily learn that thing or you would be aware of it if you
study about it.
CONFIDENCE is checked through out the process!!!
FLUENCY- English must be fluent. If you face TI first, you should be fluent there as
well because results are forwarded to HR and you get the advantage.
SMART and GOOD LOOKING people They want you to be smart in your answers. And
as per my experience, they prefer to choose good looking boy/girl.
ALL THE BEST to all the accenture aspirants. Hope to meet you in accenture.

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 27th APRIL AT INDORE
hey people
accenture conducted its placement session at " MITM- INDORE " on d 27th of april
2007. i m frm MITM,itself nd here to give u my entire experience. i ws selected out of d
900 ppl who gave it nd 54 wr recruited overall.
round 1:non technical written(55 ques 60 mins) thr is no point tellin u d questions bcz
it ws conducted by Merittrac private placement consultancy bt basically dis is hw it ws..
a) Aptitude: damn easy .. hd abt 20 ques .. very easy is d word .. keep d speed .. leave d
ques d moment u feel u wnt b able to do it .. jst attempt wt u knw nd b confident
b) English: Again very simple .. 2 passages .. 1 ws on DLM .. dis ws a bit tough to
comprehend,since u've to think thoroughly over it.. d 2nd one ws on Indian Heritage &
History, ques over Articles, prepositions & sentence correction .. very easy.
c) reasoning: simple ques of + replaced wid /, - wid * then compute d value of say 2+37=2/3*7 .. bt remember dt thr were these 3 ques whr u were suppose to find d correct
option out of 4 2+5*6 etc .. dnt attempt it .. it will b a waste of time .. jst choose 1 option
nd tick it blankly .
Logical passages of "Selection in a team" based questions. Very Easy, provided u read it
completely, & comprehend each clause. Dont Panic, maintain ur calm.................make
sure u hv speed+accuracy .. d cutoff ws abt 40 correct attempts .. dnt go haywire
ticking d same option in a line .. it wnt help
After d test, v've 2 write an Essay On "Challenges faced by IT industries in India", alloted
time ws 5 min. & v've gotta write atleast 100 words, so go prepared.
I am very thankfull to this portal and all those students who have contributed the papers.
It helped me immensly.......
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round 2:GD
my topic ws "Who will win the Cricket World Cup- 2007" .. thr were 10 ppl nd d topic
was easy 4 every1, even girls were enthusiastic over it. V had a relatively gud GD,with
every1 contributing in his/her own way. "Its not abt wat u speak, its abt How u speak" .
So plz try n speak valid points, with some conviction. maintain a smart posture & GD
will b a piece of Cake. 7 out of 10 were selected, a gud performance by group bcoz v've
planned it 2 not 2 make it a fishmarket, some groups were rejected completely(all 10)
bcoz of their fishmarket, i guess.....................
IMP - Try 2 b friendly with ur group, even b4 ur GD, it'll help immensly.
round 3:Tech. interview
dis ws d elimination round so i will tell u my ques.
since, my stream is "Electrical & Electronics", i was asked abt Power System, generation
& distribution of electricity, Machines & their working....i answered them not completely,
but with certain conviction & confidence.......... then i ws asked abt
microprocessors........this ws a bit easy one, i answered all d ques..............then ws asked
abt C & C++,like major differences, encapsulation, polymorphism, inheritance
etc.............some how i managed 2 answer some of them..........but i remain confident
while answering.
round 4: HR interview
this ws absolutely unconventional, like no ques. abt Describe urself, weakness,strenghts
etc...No such Crap........there were only situational ques. & ques. abt my Past experiences
of school & collge life, abt group assignments i've done & major conflicts aroused in
them....How u solved them, asked abt my family,my Industrial Training, my values &
principles in Life, my girlfriend, my views over future & growth of our country....How
will u contribute in development of country & other stuffs like dat...... i've answered most
of them.....though he(interviewer) tried 2 put me in alot of pressure, but i remained Cool,
Calm & Composed. In between he offered me Soft Drinks & some snacks........ dont
know whether 2 check my eating habbits or wat................
But overall it was gud, in d end he told me whether i've any questions 4 him......i asked
couple of questions, related 2 my interview,which impressed him.....so plz ask some valid
ques.its ur last turn 2 hit d ball out of Park, so dont miss it
Around 7pm , 28th april , d results were announced & my name ws there...... trust
me,it ws an awesome moment. After a tiring & exhausting recruitement
procedure of 2 days, it ws like icing on d cake. finally i've delievered, High
Performance........

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 27th APRIL AT INDORE
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VERBAL SECTION
It consist of question like
fill in the blanks using given words,
fill in the blanks using given ARTICLE,
2-3 question from synonyms
+ means * and * means / and / means % what is the value of 2+3*5/7( 5 QUE)
how to solve the $ and * problem. if $=1,*=0 ( 5 QUE)
question like There are 2000 member on a club, 800 likes swimming, 1300 like
golf, 500 like swimming & golf then how many like onlu swimming, golf?
3 question on set theory like there are 50 people, 20 like jukebox+game, 10 like
game+book , 35 like book+jukebox. Than how many like only book, jukebox.
question on selecting the look alike
(VENN DIA 5 QUE)
125.23622

125.23522

125.23522

125.25322

568.352

568.352

568.532

568.352

For ESSAY :
They have given the topic "CHALLENGES OF I.T. INDUSTRIES IN INDIA"
This essay is just to check your writing ability.
GROUP DISCUSSION
GD Topics were

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 18th APRIL AT BANGALORE
hi everybody, if your preparing for accenture u must be thorough about the company.
read up and do ur research well. this will help you in your HR and technical interview.
associate al that u know about the company with your branch of engineering. dont miss
the ppt of the company coz it'l help u in the above
for my batch there were 4 rounds
1. written test or ULKAT score(for karnataka)
2. group discussion
3. HR interview
4. Technical interview
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the written test is easy. the group discussion was good for us coz are team was well in
unison. dont argue. dont be loud. speak up only relevant points. in my batch 1 group was
arguing and so they got dismissed. be confident and calm. GD wil be for 15mins and 15
ppl in a batch. this is a huge elimination round and u should keep in mind to talk ur share
befor time runs out. for our batch the HR proffessional asked us to decide on a topic
ourselves in 15 secs or else he would give us a tough one. so soon as ur group is formed
discuss this.some other topics are capital punishment etc.
Next, is the HR interview for about 10mins. here they wil ask you to introduce urself and
also ask you why you want to join accenture? if u answer this question satisfactorily, your
interview wil end there, further general questions will follow. this round is basically to
test ur communicative skills and personality.
Next is the technical interview.this is what u hv to watch out for.this round goes on for
about 20 to 30mins and here everything you know is put to test. it is basically a HR +
tech interview. here talk more about ur strong subjects.
be confident, calm read up wel about accenture and all the best!

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 14th APRIL AT MUMBAI
Hi friends.. I am Nikhil Singhal from Vidyalankar IoT and I was selected in Accenture in
Mumbai, held at Don Bosco IoT. The instructions about cutoff, no negative marking,
sections etc. can be seen from other's review.
Aptitude test was very much of the same pattern which I downloaded from this portal,
and I am very thankfull to portal and all those students who have contributed the papers.
As you will see, the apti is quiet easy. There were similar questions on $,* as I studied in
the downloaded paper. These questions initially look very odd, but only thing we need to
do is to obtain the binary code of the given decimal number and replace 1 by $ and 0 by *.
I think these questions helped me to increase the score above cutoff.
GD was a piece of cake. Simply make sure that you speak what is logical. In 15-20
minutes time I contributed 2 excellent points and was selected. Some of those who keep
murmuring and just agreeing with others were rejected. The moderator checks your
knowledge and team work.
Technical Interview was for namesake only. IT and COMPS people were questiond on
C C++, and other non-IT were hardly asked anything. Don't take any kind of tension for
technical interview. They were keen to know that weather I was ready for relocating or
not.
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HR interview was actually DANGEROUS. It was actually 'STRESS INTERVIEW'.
They were testing weather a person can handle stress properly. Out of 15 stdents from my
class who were selected for HR, only 4 made through HR interview. So you can
understand the seriousness. The key to success is your positive attitude, your confidence
and your ability to handle stress. And the questions they asK vary person to person. There
is no way to prepare for it. The best solution is to be relaxed and rest while waiting for
interview. I was able to get a 10-15 mimutes nap sitting in a corner!!
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 14th APRIL AT MUMBAI

General details abt the company can be found at www.accenture.com
Let me give the specific info, the one tht'll appeal to u
1) Package being offered right now is 2.7 pa ( which is being reviewed and will most
probably end up between 2.8 pa :-: 3.0 pa )
2) The company offers 2 MIT Certifications.
3) The company has tie-ups with IIM-B , XLRI & NMIMS for MBA.
But the certifications & MBA come at a cost i.e. additional bond. By the way the bond is
of 1 year.
Aptitude:
Aptitude is very simple.
Go through previous papers.
Most of the ppl cleared the apti.
GD:
GD is the round where most of the ppl get rejected.
The person moderating our GD told us tht he'd be judging us on 3 points....
Knowledge, Communication Skills & Interaction with the Group.
By the way starting the GD gives u a clear lead.
I started the GD and rarely spoke after tht, but my start was solid.
So cleared the GD.
HR Interview:
Order of HR interview & Technical Interview keeps on changing.
Listen to the PPT carefully(which will be given after the Apti results are out) and u'll be
able to handle the HR interview.
I was asked the following questions:
1) Favorite subject -> C
2) Wht are pointers?
3) Difference between C & C++
Sounds like a tech. interview Here are the remaining questions....
4) Why Accenture? -> answered
Some cross questioning on tht. -> got stuck
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Thts it ...my HR interview was barely for 3-4 minutes.
Some ppl's HR interview was upto 30 minutes.
Technical Interview:
I had mentioned in my CV tht I had organised & participated in Rink-Football & BoxCricket in my college.
Here are the questions:
1) Wht is Rink-Football? -> explained
2) Wht is Box-Cricket? ->explained
Sounds like a HR interview
After tht the real Technical Interview started...
3) So ur favorite subject is C? ->yes
4) Wht are pointers? -> explained
5) WHY would u use them? wrote 2 programs, one without pointers & the other with
pointers.
6) WHERE would u use pointers? -> explained
7) Name the sorting techniques u know? -> named
8) Explain Merge Sort -> explained with the help of example.
9) Where would u use Merge Sort? -> answered
10) If u r given an array of 10 nos , which sorting technique would u use? -> Quick Sort
11) If u r given only 2 nos then..? -> none, simply use if condition
Thts it done...barely 5 minutes..
And I was finally selected at Accenture.......after failing to get thru L&T, Infosys & Tech
Mahindra.
My faith in the Almighty saw me thru...
Wishing u'll luck........
Hoping to see u'll at Accenture.

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 7th APRIL AT NOIDA
hey people
accenture conducted its placement session at JIIT noida on d 7th of april 2007.im frm jiit
nd here to give u my entire experience.i ws selected out of d 600 ppl who gave it nd 137
wr recruited overall
round 1:non technical written(55 ques 60 mins) thr is no point tellin u d questions bcz
it ws conducted by sm private placement consultancy bt basically dis is hw it ws..
a)Aptitude:damn easy .. hd abt 20 ques .. very easy is d word .. keep d speed .. leave d
ques d moment u feel u wnt b able to do it .. jst attempt wt u knw nd b confident
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b)English:Again very simple .. 2 passages .. 1 ws on US shrimp imports .. dis ws a bit
tough to comprehend .. d 2nd one ws on ATM's .. very easy
c)reasoning:simple ques of + replaced wid /, - wid * then compute d value of say 2+37=2/3*7 .. bt remember dt thr were these 3 ques whr u were suppose to find d correct
option out of 4 2+5*6 etc .. dnt attempt it .. it will b a waste of tym .. jst choose 1 option
nd tick it blankly
d)4 probability ques .. easy ones as i ws told .. i cdnt solve thm
make sure u hv speed+accuracy .. d cutoff ws abt 45 correct attempts .. dnt go haywire
ticking d same option in a line .. it wnt help
round 2:GD
my topic ws "is forign education necessary fr success" .. thr were 10 ppl nd i ws d only 1
agaisnt d topic .. if u do so mk sure u hv d capability to defend urself .. 3 out of 10 wr
selected bcz thr ws too mch of pandemonium .. in 1 grp all 10 were selected bcz dey all
spoke 1 by one
round 3:HR interview
well .. 1 .. plz do d talkin nd do it properly .. a lady interviewd me .. b at ur comfort .. i ws
askd abt myself .. i did nt answer lyk d uasul dt these r my strenghts nd weaknesses etc ..
she ws impressed .. again go unconventional only if u hv a power to defend it.it lasted abt
15 mins.almost 80% of d ppl who appeared wr thru wid d HR
round 4:technical interview
dis ws d elimination round so i will tell u my ques nd answer as well.my intervies started
at 2 in d night nd continued fr 30 mins approx.thr were 2 interviewers (int = interviewer
& me =me obviously)
int:so r u exhausted
me:absoultely sir .. any hu8man wd be at 2 in d morning wn u hv been all awake since 8
in d morning .. im suire same goes fr u(plz dn lie dt ur all fresh wn its 2 in d morning .. dn
lie actually .. dey will c thru u if u do)
int:oh yes evn im exhausted .. bt evn if its 2 in d morning i expect reasonable answers frm
u
me:i will give it my best shot sir
int:so wts ur favourite subject?
me:sir tho i lyk microprocessors bt these days im all gaga ovr artificial intelligence(dis ws
a gamble bcz nobody says AI .. ppl say c/c++/microprocessor .. bt d gamble worked bcz
he ws impressed ..nd plz say only d subject ur very thorough wid .. lyk im very comfi wd
AI/micro/c/c++)
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int:so wts AI all abt
me:i explained all abt reasoning nd knowledge representation .. hard nd soft AI ..
dempster sheffer theory nd bayes theorm
int:so cn we shift to c nd c++
me:sure sir
int:wt r global nd local variables
me:local variables r only valid within d delimiters within which they r decleared.global
variables r accessbile to all function below which the above which d global varible hs
been decleared
int:wts a macro
me:i explained
int:wts a router
me:i explained
int:hw does a router select d shortest path of communication
me:its an intelligent device nd hs a router algorithm in it which selectes d shortest path
int:wts d difference b/w circuit switching nd packet switching
me:i cdnt recollect so i told him dt i cdnt .. he moved on wid a smile
int:askd me to write a program in assembly langaugue to find d factorial of a number
me:dts tough .. bt i did it never the less ...he ws impressed.
int:write a program in c to accept names nd roll numbers of students as long as d user
wnts
me:d catch here is "as long as d user wnts" .. initially i did it fr 50 loops ... thn he askd me
d mistake nd i told him its nt indefinite .. thn he askd me to correct it .. i did it using
malloc ..
int:is thr anything else u wnt to ask us
me:is thr anything i need to do since im frm ece so dt im at par wid cs guys
int:im impressed.nice ques.u stdy dbms/rdbms/java nd gt accquainted wid oracle 10g
me:thanks sir gdnyt
the result ws decleared d nxt day nd i gt thru ... wow all d bst to everybdy .. its easy .. u
wll gt thru
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ACCENTURE PAPER ON 2nd APRIL AT BANGALORE
Halo guys,
My name is punitha and i got placed in accenture on the 2nd of april 2007.thaks to
freshersworld. Well if you are one among the people who is preparing to face an
interview for accenture then all you have to remember is be confident and have a good
communication skill.
The placement process in our college kickstarted with the aptitude.The aptitude papers of
accenture is given by the merit track people. You can visit their website as
well(www.merittrack.com) .To be very frank the aptitude was easy.It consisted of 55
questions. A few verbal questions like fill in the blank with correct prepositions, to give
the synonymns of the underlined words and things like that. Then attention to detail and
logical reasoning which were also quite simple. There was no negative marking and no
sectional cut off either. So make sure that you attend as many questions as possible. But
the cut off will be a bit high, which they will not reveal, and the paper could also be a bit
lengthy for 40 min.Just be smart enough to answer the questions which will not consume
more time in the beginning and see to it that you have got majority of the answers right.
If you are guessing a few answers here is a tip. Let the choice for all the questions for
which you are guessing the answers be the same. For eg. c or d for all the answers going
to be guessed.
Then there will be the ppt (the pre placement talk). You ought to have a good knowledge
about the company. All company people will love that and Accenturites are in no way an
exception
The filtered students will be called for the HR round. This round should not be a
difficult one for those who can answer confidently with good presence of mind and
communication skill. The common questions are "introduce yourself"," what do you do in
your leisure time"," why did you choose engineering"," who is your role model"
etc..Dont worry just be confident as i have been mentioning and be smart, not over smart
though. You can shake hands after entering the room by introducing yourself and thank
the person for sharing his time before leaving .
Finally there will be the technical round which will more or less be like a second HR
round. If you are a CS student then you must brush up a few details about your project
and if you are an EC student then get the concepts of microprocessor right. You ought to
know the names of the subjects you are studying as this could be a definite question and
please for god sake dont say you dont know the subjects. The other possible questions
are "why should we hire you"," what are your areas of improvement" etc.Make it a point
to have a smile on your face throughout. That will matter. And in the end if the person
asks you if you have any questions for him please feel free to do so. you may ask
questions like "how has been your experience in the company"," how have you shaped
your career" etc.
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Just dont forget that the person who is interviewing you is also a human being. There is
no need to be scared of him. An interview is just going to be a mere exchange of words.

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 2nd APRIL AT BANGALORE
Hello friends, I am Preethi. Recently I got placed in “Accenture”!
The selection process included of 4 rounds:
The First round was a written test which included both aptitude and technical
sections!
The paper was similar to ULKAT exam and was simple. Read R.S.Agarwal’s
aptitude book and that’s more than enough.
Then we were supposed to write an essay for about 5min on the topic, “IT
industry in India after 5 years”!!
Though it was a simple topic, I think many of them got eliminated here.
REMEMBER: Use simple language and be clear in your expression of ideas—
introduction, main body, conclusion, if possible some example!
The Second round was Group Discussion. The topic given to us was,”The
next Economical Super power-INDIA or CHINA ”! The discussion went on for
about 20 min and then each of us were given a minute to conclude. Amongst the
12 in my group, 9 were selected.
REMEMBER: Speak fluently and stick to one vision. Body language counts.
Never boss over. Be involved in the discussion.
The Third round was an HR interview and many of them were actually
eliminated in this round. The interviewer was quite friendly and the questions
were as follows:
->Tell me abt urself, Why Accenture?, Which other s/w company do u know?,
How can you prove that you are a team player?,
->Give me an example where you have proposed an idea to your team and they
have accepted it (I told him directly that I couldn’t remember anything specific,
but I told him the main thing that I wuld always stress to my team members –time
management).
->Why should I hire u? (Very important question and answer appropriately. Tell
about your strengths),
->What is your motto in life? (he seemed to be impressed by my answer),
->Who is your role model in life? (I had to tell a public figure).
->About Hobbies ( ur respective hobbies, know completely about it).
REMEMBER: Be yourself. Never try to exaggerate anything. Again body
language counts and your communication skill is tested
here.
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The Fourth round was a Technical interview and was a simple one.
->He gave me a small C program to write—to accept a number and print it in the
reverse order.
->Differences between 8086 and 8085 mupi.
->Family of microprocessors.
->He asked me whether I can write a program in Assembly lang. I said that I wuld
try but he didn’t give.(probably, confidence testing).
That’s it.
Finally, at around 8:30 p.m, I got to know that I was selected. Thanks to GOD,
my parents and my lecturers for standing by me in every step.
NEVER LOSE HOPE! TRUST GOD! He always has the best in store for u. After
all U are his child.

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 24th MARCH AT PONDICHERY
Hi friends, I am vivek doing MCA 4thsem from Pondicherry University, Pondicherry,
belongs to PATNA , Bihar. First I would to like to thank this site and all those who share
their experiences…
In my university Accenture came at 24 march total 700 student (university + affiliated
college) appeared, total 107 cleared written then 47 cleared from GD then 21 cleared
from HR interview and finally after technical interview 18 are selected.
I got selected in Accenture . So main round is GD so practice well for GD.
In Written test there is 4 section :
First section: English:-Preposition 4 questions
Article 3 questions
Synonyms 3 questions
2 comprehensions 5 question each ,both are related to computer one comprehension
related to database and another related to embedded system. Each comprehension 5
question. it is easy.
Total time 20 min and total number of questions are 20. Easy u can do it do practice in
Grammar Article, preposition, tense…
Second Section: --In this section 15 questions and the time is 15 mins...
5 question for van diagram like ( 5 person plays cricket,4 plays football total person is 15
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then how many plays only cricket like that better u solve the arithmetic reasoning chapter
no. 14 R.S Agrawal in this chapter only u solve the van diagram problem.)
5 question for binary coded (refer the M.K.Panday analytical book and solve the coded
binary numbers.)
5 questions for Data sufficiency (Maximum problem maths based so better u magup the
all masuration formulas and u also clear basic concepts of geometry.) this one is little bit
tricky.
3rd section: --In this section 20 questions and the time is 20 mins...
1 question for blood relation very easy refers the R.S.agrwal.
1 question for date problem (like 13 dec 1999 was Sunday then what’s the day of 3rd of
jan 2000) refer R.S.Agrawal book. Calendar chapter
One puzzle basis of this puzzle 5 questions r there. Better solve the R.S.Agrwal puzzle
chapter.
3 questions they gave the 3 numbers and ask 2 numbers r similar or all 3 r similar or all 3
r different (4567832 4568290 4567832 like that they gave 3 numbers and ask here 1 and
3 are similar)
3 questions for arithmetic (Like Time and work, Percentage, Time and Distance etc …)
4th section: --In this section they gave one essay and gave the 10 min 4 this. My topic is "Should water
be the natural resource ". All r very easy question but cutoff was high in my college
cutoff was 30 out of 55.Better u concentrate on time management.
GD topics: --• Who is the better actor rajnikant or Kamal hasan.
• Celebrity should be brand ambesder or not.
• Who is the better anchor for KBC shahrukh or amithabh.
This is the main rejection round so be serious in this round according to my view in this
round only they judge your communication skill.
Then HR interview :-• Introduce your self.
• If year gap then the ask the reason for gap year.(Prepare well defiantly they
ask).
• Tell some thing about accenture. ( Prepare well about accenture very very
important)
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• What is your strength, weakness with example.
• why I hire u.
• why u want to join accenture.
• Ask me to tell some thing about IT industry. So prepare.
• They ask about the cricket world cup.So prepare well.
• They give the stress but be confidence that time…
• Prepare about your university. And for your native place..
• any question u want to ask me..
Mainly they are checking Communication Skill so be confident, cool and reply every
question calmly and truly as I have 3-4 year gap they keep on asking why ? so u should
be able to handle these question.
Technical interview:
This round is little bit easy. They ask for your area of interest.
Like (What is polymorphism, Virtual function write code for virtual function. Write
nested query. What is DML, DDL, DCL etc…,how u can add one column in a table,
write a loop for infinite, )
Only basic idea of ur Area of Interest they will ask u in which chapter u r comfortable so
do well ur resume.
All the best.

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 24th MARCH AT JAIPUR
Hello to all of them who are trying for accenture…..this was an awesome experience for
me as this was my third time to face an interview after MBT and Infy. Accenture paper
consists of the following 4 rounds:1.
2.
3.
4.

Aptitude test (3 sections)
GD
HR
Technical Interview
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Aptitude consists of three sections:1.English
2. mathematics
3. logical reasoning
English part was the easiest one. It started with 5 questions on articles, 5 on fill in the
appropriate word, two passages (one on SQL and the other on DBMS), a bit confusing
and time consuming..(one of them is already in previous papers) Synonyms.
Mathematics was quite easier for me(as I was preparing since MBT)…Make sure that u
do all the questions from venn diagrams, symbol questions like-if *=+, - symbolizes /…
and so on.. one question on direction sense.
Verbal- it included the following:- which of the following are similar345678,345678,346875etc. passage questions(puzzle type).
Remember that the test was easy, what matters is time management and amount of right
answers as the cutt-off is very high everytime.
In GD they were asking the following topics:Can India be a world power
Black or white
shahrukh vs amitabh
kbc
some viad ones like mother or father
It industry
just be in touch with the news n try to keep ur sense of creativity with u.they also check
ur presence of mind.
My GD was very good. Two of my friends were in a same group n that too just in front of
the panel.. at the end she said that we were excellent and superb..this made us even more
confident.
In HR I was asked general questions… for the first time I was very comfortable. The
most interesting thing was when the panel asked me to tell him the thing for which I am
recognized, I could recollect only that I can make sounds of different things like dog’s
bark, vendor’s way of selling etc etc…. He asked me to show something, I said that I
would be very loud, he said its fine… so I actually barked there( he was just checking
confidence). Then he started filling my entries and said that I am writing here that u “can
bark” in ur qualities. After some more questions , my Hr was over. When I went outside,
I noticed that “final rounding” was written on it.
One more thing, Do get all the details about the Company
I headed to Technical interview which was good again , I was asked about my branch
related questions as I am a non-cp/it candidate…
Next morning I was delighted to hear that I am in Accenture.
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One imp message frm my side is that do not lose hope, be confident and u will be at the
right place.

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 20th MARCH AT DELHI
THERE WERE 4 ROUNDS
1) WRITTEN PAPER
2) G.D
3) H.R INTERVIEW
4) TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
WRITTEN TEST
Paper consist of three parts—
1.analytical ability
2.aptitude & LR
3.verbal ability
section 1 consist of 20 question ----those were quite easy
simple percentage question
venn diagram question are a lot but easy
age and blood relation
time ,distance,work
section 2 consist of 15 question
puzzle on arrangement on 1 ref,2 tv,3 ac,4microprocessor
a)2 tv together
b)ac at 1st and 10th place
c)no tv next to micro
d)no ref and ac next to each other
simple matching questions---5 question
aaabbbccc,aaabbbccc,aaabbbbcc
--which are same
5 data sufficiency question
section 3 ---verbal was easy consist of 20 question
5 fill up wid articles a,an,the
2 passages
a)
1 on sql
b) other on dbms
both were easy
3 word meanings
blurt,compliant,exemption
total 55 questions …time given 60 minutes
5 min extra 4 essay on why accenture is my dream company???
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cut off was around 37-40
out of 207----130 were shortlisted for G.D
NEXT WAS G.D ROUND ---MAIN ELIMINATION WAS DONE IN THIS ROUND
G.D TOPICS
1}Bpo’s affecting youth
2)men’s day or women’s day
3)world cup—india or Australia
out 0f 130 only 60 were selected ---4 out of each group of 12
H.R ROUND—rest elimination is done here only
Will ask u general question???
about urself??
why accenture?
why should I hire u???
who is ur role model???
where u see urself after 5 yrs???
n strength n weakness
Be confident n cool –u will be selected But out of 60 only 45 were selested(approx)
Next was TECHNICAL round
study dbms,sql
c++ concepts
ur project
only 39 were at last selected after final interview…

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 15th MARCH AT MUMBAI
Hi friends!!!
I got selected on 15th march for accenture thanks to freshersworld and the almighty!!!
there was joint campus. there were around 800 ppl from 10 different colleges. they had
called us at 8.30am. and they were on time. so better be on or b4 time for accenture
placements. i was a bit late and so i missed the power point presentation. but friends
never dare to do so coz u need info abt the company in HR interview. so starting with i
would like to give some useful tips .
there are 4 rounds through which u have to go through
1. APTITUDE
2.G.D
3.HR INTERVIEW
4.TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
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1> APTITUDE.
the paper for aptitude which we had was typically similar to the whole test paper posted
by sridhar at MJCET college. pls see that paper. our paper was similar to that. do solve
the papers given on freshersworld. they help u a lot. basically there were 3 sections
1. analytical ability. under this section we had 5-6 problems based on venn diagram,
then 1 question based on realationship, then 1 q based on " there are 50 ppl. if i stand 17th
from front. then what will be my number from back". a little difficult type on it. also we
had some problems on data sufficiency in this type. some problems were based on
directions.
2.verbal
quite easy section .we had to fill in the blanks using articles. then 2 passages and all. was
quite easy and scoring
3. i dont remember the section name. but the problems were like if $=1 and *=0 then
what will be thew represention of following. see paper posted by shridhar same pattern of
questions. find which of the three quantities are alike. eg 122256664,122256644,
122256664. so quite easy. the other questions were based on * stands for +,/ stands for-,
= stands for*, - satnds for /..then find the value of foll exp 5/6*2+2-4.. these questions
were most diff part for me. as they were time consuming and u need little practice for
them. so practice such prob.also there was an essay to be witten. my topic was" MY
FIRST DAY AT COLLEGE". TIME LIMIT WAS 5 MIN AND ESSAY SHOULD BE
OF 100 WORDS.
out for 62 students from each classroom 15 were selected. and i was happy to find that i
was 1 among them. them immidiately we had gd. now comes the GD. my topic for gd
was "AMITABH IN KBC V/S SHAHRUKH IN KBC"
it is imporatnt that for gd u speak some valid points. and convey them properly to ur
collegues. be confident and speak well. my gd was like a fish market. during gd session
of 10 min i hardly spoke 2 points. but atlast that mam gave 2 min each for conclusion. my
conclusion was good so i got selected. out of 15 ppl she selected 10 ppl
HR interview
tips. read abt the companys profile nicely. it is very important.
she asked me questions like 1. tell me about urself and ur family background. 2.what do u
do in free time. 3. other than music what do u do? do u read any technnical magazines.4.
what did u decide to come into software field. who inspired u? who is ur role model. 5 ur
marriage plans.6.how imp is teamwork for u?. 7 have u ever managed any event in
college. 8. who is important for u supervisor or counciler. 9. what do u think how will be
ur first day in accenture. 10. are u ready to relocate.11. have u helped anyone grow.
Technical interview
only 1 question was asked. write a program for sequential linked list and insert a node
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into a already sorted linked list. the prog was really difficult for me as i had not prepared.
but then i wrote some part of program and as i knew the complete logic of program i
explained him the logic.
then he told me "u can go home" and "by the way u are selected". i was so happy . that
atlast after so many rejections i got a job into accenture..
let me tell u 1 thing...ALWAYS BELIEVE IN ALMIGHTY...WHATEVER HE DOES
IS FOR UR BEST. NEVER LOSE HOPE. I WAS DOWN AND OUT WHEN I WAS
REJECTED BY LNT AND INFOSYS. BUT NEVER EVER GIVE UP..SOMETHING
BETTER IS WAITING FOR U!!!!!
BEST OF LUCK ...... AND HOPE TO MEET U ALL SOON IN ACCENTURE.

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 15th MARCH
Hi GUYS,
Myself Chetan K from JONDHALE college. Just yesterday i got Placed in Accenture
after their tough & lengthy selection procedure.

GENERAL idea about accenture selection process-->
(4 rounds)
Round 1
APPTITUDE TEST
In my case for apptitude test nearly 700-800 students were present From 25 colleges.
Around 300 students cleared apptitude test.
Round 2
GROUP DISCUSSION
Batch of 15 students was formed, from each batch 'minimum' 5 students were eliminated.
Round 3
HR INTERVIEW (One to One interview)
From GD about 200 were selected for HR and roughly 150 students cleared it.
Round 4
TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
I would like to call it as the 'toughest' round. From 150 say nearly 40-50 students were
selected who finally made it to Accenture.
I was the lucky one of them.
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Detailed idea about the 4 rounds--->
APPTITUDE TEST
Cracking apptitude test of accenture is quite easy. But remember nearly 3/4 th of students
of the total appearing fail to crack this round? Preparation for apptitude test is always
needed.
Guidelines- Refer to previous accenture papers. Pattern of questions remains more or less
same only.
Some type of questions-->> Venn diagram,
Fill correct word,
>> similar word for the word in italics,
if 1 stands for $, and 0 stands for * then what answer would suit the equation.
>> Questions on 2 passages
>> Date & day problems
>> Data sufficiency type problems
Race problem
References for above--> Quantitative apptitude(R S AGRAWAL) SHAKUNTALA
DEVI.
( GROUP DISCUSSION )
Guys who r not comfortable in speaking ENGLISH clearly, possibly dont clear this
round?
>> Topic given to my group was Sharukh v/s Amitabh in KBC.
>> Try to speak clearly and to the point.
>> Try to be the leader.
>> Give examples to support what u speak that creates the best impression.
>> If you dont speak then or if your voice tone is not loud and clear and if you are seen
nervous then you are gone.
>> The best way to clear this round is to take initiative if possible and try to conclude on
behalf of you group members.
( HR ROUND )
INTERVIEW Questions asked to me were-->
>> Describe yourself?
>> What r ur strengths?
>> What do you know about accenture?
>> Why accenture?
>> What projects does accenture works on?
>> Which are the top 3 IT firms in INDIA?
>> Tell me about the projects done by u?
>> Besides projects have u done any assignments what role u played there?
>> What are your future plans?
>> R u ready to relocate?
>> Which place u would prefer if choosen?
>> R u married?
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>> Possibly at what age will u marry?
>> What does ur parents do?
>> Do you have any education gap?
>> R u sure that the information u provided us is true?
>> Any questions?
( TECHNICAL ROUND )
'Toughest round' and a 'thick elimination round' If u are a COMPUTER or IT guy then
be prepared for some tough questions and be ready to write any algorithm or program
which they ask u.
>> I was possibly the 10th guy for appearing the technical interview and all the previous
guys were eliminated but i was prepared for tech round so confidently i cleared it.
>> They assured me that since i was a COMPUTER guy the tech would be tough as they
Expected more from a COMPUTER guy.
>> I was asked to write sorting algorithm.Confidently i wrote it taking a example and
explaining it. I constructed the algorithm step by step telling him the logic as to why i
was doing each step and why did i not planned another solution.
> Questions generally began from interviewer's side and he began to go deep as he was to
explore all what i had studied. Since my basics were clear i didnt faced much problem.
>> It took some 15 minutes for this round and since he had put me all the possible
questions on sorting no more questions were asked.
>> But for those who were
not comfortable in answerinq the first question were put many questions then and he saw
upto what level ur concepts were clear and how much knowledge u have.
>> B prepared for this round as ratio of selection to rejection for this round can be
guessed by me possibly as 1:10.
REMEMBER---->
>> Confidence is tested at all the levels.
> If u dont have the confidence then ur chances of selection are slim.
>> Refer to all accenture papers.
>> B prepared for apptitude first then only think of facing the other rounds.
>> B prepared for technical since ur place in accenture depends on this final round.
>> Pray to GOD then everything will work smoothly.
So GUYS i hope u all find this useful enough to be aware of what accenture pattern is.
So GUYS be prepared-- " LETS MEET IN ACCENTURE " so " SEE U IN
ACCENTURE ".
ACCENTURE PAPER ON 9th MARCH
hey frns !! wanna go 4 accenture......... !! of course... who else won't like to .. nyways,
herez d format..
1. aptitude test
2. GD
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3. HR interview
4. Final interview
Aptitude test is easy.. .... comprises of general english.. including prepositions, articles,
venn diagrams, 2 comprehension passages ( 1 is a bit tough n other one is easy ) and
essay writing. our topic 4 essay was " IF I WERE THE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA"
we were given just 5 minutes to write the essay .... so u hav to be very fast.. word length
is minimum 100 words for essay.
about 1000 students appeared 4 d apptitude test out of which about 400 cleared..
next was group discussion.. we had a gp of 15 students.. out of which 4 got selected. it is
basically an ellimination round.. out of 15 students.. accenture hardly choose 2-4
students .. make sure that u r audible n clear on your point. my topic was" WHICH IS
BETTER COCA COLA OR PEPSI ?" other topics were "SHOULD COLD DRINKS BE
BANNED" " SHOULD CAPITAL PUNISHMENT BE DERE OR NOT "
my personal suggessions :- if u hav a solid point in ur mind..... just without
thinkin initiate the GD.. after dat even if u don't say anything thru out d gd.. still u'll get
selected.. coz this shows ur leadership skills.. or.. if u couldn't initiate.. then in between
give a valid point related 2 d topic.. n make sure ur point is considered, u r audible n
clear.. coz it's tough to b audible in gp of 15 .. so better be loud n confident..
id GD is becoming a fish market .. try to calm every one.. bt also make sure u r giving a
valid point after dat.. just speaking any thing won't work.. u must give a point dats valid
next were interviews.......... both d interviews weer conducted side by side.. sum got d
chance 2 appear 4HR and some 4 final interview .. which is basically technical ... bt
actually u cannot say nything..........coz my both d interviews were mixture of both
technical n HR !!
HR interview i was asked questions like :
tell us sumthin abt ur self ?
y do u wanna join accenture ?
wat cn u give to accenture ?
any problem if we relocate u ?
f we locate u to chennai ? ny problem ?
u frm CSE ? i said yes.....
den dey asked me ......... what is inheritance ?
give example ?
write program of inheritance ?
dey just check ur confidence n speaking skills........ even if u don't know program... just b
confident n write wat ever u know...... i wrote a correct program.. bt it was too simple!!
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sum students were asked questions like...ur favorite subject.. n den dey ask u questions
related to dat no matter u re mechanical engineer, chemical engineer , electronics
engineer... dey hav questions 4 every one :)
ur fav subject in 12th ? some questions like describe faraday's laws, newtons laws were
asked..
draw diagram of microprocessor?
one frnd f mine said her fav subject in 12th was chemistry .........
she ws asked Ca + H2SO4 = ?
next was final interview......
dey asked me my introduction..
would u hav ny problem if we relocate u ?
what are data structures ?
what is a variable ?
hat is linked list ?
den i had done oracle 9i , so dey asked me questions related to dat..
what is index ?
what is inner join ?
i was asked to write 2 queries .. one simple select , other of joins !!
were do u see urself after 5 years ?
well , dat ws my experiance......bt i must say.. accentuire really filters the students.. n
appoint just selected ones.. only 50 finally got selected..out of 1000 who appeared..
finally i made into accenture...... will b joining soon.... I'm really thnkful to
freshersworld.com ........ the placement papers were very very helpful n u frns, don't
worry.. it's not too tough.. all u need is confidence , gud comm.skills n knowledge abt ur
subjects.. n u r in !! nywyas, all d best to all ..just work hard.. n hav faith in GOD ..
i was rejected in TECH MAHINDRA....... i couldn't clear final HR round.., n ws vry vry
discouraged.. bt it's an old sayin bt very true "WAT EVER HAPPENS, IT HAPPENS 4
GUD " n finally i ws in ACCENTURE ,,,,,,,,,,,,so, frnds .......don't loose hope!! GOD
BLESS U ALL !!

ACCENTURE PAPER ON 9th MARCH AT CHANDIGARH
Yipii...............i got selected in Accenture my dreams come True!!!! Still cant believe
after after being rejected in interview of (US Tech,TECH mahindra) at last i Got selected
d thing is it has 2 b Your Day...... i m from GNE collg ludhiana...Accenture came at Ciet
chandigarh (JOINT CAMPUS) ok now enough abt me i'll giv u sum tips which helpd me
our aptti n GD was Dated on 9th and interviews(ie.Tehinical &Hr ) was on 10th..ok nw
lets start wid my exp.
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1st hurddle is Aptti....... Hey Guys Dnt worry abt aptti its simple ya simple 4 all but i can
assure u if u r average than also u can through it..1000+ appeared for it n 374(app)
selected cutt of was around 40 out of 55 que time was 60 min n yaup 5 min extra for
eassy writing (just a formality).the test patter is also ready posted on fresher world do GO
through it n plz BELIEVE IN YOU...
2nd Hurddle is GD ..................DANGEROUS one!!!!!! out of 374 only 80(app) get
through
Gd was most disappointing moment 4 me as my 2 best buddy was not selected but dnt b
BLUE as 1n is allready placd in TECH mahindra ok leave it so coming on GD its d
highest eliminating round we were put in a batch of 15 student each n their were 31
Batches n they nly select 3or 4 frm each.
THE imp thing -> Try to Dominate d GD and as its going 2 b fish market try 2 calm thm
dowm by saying we r here 4 gd nt for one on one interaction n BLA BLA.............
after this they gave us PPT(pre placment talk) its very boring n last for 2 full hrs they tell
u each n every thing abt Accenture wright frm d Scratch and at d end their was a quis
round but leav it n focus on interview
Nw NEXT DAY !0 th march
Hurrddle 3rd.....Interview bith HR and TECH interview will b going simultanously n its
their choice which 1n you get i Got Hr
Before going 2 HR cram ur Resume as its going 2 b HR- cum-Tech interview.B prepaird
for vollies like
1) y Accenture?
2) what you knw abt accenture?
3) 5 top indian IT company
They just check ur confidence n skills and they tell you result after 5 min
nw 4th n Final Hurrdle.........Tech interview
Please please prepare 1 Subject they nly ask ur 1n favirout subject and sum que on it n
dnt say C or C++ coz unless ur full prepaired they want new technology
i told Java core n few simple que lik wht is exception handling? wht is JSP
C if u hav cleared one interview i Assure u tht 80% u r selected... after 2 hactic rounds
result was out n around 50students Got placed in Accenture and thnax GOD i m one of
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thm.... i knw u must b curious to knw abt d packg but guys Accenture BRAND name is
more thn Enough so dnt b ""lalchii" thik hei...
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